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iThe Abstract
The properties which define a molecular cloud core — the evolutionary phase bridging
between a molecular cloud and a protostar — are extensive. These properties include the
initial density profile; velocity field; and magnetic field strength and geometry (and the
alignment of this with other fields). These properties have a major eﬀect on the nature of
the protostar or protostars ultimately produced when the core collapses.
We present a series of calculations using smoothed particle radiation magneto-
hydrodynamics of the collapse of amolecular cloud core to the first hydrostatic core phase.
Before this, we describe and analyse our numericalmethod, including exploring historical
diﬃculties and the limits of the stability.
We explore the role of the geometry of the magnetic field, and showing that the
nature of any outflows produced from a first hydrostatic core is closely related to the
inclination angle of the field. We continue this analysis into the role of the field strength
and geometry. We find that highly misaligned fields do not form bipolar outflows and
discuss the cause of this, and additionally find that the angular momentum transport
in weak field calculations is insuﬃcient to prevent fragmentation and the formation of
binary systems. When an outflow is formed, even in the most idealised initial conditions,
the velocity is never jvz j > 10km  s 1.
We consider next the role of turbulent and rotational kinetic energy, and find that
transonic turbulence can prevent the formation of an outflow unless a critical ratio of ro-
tation to turbulent energy is exceeded. Even so, we observe that outflows produced in
non–laminar calculations are slower (jvz j  1km  s 1) than those from laminar configu-
rations. We then show that a Bonnor–Ebert density profile can produce a stable binary
system with a helical outflowwithout the prolific fragmentation seen in fast rotating uni-
form density distributions.
Copyright 2015–2017 Benjamin Tomos Lewis.
This thesis is made available under a Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 UK: England & Wales
(CC–BY 2.0 UK) License.
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The Table of Definitions
Throughout this work, unless the context otherwise requires, we represent various phys-
ical and mathematical properties by the symbols in table A.
We use Einstein’s index notation to represent vectors and tensors, where repeated
indicies imply summation, throughout for clarity. To avoid confusion with S.P.H. particle
indicies, the letters i, j, k, etc. as superscripts are used exclusively for vector indicies, and
the letters a, b, c, etc. as subscripts exclusively for S.P.H. particles.
Table A. Symbol definitions.
Operators
ri nabla (del)
Dt convective (total) derivative Dt  v iri + @t
@t partial derivative with respect to t
4 the Laplacian i.e. 4  r2
Physical Fields
 fluid density
v i fluid velocity
u specific internal energy
B i magnetic field
J i current density J i = i jkr jBk
p fluid (hydrodynamic) pressure (occasionally phyd for clarity)
 self-gravitational potential
F i radiative flux
E radiation energy density
P i j radiation pressure tensor
Other physical quantities
i j Maxwell’s stress tensor
r i radius vector
cs sound speed
xviii
Table A. Symbol definitions (continued).
ca Alfvén speed ca  Bp0
cc speed of the hyperbolic cleaning
wave
c2c  c2s + caa
M Mach number
v i  M cs
pmag magnetic pressure pmag  B220
`J Jeans length
 fluid opacity
mol (mean) molecular weight
Tfl fluid temperature
Trad radiation temperature
f i j Eddington tensor
f ¹Eº Eddington factor function
B ¹Tflº Planck function
Ekin kinetic, etc., energy
v, R, ... viscous, magnetic, etc. diﬀusivities
Dimensionless ratios
β ‘plasma beta’ β  phydpmag
rot ratio of rotational (etc.) to gravita-
tional potential energy
tot ratio of all ‘supportive’ forces to
gravitational energy
ε ratio of turbulent and rotational en-
ergy
ε  turbrot  EturbErot
R Reynold’s number R  v `v
Rm ‘magnetic’ Reynold’s number Rm  v `R
 mass–to–flux ratio (in terms of the
critical ratio)
  $core$critical
$ mass–to–flux ratio $ / M
 adiabatic index
S.P.H. quantities
a ,v ia , ... density, etc., of some S.P.H. particle
a
Wab ¹haº smoothing kernel for particle a at b Wab ¹haº W

r ia   r ib ; ha

ha smoothing length of particle
ma mass of particle
 h, in terms of the ‘mean particle
separation’
  h 
p
m
Nngh number of neighbour particles
xix
Table A. Symbol definitions (continued).
AV artificial viscosity switch
AR artificial resistivity switch
%m;a magnetic ‘charge density’
(monopole term)
%m;a  riaB ia
Constants and mathematical symbols
i j Kroencker delta tensor
i jk Levi–Civita symbol
µ0 permeability of free-space 0  4  10 7 H m 1 (s.i.)
c speed of light in vacuo c  2:998  1010 cm  s 1
G universal gravitational constant G  6:672;6  10 8 dyn  cm2  g 2
NA Avogadro’s number NA  6:022;140;857  1023 mol 1
kB Boltzmann’s constant kB  1:380;7  10 16 erg  K 1
Rg the universal gas constant Rg  NAkB  8:3145  107 erg  K 1 mol 1
σB Stefan-Boltzmann constant σB  5:670;5  10 5 erg  cm 2  s 1  K 4
au the astronomical unit 1 au  14;959;787;070;000 cm
pc parsec 1 pc  3:086  1018 cm
a one year 1 a def 365 14 days
M solar mass 1M
def
 1:996  1033 g
Da unified atomic mass unit / Dalton 1 Da ' 1:660;539;040  10 24 g
 number of spatial dimensions invariably   3
Physical constants are taken (in general) from E. R. Cohen and Taylor (1987), with
certain astrophysical constants from Luzum et al. (2011) (which became Resolution b1 of
the xxviiith. General Assembly of the International Astronomical Union) and from Reso-
lution b3 of the xxixth. General Assembly of the International Astronomical Union.
We use the centimetre–gramme–second system of units, using electro–static units
(i.e. where co–eﬃcent in Coulomb’s Force Law1 is exactly unity) throughout.
1. vide de Coulomb (1785)
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1CHAPTER I
The Introduction
Omnium rerum principia parva sunt.
Liber v, Capitulum lviii,
De Finibus Bonorum et Malorum, Marcus Tullius Cicero (ca. 45 B.C.)
Poca favilla gran fiamma seconda.
Canto i, Paradiso, Dante Alighieri (1320)
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The Hellenic astronomers believed the fixed stars were immutable and unchanging, set in
a grand crystalline sphere around the Earth — as recounted by Hipparchus (ca. 160–120
B.C.) and more completely by Ptolemy (ca. 150–170 A.D.). Modern astronomy has shown
this to be far from correct, beginning with the observation that S.N. 1572 had no (observ-
able) parallax and therefore could not be an atmospheric eﬀect by Brahe (1573) and the
similar discovery for S.N. 1604 by Kepler (1606). Rather than being permanent and static
objects, we find that stars are dynamic and variable entities, with the formation of new
stars (Robitaille andWhitney 2010)—and thedeath of older ones (S. P. Reynolds et al. 2008)
— occurring regularly in both our own galaxy and throughout the Universe. Notwith-
standing the advances in astronomical thinking since the time of Eudoxus’Φαινόμενα and
today, many questions about how stars form remain; and solutions to these questions di-
rectly aﬀect how we understand the Sun formed, and ultimately the Earth. However, the
time scales — and the quite literally ‘astronomical’ distances — over which these pro-
cesses occur prevent simple observation being used alone. Instead we turn to analytical
and numerical models, the latter almost invariably performed on high–performance com-
puters, to make predictions about the way a disparate, though bound, cloud of gas and
dust produces a star.
In this work, we consider a comparatively short evolutionary epoch: how a bound
‘core’ in a molecular cloud collapses to form a pre–stellar object. Although only lasting
ca. 30,000 years, this process marks the transition from a large low density cloud to a very
compact dense object — a pre–stellar core—which after further evolution would become
a (proto–)star. Although short, how this process proceeds has a marked eﬀect on what
the resultant protostar or protostars look like. For example, we find that changes in the
primordial magnetic field threaded through the collapsing core can produce an array of
diﬀerent structures at the centre.
Short though this process is, it presents unique computational challenges. The ini-
tial density of a molecular cloud core is approximately 10 18 g  cm 3, which is equivalent
to about six million hydrogen atoms per cubic centimeter; the first stall phase (the forma-
tion of a first hydrostatic core) occurs at 10 10 g  cm 3, eight orders of magnitude later
(and about the same density as ten human red blood cells per cubic centimeter). In a few
calculations, we proceed further to 10 5 g  cm 3 to capture the second collapse phase.
Stable hydrodynamics across eight or thirteen orders of magnitude presents many chal-
lenges, although smoothed particle hydrodynamics (S.P.H.), being mesh-free and able to
automatically adjust the resolution as the density changes, is very capable. However, the
addition of magnetism presents particular diﬃculties: magnetohydrodynamics are chal-
lenging even with simpler problems, and eight orders of magnitude of variation require a
careful numerical approach. Consequently, on the way to considering how stars form we
also consider potential improvements to our radiation magnetohydrodynamical method
and, importantly, the limits of the state of the art.
In this chapter we begin with a review of the process of star formation in section I.1,
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covering the evolutionary epoch captured by the numerical calculations in this thesis, and
also including a summary of both earlier and later processes for context. Since magnetic
eﬀects form such an integral part of this work, we then devote section I.2 to a review of
magnetised astrophysical fluids and ways these can be observed. We then include a brief
overview of computational fluid dynamics, and in particular magnetohydrodynamics,
in section I.3 to provide a contextual background to our numerical method and to our
work on improvements thereto. Finally, in section I.4 we review the work contained in
chapters III toVII.A completediscussion and reviewof ournumericalmethod ispresented
in chapter II.
I.1 The Formation of the Fixed Stars
Stars are, compared to almost any other region of space, extremely dense. The process of
turning space, where the mean density can be less than one particle per cubic centime-
tre into a star, where densities are many orders–of–magnitude higher, therefore requires
several stages. The first is the formation of galaxies from the initial anisotropy of the
distribution of matter in the universe and then the collapse of filamentary or other struc-
tures (either in a ‘top down’ fashion, as originally proposed by Eggen, Lynden–Bell, and
Sandage 1962; Searle and Zinn 1978; or a ‘bottom up’ fashion, e.g. White and Rees 1978)
followed by subsequent galactic mergers (Barnes 1992; Barnes and Hernquist 1992, 1996)
and related processes1. A discussion of this is outwith the scope of this thesis.
Once a galaxy has formed, by whatever formation process, the gas within it will
inevitably be turbulent and chaotic (Roberts 1969), as well as being denser than the inte-
galactic medium — the diﬀuse interstellar medium has a density of approximately one
hydrogen atom per cubic centimetre (Ferrière 2001). Regions of this turbulent low density
fluid then coalesce. These regionsmakeup a comparably small fraction of the total volume
of a ‘typical’ galaxy, e.g. the Milky Way and comprise about 1100th. of the overall volume
but in the region of 12th. of the total mass. In a spiral galaxy, these regions are correlated
with the spiral arm structures (R. S. Cohen et al. 1980; Dame et al. 1987). These regions
are termed giant molecular clouds (G.M.C.) and contain the regions — sometimes called
‘stellar nurseries’, as seen in the constellation of Orion (Kanipe 1989) — where new stars
are formed (see, e.g. Sargent 1977, 1979). Smaller molecular clouds, sometimes termed
‘Bok globules’ (after Bok and Reilly 1947), also exist and these also contain regions of ac-
tive star formation (e.g. Reipurth, Heathcote, and Vrba 1992). However, in this thesis we
concentrate solely on star formation processes as they descend from a G.M.C., and we
discuss how these clouds evolve and develop in sub–section I.1.1 infra.
However, a G.M.C. only has a density on the order of thirty particles per cubic cen-
1. we note that these mergers are often the cause of intense bursts of star formation (Hibbard 1997), e.g. as
seen in the merging complex of NGC 4038 and NGC 4039 (Neﬀ and Ulvestad 2000) (see also Hernquist 1989)
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timetre (see, e.g. Gillmon and Shull 2006), so a further evolutionary stage is necessary
before the star formation process can begin. This is the formation of a dense molecular
cloud ‘core’ by some process, e.g. turbulence, a supernova shockwave, filamentary accre-
tion, etc. (Ballesteros–Paredes et al. 2007). When a suﬃciently compact object is formed,
the self–gravitational forces within the object can exceed the ability of the gas pressure
to prevent a gravitational collapse. This process is called the Jeans instability, after Jeans
(1902), and we discuss this important phenomenon in more detail in sub–section I.1.2 in-
fra. A molecular cloud core collapsing under its own gravity will eventually form one
or more compact objects at the centre. In addition, a larger core may itself fragment into
small cores as sub–regions themselves exceed the Jeans mass. The collapse will continue,
with the gas density increasing (and a corresponding increase in the gas pressure since,
all things being equal, p / 1V, where p and V represent the pressure and volume and 
is the adiabatic index) and ultimately with an increase in the gas temperature — at ‘high’
densities the assumption that the astrophysical plasma is an isothermal2 ideal gas ceases
to apply. Isothermality will be maintained for as long as the core can radiate away the
graviational potential energy liberated as it collapses. If the core becomes opaque, which
it does at densities of   1  10 13g  cm 3 (about sixty–thousand million protons per
cubic centimetre), then the gravitational potential energy will instead act to heat the gas
and increase the pressure faster than possible in a purely isothermal system. This acts
to eventually stall the collapse, forming the first hydrostatic core (Larson 1969), which is
the evolutionary epoch this thesis examines. These two processes are discussed in sub–
sections I.1.3 and I.1.4.
Although the numerical calculations in this thesis do not continue beyond the first
hydrostatic core phase, it is important to consider how the results obtained here fit into the
subsequent picture. A first hydrostatic core forms when  & 1  10 10 g  cm 3. Once the
temperature of this object exceeds the disassociation energy for diatomic hydrogen (H2)
additional liberated gravitational potential energy will act to dissociate these diatomic
molecules. Thereafter, this newly separated hydrogen will be rapidly ionized, removing
further gravitational energy. After  & 1 10 8 g  cm 3 the second collapse phase is fully
underway. This process continues, as discussed in sub–section I.1.5, until the gas densities
and temperatures can realise a suﬃcient gas pressure—which occurswhendissociation is
essentially complete— to prevent further gravitational collapse and a protostar is formed.
The resulting protostar will continue to accrete gas from the surrounding area, in-
cluding from any circumstellar disc or similar, and will ultimately begin generating ther-
mal energy fromnuclear fusion reactions insteadof gravitational collapse. This pre–main–
sequence star will then continue to evolve, and eventually become a main–sequence star
after proceeding along a Hayashi track (Hayashi 1961; Hayashi and Hoshi 1961).
2. so the equation of state is exactly p
 



 
   1  or p    23 for monatomic hydrogen
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I.1.1 The Evolution of Giant Molecular Clouds
Giantmolecular clouds are dense regions of the interstellarmedium. These regions have a
suﬃcent density to attenuate ionizing cosmic ray flux (and any other source of ionization)
so that molecular hydrogen3 can form, hence the name. In spiral galaxies, these clouds
appear to correlate with the spiral structures (there is essentially nomolecular fluid in the
inter–arm regions of the Milky Way, Digel et al. 1996), which implies a ‘short’ lifetime (in
galactic terms) of < 10Ma (see Williams, Blitz, and McKee 2000). As noted above, the
fluid which comprises the majority of the volume of a galaxy is turbulent, consequently
molecular clouds are themselves turbulent. This turbulent motion drives the evolution
of the cloud itself. Clearly, the clouds are broadly gravitationally bound (although, see
Elmegreen 1993b) but not excessively so. If molecular clouds were very gravitationally
supercritical, they would take on a more centrally condensed nature.
Instead, the turbulent and other motion within them causes the density structure
to be very anisotropic (e.g., as seen in the calculations performed by Bate 2009, 2012;
Federrath and Klessen 2012; Padoan and Nordlund 2002). However, the stars that these
clouds produce seem to follow a broadly consistent pattern notwithstanding the progen-
itor cloud. This pattern is termed the initial mass function4 (I.M.F.) and observationally
appears to be consistent both within the Milky Way and in other galaxies. Why this is so
consistent (e.g. Bastian, Covey, and Meyer 2010) (and whether there are any exceptions,
e.g. Geha et al. 2013) is an area of active observational and theoretical research.
I.1.2 The Jeans Instability
Ignoring any potential velocity or magnetic fields, the only forces acting on a sphere of
gas are the gravitational self–potential of the fluid and the hydrodynamic fluid pressure.
These two forces act in opposing directions, consequently a sphere where the self–gravity
exceeds the fluid pressure will collapse. Conversely, a sphere where these two forces are
the samewill sit in equilibrium. As originally derived by Jeans (1902), this was approched
by considering a density perturbation in an infinite uniform density medium. A slightly
simpler way to imagine a gaseous sphere (analogous to a molecular cloud core) of radius
rcore within which is contained somemassMcore, in which the only forces are self–gravity
and fluid pressure, then there are two characteristic time scales. The first is the ‘sound
crossing time’, i.e. the time taken for a sound wave (either a rarefaction or compression
wave) to cross the sphere, given by
ts 
rcore
cs
, (I.1)
3. indeed, any molecules
4. cf. Chabrier (2003), Kroupa (2001), and Salpeter (1955)
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where cs is the sound speed of the fluid within the sphere. The second is simply the
gravitational free–fall time (which is the minimum time the sphere would take to collapse
so that rcore ! 0 assuming no other forces are present) given by
tﬀ 
1p
G
, (I.2)
where  is the density of the fluid and G is the universal gravitational constant. If
tﬀ < ts (I.3)
then any perturbation to the the sphere will collape it before a pressure wave has time to
reach the perturbation and restore the original radius. By imagining a sphere which is ex-
actly in equilibriumwhere equations I.1 and I.2 are exactly equal we obtain an expression
for the Jeans length,
`J 
csp
G
, (I.4)
and the related Jeansmass (simply themass containedwithin a sphere of exactly one Jeans
length), viz.
MJ 
¹ 2pi
0
¹ pi
0
¹ r12 `J
r0
r2 sin drdd  16pi`
3
J. (I.5)
If the fluid contained within the sphere is an ideal gas, then equation I.4 can be rewritten
as
`J 
s
RgTfl
molG
, (I.6)
where mol is the mean molecular weight of the fluid. Considering the Jeans length in
this manner is expedient because astrophysical plasmas are very close to ideal gases in the
regime where the Jeans instability is likely. Consequently, if we know the spatial extent,
average temperature and density of a region we can predict whether it is stable. However,
as we hinted at the start of this sub–section, if additional sources of support in addition to
the fluid pressure are present it would be possible for a region whereM > MJ to remain
uncollapsed.
An interesting eﬀect is that the equation of state (and the adiabatic index) can in-
fluence whether or not the collapse fragments into sub–collapses. This phenomena was
first noted by Hoyle (1953), although with a slightly more expansive treatment including
cooling and related concepts. In eﬀect, if the fluid pressure increases more rapidly as the
fluid density rises than the self–potential does then increasing the density will operate
to increase the Jeans length; conversely, if the self–gravity increases more rapidly then an
elevated densitywill produce a reduced Jeans length. In the latter regime, a sphere under-
going a Jeans collapse will develop regions within the sphere which are themselves Jeans
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unstable, and these may fragment and collapse themselves. This phenomenon, though
unimportant in the calculations performed in this thesis is necessary when considering
the formation of stellar clusters and related matters. It transpires that, in practice, for
axisymmetric density distributions without a significant degree of rotation this fragmen-
tation mode is unlikely.
I.1.3 Collapse of a Magnetised Molecular Cloud Core
The instability discussed in the preceding sub–section is the proximate reason why re-
gions of an otherwise globally gravitationally stable G.M.C. collapse. However, before
we consider the process of the collapse we first need to incorporate the eﬀect of magnetic
fields. Radiation and comparable eﬀects principally operate to adjust Tfl and are therefore
naturally incorporated5 into equation I.6. The way to incorporate this is to first imagine a
sphere in virial equilibrium (Clausius 1870), i.e. one where
2T   V, (I.7)
whereT and V are the kinetic and potential energies. More comprehensively, this could
be written as
2T + 3
 
   1 U +H   V, (I.8)
where the additional terms U andH represent the contribution from thermal and mag-
netic sources (as done, e.g., by Chandrasekhar and Fermi 1953b). This could be imagined
as (for a simple astrophysical plasma whereT H  0)
3
2
RgTfl
mol
 
GM2core
rcore
, (I.9)
where  is some order unity constant related to the internal density distribution (e.g.  
35 for a uniformdensity sphere, per ibid.). Formagnetic eﬀects to support this core against
gravitational collapse, we can imagine the limit whereby insteadT  U  0, and
H 
½
S
r ji jdSi , (I.10)
where i j is the Maxwell stress tensor (see section II.2) and r i is a position vector. This
integral approximately evaluates to
H  16B
2r3core, (I.11)
5. although radiation pressure is a little more complicated, it is a ‘small’ eﬀect compared to thermal and
magnetic support
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which follows from making the assumption that only an isotropic pressure 12B2 compo-
nent of i j exists and that this is spatially invariant, therefore½
S
r j i j

iso dS
i !
»
V
r ji j i j

iso dV !
1
2
1
4pi
»
V
B2dV , (I.12)
1
8pi
»
V
B2dV  18piB
2
»
V
r2 sin drdd  16 r
3B2. (I.13)
Equivalently in terms of the magnetic flux through the surface of the sphere defined by
r2core,
  piBr2core, (I.14)
H  
2
6pi2rcore
. (I.15)
Therefore, in much the same way that exactly one Jeans length is exactly in equilibrium
(equation I.6) if
2
6pi2rcore
  V  35
GM2core
rcore
, (I.16)
we can obtain the critical mass which will exactly balance the forces from magnetic flux
through a sphere of that mass, i.e.
MB 
r
5
18pi2G
2. (I.17)
This represents a gravitational analogue to the Jeans mass (equation I.5) discussed in the
preceding sub–section. For completeness, we note that the co–eﬃcents in all these virial
equations vary depending on the assumptions used. An example of this is shown by the
earlier analysis of Nakano and Nakamura (1978) who obtain
MB 
r
1
4pi2G
2, (I.18)
which diﬀers in eﬀect by a factor of
p
910 from equation I.17.
Throughout this we have assumed that the ‘ideal’ magnetohydrodynamics approx-
imation holds6. This explains the lack of any dependence on the radius in equation I.17 (or
indeed equation I.18) — the critical mass for stability against magnetic forces is a function
only of the field strength itself. In practice this means that for any core whereMcore < MB
(which we term a sub–critical core) will not collapse and will reach a finite non–zero ra-
6. sometimes expressed as the flux being ‘frozen in’ to the fluid
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dius (and vice versa for a super–critical core with Mcore > MB). In practice, as noted in
chapter IV, the exact calculation of equation I.17 should take account of somewhat more
physics than this idealised scenario, however, themass–to–flux ratio in terms of the critical
ratio (however computed) can be imagined as
 
Mcore
MB
. (I.19)
The only mechanism by which a core with  < 1 can collapse is if some process, e.g.
ambipolar diﬀusion (Simon 1955), can operate to rearrange the magnetic field and reduce
the supporting flux.
Until now we have avoided considering the velocity field throughout the core. In
reality, the turbulent motion present in the progenitor G.M.C. will cause any condensing
sub–region to also have a velocity field. Considering again the virial thoeorem (equa-
tion I.7) but with
T 
1
2Mcore hv
2i (I.20)
we can obtain the relation
 V  2T  35
GMcore
rcore

1
2 hv
2i . (I.21)
If we neglect the 35 co–eﬃcent on V this is simply a statement that if the kinetic energy
exceeds the potential energy the core will unbind. We denote this ratio with
kin 
Ekin
Egrav
. (I.22)
For a core which is only rotating, this can be slightly simplified to
rot 
Erot
Egrav
, (I.23)
with
Erot 
1
2 I

2

1
5Mcorer
2
core

2 (I.24)
where I is the moment of inertia and 
 is the angular velocity of the core. On the right–
hand side we have assumed the moment of inertia associated with a uniform sphere,
i.e. I  25Mcorer2core . If  & 1 the core will unbind and vice versa. Since this is only an
approximate relation, in reality   1 is not an exact equilibrium point (and, indeed, for a
turbulent velocity field much would depend on the precise distribution of the velocities).
If we obtain a Jeans unstable core, with  > 1 and  < 1, then it will collapse under
its own gravity. All the initial conditions we use are designed so that this is true. In the
limiting case where   1 and   0 the time–scale for the core to collapse would be the
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free–fall time (equation I.2), outside of this limit the collapse will take somewhat longer.
In practice we find that changing  so long as7   5 only causes small changes in the
collapse time compared to moving from   0:005 to   0:9. The free–fall time for a core
with Mcore  M is tﬀ  25;000 a so this process proceeds, compared to the timescales
involved in the generation and evolution of galaxies and a G.M.C. exceedingly rapidly.
I.1.4 The First Hydrostatic Core
As the core collapses the fluid density will necessarily increase — no mass is being lost,
so a reduction in the volume must increase the density. This will necessarily increase the
pressure of the fluid (via the Boyle–Mariotte law, Boyle 1662; Mariotte 1679), however,
the assumption that the fluid can be treated isothermally will hold until quite late in the
collapse. Isothermality can only be maintained when the core can radiate away liberated
gravitational potential energy. If the core were to cease to be transparent to the radiation
flux carrying away this energy then the fluid would increase in temperature. Since, by the
ideal gas law (Calpeyron 1834) an increase in fluid temperature will cause an increase in
the fluid pressure at a given volume (and molar quantity of fluid), i.e.
V
n
 R
T
P
, (I.25)
this implies there will be an equilibrium radius at which the collapse will stop. The cal-
culations by Larson (1969)8 find that the opacity of the core becomes non–negligible at
about a fluid density of   1  10 13 g  cm 3. This was obtained by assuming a con-
stant Rosseland (1924) mean opacity of   0:15 cm2  g 1 , although as many other dis-
cussions of circumstellar and interstellar dust havenoted (inter aliaGaustad 1963; Guertler,
Henning, and Dorschner 1989; Mathis, Rumpl, and Nordsieck 1977; Pollack, McKay, and
Christoﬀerson 1985), the real picture is much more complicated. Above this density, the
temperature of the fluid increases as noted above instead of remaining constant. Larson
(1969) then find that the equilibrium point at which the collapse ceases occurs at a radius
of r  6  1013 cm  4 au (corresponding to a volume of V  9  1041 cm3) containing a
mass of 1  1031 g  0:005M (which gives a fluid density of 2  10 10 g  cm 3 and, by
applying a form of equation I.25 a fluid temperature of about T  170K. These quanities,
which define the first hydrostatic core regime, are also used to set the conditions of our
‘inner boundary’ conditions, e.g. the sink particles as discussed in section II.5.
Infalling material from the remainder of the (still isothermal and still almost free–
falling) corewill continue to accreted onto the hydrostatic core in the centre. A shock front
7. we avoid 1 <  < 5: although these cores are super–critical the eﬀects of ambipolar diﬀusion would
become increasing important so the ideal M.H.D. approximation would not be a suitable assumption
8. Although these are for a non–rotating, non–magnetized, core and adopt several other simplifying assump-
tions, these calculation provide a remarkably robust description of how a molecular cloud core produces
a protostar.
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forms when this material is suddenly stopped as it reaches the core boundary, and any
material added to the core will increase themass. This alonewould increase the core tem-
perature anddensity, however, in addition the outer regions of the hydrostatic core radiate
energy away. Consequently the core both increases in mass whilst concurrently decreasing
in volume — which necessarily precipitates a large increase in density and temperature.
In reality, the progenitor molecular cloud core which went on to produce a first hy-
drostatic core will possess a non–negligible quantity of angular momentum (produced
ultimately from the turbulence in the antecedent G.M.C., Fleck and Clark 1981). This will
cause the infalling material to form a disc around the hydrostatic core. We recognise two
morphological types of these discs: in Lewis and Bate (2017) we defined a pseudo–disc
as a flattened disc–like structure, rotating around the hydrostatic core but with a non–
negligible radial velocity towards the core (and hence a sub–Keplerian rotation profile)
which is nonetheless pressure supported against further gravitational collapse perpen-
dicular to the disc plane. This earlier, and larger, structure is ultimately replaced by a true
accretion disc at a later evolutionary epoch.
A serious problem emerges, however. The total angular momentum observed in
molecular cloud cores is markedly higher than either that seen in more evolved stars and
that which would destroy the stellar system. This problem was termed the ‘angular mo-
mentum catastrophe’. The eﬀect of the magnetic field, including the production of any
bipolar outflow and the resolution of this ‘catastrophe’, will be discussed in the next sec-
tion.
I.1.5 The Second Collapse Phase
The process of decreasing in volume whilst increasing in mass due to accretion and radi-
ation noted at the end of the previous sub–section will continue until some change in the
properties of the fluid occurs. The first of these would be a change in the nature of the
opacity causing dust — here Larson (1969) made the assumption that all dust evaporates
atT  1;400K. As before, the actual picture ismore complicated this, and diﬀerent species
of interstellar dust will sublimate at diﬀerent temperatures (see, e.g., Salpeter 1977). More
importantly, once a temperature of about T  2;000K is reached the diatomic hydrogen
in the hydrostatic core will begin to dissociate into monatomic hydrogen (again, this is a
simplification of an otherwise complex process, see e.g., Dalgarno andRoberge 1979; Lepp
and Shull 1983). This process of changing H2 into H atoms will cause a second collapse
phase to occur. Eﬀectively all the gravitational energy liberated by this reduction in radius
will be used to dissociate H2, and thence to ionize it and other gases present in the fluid.
Consequently the overall temperature of the core will not appreciably increase.
Of interest to us is the point at which this process begins. Although we do not
actually follow this second collapse numerically, we do need to ensure thatwhenwe apply
an inner boundary condition this is done correctly. One way to do this is to ensure that
the region in question is clearly in the process of collapsing beyond a first hydrostatic
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core. Larson (1969) found that a two–fold increase in the mass within and a two–fold
decrease in the radius of the hydrostatic core marked the beginning of this phase, which
ultimately terminates when   1  10 2 g  cm 3. Numerically following the collapse
to this density would be unfeasible9, and is also unnecessary. Consequently, we define
  1  10 5 g  cm 3 as the fluid density at which a core is clearly in the second collapse
phase.
After a new, significantly smaller, dense core is formed by this process, the pro-
tostar continues to evolve to ultimately form a star. This dense core is often termed (by
observational classification) a ‘Class 0’ young stellar object (Y.S.O.). As these objects pro-
gessively blow away their circumstellar material, beginning first by eliminating material
not contained within the accretion or protoplanetary disc and ultimately all circumstellar
gas, they evolve into ‘Class i’, ‘Class ii’, and ‘Class iii’ Y.S.O. s (F. C. Adams, Lada, and Shu
1987).
I.2 On the Magnetic Field in Astrophysical Fluids
The preceding section only included a discussion of magnetic fields insofar as these aﬀect
the stability of amolecular cloud core. In this sectionwediscuss these fields inmore detail.
Themajority of the baryonic matter in the universe exists as a plasma, a fluid phase which
is an admixture of negatively charged electrons and positively charged ions. The resulting
fluid is highly sensitive to electromagnetic fields due to the approximately free motion of
positive and negative charges relative to each other.
Observations (e.g. Caswell 1976; Ellis and Hamilton 1966) and theoretical calcula-
tions (e.g. the two–phasemodel of Field, Goldsmith, andHabing 1969 and the three–phase
model of McKee and J. P. Ostriker 1977) of the interstellar medium indicate that a signif-
icant fraction is comprised of ionized hydrogen gas. Similarly, molecular clouds contain
magnetic fields (Crutcher and Kazes 1983; Crutcher et al. 1993; Crutcher, Troland, and
Heiles 1981; Crutcher, Troland, and Kazes 1987) even though a large fraction of the mass
therein is in a gaseous molecular phase not an ionized plasma phase. All of this indi-
cates that a magnetohydrodynamical treatment of the evolution of astrophysical fluids is
necessary.
Even at some of the largest scales, i.e. galaxies, the magnetic field present through-
out the astrophysical plasma aﬀects the evolution of the fluid. Observations of galaxies
without the traditional ‘grand design’ spiral arms still find spiral ‘magnetic arms’ in the
plane of the galactic disc (Beck 2005), and in grand design galaxies these correlate with
the optical spiral arms (Neininger 1992). The obvious candidate to explain these fields,
which are observed to be reasonably strong, is a galactic dynamo, as proposed by Parker
(1970, 1971a,b). These magnetic fields may then influence the formation of a G.M.C., via
9. the high densities involved require a very short time–step to simulate
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one or more instabilities (e.g. Parker 1966, the M.R.I., Kim, E. C. Ostriker, and Stone 2003,
or that proposed by Elmegreen 1987).
We noted in sub–section I.1.1 supra that a G.M.C. is comprised of turbulent fluid.
This turbulentmotion naturally creates and drives the formation ofmagnetic fields, which
in turn influence the evolution of the cloud (Heiles et al. 1993). Importantly, it appears
that all G.M.C.s are suﬃcentlymassive that magnetic eﬀects can not support them against
gravity (i.e. they are supercritical in the same sense as a supercritical molecular cloud core
discussed in sub–section I.1.3) (e.g.Crutcher 1999; McKee 1989). However, themagnetised
turbulent motions within these clouds will produce a complicated magnetic field struc-
ture. This will have two overall eﬀects: firstly it will change how the filamentary structure
of the cloud evolves (and hence where are the overdensities that lead to the Jeans instabil-
ity, vide sub–section I.1.2) byproviding both additionalmagnetic pressure and also regions
parallel to the field lines where fluid flow is enhanced. Secondly, it will aﬀect the initial
conditions for a molecular core collapse. It is this second eﬀect we concentrate on in this
thesis.
I.2.1 The Initial Magnetic Field in a Core
The stability analysis in sub–section I.1.3 assumed a uniform magnetic field. A common
additional assumption (although unimportant for that analysis) is that this field is also
aligned to the rotation axis of the core. This simplifying assumption makes analytical
and numerical studies of molecular cloud cores more tractable, but is unlikely to be true
in a real core. The velocity field of a molecular cloud core (which will provide the rota-
tion) is provided from the progenitor molecular cloud along with the magnetic field (e.g.
Hennebelle and Falgarone 2012; Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2005). The turbulent motions
in molecular clouds will produce filamentary structures; however, it has been observed
that the magnetic field strength does not appear (at least on large scales in ‘lower’ density
regions) to scale with column density (see, inter alia, Planck Collaboration et al. 2016a). At
higher densities, the situation may well be more complicated (and a scaling between col-
umn density and field strength is observed) (e.g. Chapman et al. 2011; Santos et al. 2014).
Either of these configurations imply that the magnetic field and any rotational velocity
field are unlikely to be completely in alignment, andmaywell be considerablymisaligned.
This supposition is confirmed by observations of clouds and cores, e.g. the structure of
L1544, L183, and L43 observed by Ward-Thompson et al. (2000) and L1642 by Malinen et al.
(2016).
The earliest theoretical work assumed an aligned magnetic field and rotation axis
(anda laminarvelocityprofile). Fromthis the characteristic evolutionaryprocess,whereby
a spherical core becomes collapses, becomes oblate and ultimately forms a disc structure
and an outflow closely aligned with rotation axis was determined (Banerjee and Pudritz
2006; Bate, Tricco, andD. J. Price 2014; Hennebelle and Fromang 2008; Machida, Inutsuka,
and Matsumoto 2006, 2008; D. J. Price, Tricco, and Bate 2012; Tomida et al. 2013). The
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change from a spherical core (which is itself a simplifying assumption) to an oblate core
is seen even in rotating non–magnetised calculations (Nejad-Asghar 2010), however, in-
creasing themagnetic field strength causes enhanced oblateness (Matsumoto andHanawa
2011). The cause of the this identical to the way a magnetic field aligned with a turbulent
filament causes enhanced accretion: there is nomagnetic pressure parallel to the magnetic
field lines and thereforewhen these are alignedwith the rotation axis the result is an oblate
core. Clearly the situation will be more complicated when the magnetic field and rotation
axis are not aligned, as evidenced by earlier work by D. J. Price and Bate (2007) and Ciardi
and Hennebelle (2010).
Once the molecular core has collapsed and begun the process of forming a first hy-
drostatic core, a disc forms around it. This is a natural consequence of the conservation of
angular momentum in the system. Unlike a circumstellar disc, these discs are very large
(often on the order of 100 au) and sub–Keplerian. This latter property may be a prod-
uct of magnetic braking eﬀects (Armitage 2011; Rappaport, Verbunt, and Joss 1983, cf. a
comparable eﬀect in neutron stars, Ghosh and Lamb 1978) — rather than viscous drag
or other magnetohydrodynamic eﬀects such as the magnetorotational instability (M.R.I.)
— and this magnetic braking may be essential for the evolution of the protostar (Basu
andMouschovias 1994). The comparably rapid motion of this disc then drives more com-
plicated M.H.D. processes. It has been argued that this magnetic braking is actually too
eﬃcent and is unable to ever produce a Keplerian accretion disc (Allen, Li, and Shu 2003;
Galli et al. 2006; Mellon and Li 2008). Recent work has avoided this problem either by not-
ing that turbulencewill reduce the braking eﬃcency (e.g. Seifried et al. 2012) or by invoking
non–ideal M.H.D. eﬀects (e.g.Wurster, D. J. Price, and Bate 2016) or both.
I.2.2 Bipolar Jets and Outflows
The most dramatic of the magnetic eﬀects seen around protostars and their antecedent
hydrostatic cores are bipolar jets. These are the ultimate causes of the Herbig–Haro ob-
jects (Burnham 1890; Haro 1952; Herbig 1951) which are indicative of star formation. Our
understanding of the precise formation mechanism for these jets is still somewhat incom-
plete. However, what is clear is that they are formed by the rotating disc which surrounds
either a first hydrostatic core or a stellar core. D. J. Price, Pringle, and King (2003) showed
that the maximum velocity of an outflow from an accretion disc is related to the maxi-
mum Keplerian velocity in the disc — in eﬀect the minimum radius. This allows us to
divide protostellar outflows into two groups: ‘slow’ outflows produced from the region
around a first hydrostatic core; and ‘fast’ outflows from more evolved objects. The latter
have velocities in the region of 10km  s 1 < jv j < 30km  s 1 as found numerically by
Banerjee and Pudritz (2006), Bate, Tricco, and D. J. Price (2014), and Machida, Inutsuka,
and Matsumoto (2006, 2008) and observationaly e.g. in BHR 71 by Bourke et al. (2017). The
velocities of the slower jets are jv j  10km  s 1, limited by the first hydrostatic core radius
of r ' 4 au.
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The ‘standard model’ for how these jets are formed is that originally proposed by
Blandford and Payne (1982) (see also Lynden–Bell 1996). In this model, the interplay be-
tween the toroidal and poloidal components of the magnetic field are considered sep-
arately. The former acts to collimate the jet and thereby transport angular momentum
away. The latter — coupled with any thermal pressure — is required to first move fluid
out of the plane of the disc and thereby create an outflow at all. These collimated outflows
are important parts of the star formation process since they very eﬃcently transport an-
gular momentum away from the disc. This avoids the overly prolific fragmentation seen
in purely hydrodynamic calculations and also helps explain the observed ‘low’ angular
momentum in the solar system compared to that expected for a molecular cloud core.
Some observational evidence for this poloidal–toroidal formation was found in NGC 1333
IRAS 4A by Ching et al. (2016).
The preceding paragraph implicitly assumes an aligned system. The situation is
similar but more complicated once the eﬀects of misalignment and turbulence are consid-
ered. Observational evidence for this exists, e.g. Hull et al. (2013a) and Hull et al. (2013b)
notedmisalignements between the velocity vector of an outflow andmagnetic field vector
in the system10. An obvious cause of this would be the magnetic field and angular mo-
mentum vectors being misaligned: the magnetic field will attempt to put any accretion
disc perpendicular to the field lines, and vice versa for the rotational velocity field. Any
disruption to the disc as the result of these misalignments would also reduce the eﬃcency
of the acceleration processes which drive the outflow (cf. Bogovalov and Tsinganos 1999)
and consequently produce slower outflows.
Numerical calculations, for example those performed by (Ciardi and Hennebelle
2010) and by us (see both this thesis and also Lewis and Bate 2017; Lewis, Bate, and D. J.
Price 2015), indicate that amisalignment between the rotation andmagnetic field axes can
indeed produce eﬀects of this nature. Additionally, it may be possible for the ‘slow’ jet to
orient close to, e.g., the magnetic field axis and then the ‘fast’ jet to switch and be more
closely oriented to the angular momentum vector of the system.
I.2.3 Observing Magnetic Fields
It is not possible to directly measure the magnetic field in the astrophysical plasma— one
can not insert a Hall probe or some other magnetometer into a molecular cloud and mea-
sure the magnetic flux. Consequently indirect methods must be used. One such method
is to look at the polarization of dust particles by the field. Alone, this would not provide
any information about the strength of the field — although it would certainly be useful
for determining the geometry, as done by Planck Collaboration et al. (2016b). However,
it is possible to draw interferences from the statistical distribution of this polarization. If
10. the contrary configuration has also been observed, e.g. in IRAS 18089-1732 by Beuther et al. (2010) although
in this system the turbulence present may complicate matters
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we assume that the astrophysical plasma is completely turbulent (i.e. that there are no
non–randomvelocity field sources) thenwe can use the Chandrasekhar and Fermi (1953a)
method to estimate themagnitude of the field. This works by noting that the perturbation
of the polarization vectors will be higher for weaker fields and vice versa. The caveat with
this approach is that if the fluid contains non–turbulent motion the perturbations will
be over–estimated and a consequently over–weak field will be estimated. This approach
has been successfully used to estimate the fields present in molecular clouds, e.g. as in
Sandstrom and Goodman (2001), however, even with various corrective approaches (e.g.
Hildebrand et al. 2009; Houde et al. 2011, 2009) this method is only accurate down to about
a factor of two (Crutcher 2012). Provided that a grain size approximately the same as the
desired wavelength of light to be polarized can be observed then this technique can probe
the magnetic field even in dense cloud cores (Cho and Lazarian 2005).
If the column density of the cloud is suﬃcently low, e.g. at the cloud edges, then it
should be possible to use background stars to probe the field strengths using this method.
Surveys using this technique, as opposed to light from within the cloud, have been per-
formed, e.g. for Perseus, Taurus, and Ophiuchus by Goodman et al. (1990). This method
is by definition restricted to the line–of–sight field and consequently may miss three–
dimensional field structures. There are also complexities due to uncertainties in the ge-
ometry of the cloud itself. Fromwithin the cloud, attempts have beenmade to use thermal
emission from within the cloud to measure the polarization vectors. This was first per-
formed for M42 and W51A in a balloon detector survey by Cudlip et al. (1982).
Analternative—andsomewhatmoredirect—approach is touse theZeeman (1897)
eﬀect. This is only feasible for certainmolecules due to the specific energy levels required,
however it has been observed for H I, OH, and CN lines11 in molecular clouds. The un-
derlying principle behind this is that in the presence of a magnetic field, the magnetic
moment of an atom produces a separation in energy levels given by
E  mlBB  ml
e~
2me
B, (I.26)
where the magnetic quantum number is given by ml  2l + 1, e is the elementary charge,
me the electron mass, the reduced Planck constant (the Dirac constant) ~  h2pi, and B
is the Bohr magneton12 as usual. In terms of frequencies, this produces three frequency
shifts: when ml  0,  ν  0 and the original line frequency is recovered, and (assuming
`  1) the two shifted frequencies are given by
 ν   e2me B. (I.27)
11. these latter two exhibiting what was historically known as the ‘anomalous’ Zeeman eﬀect
12. cf. Procopiu (1913)
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The situation is slightly more complex in non–singlet states but the underlying principle
remains. Therefore, if we can measure   accurately for a particular spectral line we
have a direct measure of B (given certain assumptions about the field geometry). This
technique has been used (on the OH line) by Crutcher et al. (1993) to find that — overall
— molecular clouds appear to be in an approximate magnetic virial equilibrium, for the
Ophiuchus cloud by Goodman and Heiles (1994), and the use of the Square Kilometre
Array for more detailed studies has been proposed (Robishaw et al. 2015). However, this
technique remains time consuming compared to other methods (Crutcher and Troland
2008).
By performing a Bayesian analysis of several surveys using these techniques (viz.
Crutcher 1999, Falgarone et al. 2008, Troland and Crutcher 2008) Crutcher, Hakobian, and
Troland (2010) (see also Crutcher 2012) showed that molecular cloud cores are most likely
to be super–critical. However, since an averagemass–to–flux ratio in the region of   2 
3 is also found by this (and other) analyses, this implies that some cores are close to critial or
even sub–critical. This provides a motivation for consider a range of initial magnetic field
strengths. Further, this indicates that the initialmagnetic field strength in amolecular core
varies significantly between cores which will then influence the subsequent evolution.
I.3 Fluid Dynamics
In the preceding section we noted that the astrophysical plasma is a fluid. This means
a natural way to study it is to use fluid dynamics. In the next chapter we cover our nu-
merical method in detail, in this section we instead cover the overarching concepts. In
much the same way as some of the first recorded thoughts on the nature of the fixed stars
date from the Hellenic astronomers, the earliest musings on the dynamics of fluids may
have been by Archimedes of Syracuse (ca. 250 B.C.). Modern fluid dynamics owes much
to improvements and discoveries in the nineteeth century. In this thesis, we use fluid
dynamics to study how astrophysical fluids evolve. The underlying assumption in fluid
dynamics is that the fluid is continous and as a result the motion of individual particles
is unimportant. This is an essential for even a simple problem (since tracking individual
atoms or molecules is completely intractable) and even for very low density fluids13 is a
very accuarate approximation.
Since we don’t follow our calculations to very high densities, we are able to make a
series of assumptions. Firstly we assume that the astrophysical plasma is compressible.
Although incompressibility can simplify analytical approaches to fluid dynamics, it tran-
spires that it actually significantly increases the complexity of using our S.P.H. method.
Secondly, we assume that the astrophysical plasma is inviscid14. Using this, the compress-
13. far lower than the lowest densities in our calculations
14. neglecting the artificial S.P.H. viscosity applied to prevent numerical artefacts, vide infra sub–section II.1.4
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ible Navier–Stokes (Navier 1823; Stokes 1854) momentum equation,
Dtv i    1r
ip + v4v i + 13vrir jv j + g i , (I.28)
becomes
Dtv i    1r
ip + g i . (I.29)
This statement that v  0 is equivalent to saying that our fluid has an infinite Reynolds
number (O. Reynolds 1883; Stokes 1851), i.e.
R 
v`
v
 1. (I.30)
If the fluid had been incompressible, this equation would also slightly simplify in the
presence of viscosity since an incompressible fluid guarantees a solenoidal velocity field
(i.e. riv i  0). Equation I.29, once discretised as detailed in section II.1, forms the basis of
our numerical method. Since we assume that our fluid is compressible throughout, and
we are careful to set the boundaries so that the fluid is contained, we do not need to deal
with the complexities for solid boundaries and the like.
Numerical simulations of astrophysical phenomena have a long history. Arguably,
this beganwith the simple ‘n–body’ experimentperformedbyHolmberg (1941). This used
light bulbs — since luminous flux follows the same inverse square law as a gravitational
potential — as a proxy for gravity. In this way, an otherwise impossible calculation, using
only seventy–four stars in two galaxies which would require 5,476 calculations per time–
step, became tractable. The advent of the computer age allows this same principle to be
applied to fluids. Modern computers can perform millions of calculations per second,
which allows for a fluid with significantly higher resolution (or equivalently an n–body
calculationwithmore stars) to be performed in a reasonable length of time. However, even
with the earliest computers, significant results were obtained, albeit generally at lower
numerical resolution. For example, the original S.P.H. paper, Lucy (1977), had a resolution
of only sixty S.P.H. particles (eﬀectively sixty interpolation points).
With modern computational technology, resolutions easily in excess of a million
particles are tractable. At the most extreme, a small number of calculations have used
over a thousand–million particles (Schaye et al. 2015). This prodigious increase in reso-
lution since both the early work of Holmberg (1941) and of Lucy (1977) has opened up
a wide range of astrophysical problems to theoretical work. Low resolution calculations
will, for example, be unable to eﬀectively model turbulent eﬀects which are smaller than
the minimum resolution. It is important to note, though, that as well as any numerical
limitations caused by various assumptionsmade, the fundamentally finite resolution used
is a limitation.
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I.3.1 (Ideal) Magnetohydrodynamics
All of the calculations performed in this thesis consider the evolution of a magnetised
fluid. Therefore we need to extend the technique discussed above to include magnetic
fields. We are aided in this endeavour by the fact that the plasma can be imagined as a
fluid (meaning we can use a modified form of the non–magnetic equations above); that a
form of Ohm’s Law for a plasma can be obtained (i.e. there is a simple relation between
the electric andmagnetic fields); and that the fluid is electrically neutral. We also continue
the assumption of a single species fluid. The Ohm Law15 for a plasma is given by
J i  

Ei +
1
c
i jkv jBk

, (I.31)
or equivalently, by noting that the resistivity of the fluid   1 ,
Ei   J i   1
c
i jkv jBk , (I.32)
The Maxwell–Faraday Law (Maxwell’s iiird. Equation) (cf. Faraday 1832) is given by
@tB i   ci jkr jEk , (I.33)
which if we substitute in the Ohm Law given by equation I.32 into equation I.33 gives an
equation for the change in the magnetic field over time,
@tB i  i jkr jklmv lBm   ci jkr j Jk . (I.34)
In a perfectly conducting fluid there is no resistivity by definition, so if we consider this
equation in the limit where   0 we obtain the ideal M.H.D. induction equation, viz.
@tB i  i jkr jklmv lBm . (I.35)
Given that a divergence of the curl of a vector is exactly zero, this also provides the link
between M.H.D. and Gauss’ Law for magnetism, viz. that
@triB i  0. (I.36)
Importantly, this constraint implies that any numerical scheme which directly evolves
equation I.35 must take care to maintain equation I.36 since the solenoidal constraint does
not enter these equations in any other way. It will become clear in chapter II and espe-
cially in chapter III that this presents several diﬃculties. These equations describe how
15. cf. Ohm (1827) for the linear relation
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the magnetic field evolves in the fluid.
We nowneed tomodify equation I.29 to include this additional field. We beginwith
the Lorentz force law (Heaviside 1889; Lorentz 1892),
F i  q

E +
1
c
i jkv jBk

. (I.37)
However, written in this form (which is for the motion of individual point charges) it is
not directly useful for a fluid—wherewe explicitlywish to ignore themotion of individual
particles. Instead, we can consider the force density, defined so that
f i  nqq

E +
1
c
i jkv jqB
k

, (I.38)
where nq is the number density of charged particles (i.e. so that %q  nqq is the charge
density) and v jq is the velocity field of those particles. A plasma consists of a mixture of
two species of charges: negatively charged electrons with a charge of q   e and with a
number density ne and positively charged ions with q  +e with a corresponding den-
sity ni . The motion of each species produces a force density, and the total force is the
combination of these, i.e.
f i  f ivi + f
i
ve , (I.39)
f i  nie

E +
1
c
i jkv ji B
k

  nee

E +
1
c
i jkv jeBk

. (I.40)
Re–arranging this equation, we obtain
f i  eE ¹ni   neº + ec

nii jkv
j
i B
k   nei jkv jeBk

. (I.41)
A fluid with an equal balace of electrons and ions, i.e. one which is charge neutral, will
have ni   ne  0 and consequently the first termon the right–hand side is zero. Therefore,
the force density is given by
f i 
1
c
i jk

eniv
j
i   enev je

Bk . (I.42)
By definition, a current density is defined as
J i  %qv iq  qnqv iq , (I.43)
and therefore the force density can be written as
f i 
1
c
i jk J jBk . (I.44)
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We now note that a force density can be represented as the divergence of a stress
tensor, viz.
rii j  1
c
i jk J jBk . (I.45)
Ifwe canobtain an expression for the current density, J j , wewill have auseful forcedensity
equation which we can combine with equation I.29.
To obtain this, we consider the Maxwell–Ampère Law (Maxwell 1861),
i jkr jBk  4pi
c
J i +
1
c
@tEi , (I.46)
which for an charge neutral fluid gives an expression for the current density16, viz.
J i 
c
4pi
i jkr jBk . (I.47)
Substituting equation I.47 into equation I.45 we obtain the M.H.D. force density (and im-
plicitly the M.H.D. stress tensor),
rii j  14pi
1

i jk

 jlmrlBm

Bk . (I.48)
From this we obtain a force equation for M.H.D. (both ideal and non–ideal M.H.D. have
the same expression for the force):
Dtv i    1r
ip +
1
4pi
1

i jk

 jlmrlBm

Bk + g i . (I.49)
although in practice (as we note in chapter II) we generally write this and equation I.35
not in terms of curl operations in computational schemes.
I.3.2 Non–Ideal Magnetohydrodynamics
Although in this thesis we restrict ourselves to the ideal M.H.D. approximation only, we
include a brief summary of the three non–ideal M.H.D. eﬀects for completeness. Impor-
tantly, furture work on the evolution of molecular cloud cores will need to include some
or all of these eﬀects, and significant progress is being made in this arena. The three non–
ideal eﬀects are Ohmic resistivity (sometimes Ohmic dissipation or Ohmic diﬀusion), am-
bipolar diﬀusion, and the Hall eﬀect. We will briefly consider each of these in turn and
then produce a full non–idealM.H.D. induction equation. As noted in the preceding sub–
section all three of these phenomena only involvemodifications to the induction equation.
In addition to being simply diﬀusive, a resistive M.H.D. implementation could allow for
16. an interesting side–note here is that because the divergence of a curl is zero, this also implies that the
current density field is solenoidal in ideal M.H.D.
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some process of magnetic reconnection (perhaps caused by turbulence) to be simulated
(Santos-Lima, de Gouveia Dal Pino, and Lazarian 2012), although reconnection may in
practice require a more advanced plasma physics scheme.
If we imagine that the plasma does contain an electric field, perhaps called E˜i , and
that the approximation
J i  E˜i (I.50)
is valid, then we can write
E˜i 
c
4pi 
i jkr jBk , (I.51)
and substitute this into equation I.31 so that we obtain an expression of the form
1
c
i jkv jBk   c4pi 
i jkr jBk  Ei , (I.52)
which when inserted into equation I.33 produces
@tB i  i jkr j

klmv lBm   c
2
4pi 
klmrlBm

. (I.53)
If  is constant across the fluid, i.e. ri

r i

 08r i , then by the vector identity
i jkr jklmrlBm  rir jB j   4B i (I.54)
and using the constraint that r jB j  0, this can be written as a diﬀusion equation,
@tB i  i jkr jklmv lBm + R4B i . (I.55)
where themagnetic (resistive) diﬀusivity (analogous todiﬀusion influidsmore generally),
R 
c2
4pi . (I.56)
Early we noted the existence of a dimensionless number, the Reynolds number, which
related the viscosity of a fluid to its motion. An analogus number can be constructed for
M.H.D. with resistivity, viz. the magnetic Reynolds number,
Rm 
v`
R
, (I.57)
As before, when Rm  1 the fluid is non–resitive (and the ideal M.H.D. approximation
applies). We note in passing that when Rm  1 the advective term (the first term in
equation I.55) can be neglected and the field evolution treated simply as the diﬀusion of
the initial field (or a boundary, or both) over time.
Until now, as well as the consistent assumption of a single species fluid, we have
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also assumed that the relative motion of electrons (ve), ions (vi), and neutrals (vn) can also
be neglected. If this isn’t true then the induction equation also needs to take account of
this relative motion. This can be divided into two forms: ambipolar diﬀusion, thought of
as either the motion of the ions relative to the bulk fluid of the motion of (neutral) fluid;
and the Hall eﬀect, which is the relative motion of electrons and ions. This produces a
pair of velocities, the ambipolar drift velocity
v iambipolar  v
i
i   v ifluid 
mnme
4piγnnne
i jm

 jklrkB l

Bm , (I.58)
and the Hall drift velocity,
v iHall  v
i
e   v ii   
c
4piene
i jkr jBk , (I.59)
where ne and me represent the number and masses of each component, and γ is the ‘fric-
tion’ of the fluid. If we then note that the velocity in equation I.35 is actually the composite
of themotionof thewholefluid and these twodrift velocities— v i  v ifluid+v
i
ambipolar+v
i
Hall
— then (along with the Ohmic resistivity), we have
@tB i  i jkr j
h
klm

v l + v lambipolar + v
l
Hall

Bm   RklmrlBm
i
, (I.60)
@tB i i jkr j

klmv lBm

+

ideal
i jkr j

R
klmrlBm

+

resistivity
i jkr j klm lnp  AnrsrrBs  Bp Bm	 +  ambipolar diﬀusion (I.61)
i jkr j
h
klm

H
lnprnBp

Bm
i 
Hall eﬀect
A comprehensive description of non–idealmagnetohydrodynamics and the deriva-
tion thereof (which is outwith the scope of this thesis) can be found in, inter alia, Balbus
and Terquem (2001), Pandey andWardle (2008),Wardle (2007), andWardle andNg (1999).
These eﬀects are beginning to be incorporated into calculations of collapsing molecular
cores and of protoplanetary discs, e.g. by Bai and Stone (2017), Hennebelle et al. (2016),
Masson et al. (2016), Wurster, D. J. Price, and Ayliﬀe (2014), and Wurster, D. J. Price, and
Bate (2016, 2017).
I.4 This Thesis
In chapter III we present the first part of our work. We begin this chapter by discussing
twounderlying deficencies in our numericalmethod, both related to the diﬃculty in keep-
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ing the magnetic field solenoidal. This has been an issue in computational magneto-
hydrodynamics since its invention. We show that mitigating non–solenoidality caused
by floating–point truncation error alone is insuﬃcent to keep our M.H.D. method stable.
The cause of this is the approximate nature of the derivative operators used. The S.P.H.
method used particles which have no inherent order. When this ‘lattice’ of particles be-
comeshighly irregular—disordered—theS.P.M.H.D. force equationproduces a spurious
force parallel to the magnetic field lines . Although corrective methods for this have been
proposed since the invention of S.P.H., they all result in a loss of perfect momentum con-
servation because the resulting force equation is no longer derived from a Lagrangian. We
then show that this loss of momentum conservation is proportional to the lattice disorder
it is trying to mitigate. We then conclude that for any current S.P.M.H.D. method derived
from a Lagrangian it is possible to either have a correct method or a conservative one. We
also confirm the existing analysis that at least insofar as β > 1 can be guaranteed, a stable
S.P.M.H.D. is possible.
We then continue by discussing a nowdeprecatedmodification to S.P.M.H.D. called
the ‘average h’ method and the reasons — a particularly pernicious bug in our numerical
integrator — that led to the invention of this method. This scheme utilised an average
within the S.P.H. interpolation kernel, and this led to a consideration of the eﬀects of
diﬀerent averages in S.P.H.. We present this as the final part of chapter III since it will still
be useful for S.P.H. schemeswhich use averages as away to implement variable resolution,
even though our method (set out in chapter II) does not.
Each of the subsequent chapters considers the evolution of a molecular cloud core
to a first hydrostatic core. As we discussed earlier in this chapter, a fairly large set of initial
conditions are possible — we focus primarily on the initial velocity, and magnetic fields,
and to a lesser extent on the equation of state and initial density field. In order to keep the
analysis tractable, in each chapter we only adjust one or two input parameters at a time.
In chapter IV we consider the eﬀect of varying the geometry of the magnetic field (i.e. the
inclination angle between themagnetic field and rotation axes) alone; then in chapter Vwe
consider the interplay betwen the field strength and geometry. We find that the inclination
angle, which denote with #, between the two axes has a significant eﬀect on the evolution
of the core. Initially the field geometry causes the core to collapse in an oblate, triaxial, or
prolatemanner depending on # so that the semi–minor axis of the ellipsoid is alignedwith
# (not with the angular momentum vector). We then find in chapter IV that inclinations
of #  60° do not form a bipolar outflow. When #  45° an outflow is formed but the
outflow is slower and less collimated as # increases. We also find that the jet — if one is
present — aligns closer to the magnetic field axis than the rotation axis.
In chapter V we then vary the field strength, defined as mentioned earlier in this
chapter I by way of the mass–to–flux ratio . By comparing the evolution of cores with
diﬀering geometries and field strengths, we find that the oblateness/triaxiality/etc. of
the collapsing core is proportional to both the geometry and field strength as expected.
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We also find that when   10 although the outflow on larger scales orients parallel to
the magnetic field axis (and the pseudo–disc orients perpendicularly), on smaller scales
the inner pseudo–disc re–orients perpendicular to the rotation axis as the influence of
angular momentum begins to dominate over magnetic eﬀects. This causes the jet to also
re–orient so that it remains perpendicular to the disc which generates it. We then perform
a poloidal–toroidal decomposition to analyse how the jet and outflow is formed. We also
find that for   20 the magnetic braking present— and the lack of an outflow (caused by
an insuﬃcent poloidal field) — is transports insuﬃcent angular momentum and the disc
fragments into a binary or ternary system.
Chapter VI first considers changing from a barotropic equation of state (i.e. a purely
magnetohydrodynamicnumericalmethod) to a radiative equationof state (which requires
a radiative transfer scheme) and we find that the latter is necessary to fully model the
pseudo–disc around a first hydrostatic core. We then use this radiation magnetohydro-
dynamic method to examine the interaction between diﬀering amounts of turbulence (i.e.
increasing the magnitude of the velocity field) and the magnetic field strength; and then
finally consider the interaction between the turbulent and rotational components of the
velocity field (holding the magnetic field constant). We first show that increasing the tur-
bulent Mach number fromM  110 toM  1 (from sub–sonic to transonic turbulence)
distrupts the formation of a pseudo–disc so that outflow formation is supressed and we
show this is due to the elimination of a poloidal field component. We then continue by
increasing the initial rotation rate of a transonic core and show that when the ratio of ro-
tational to turbulent kinetic energy exceeds unity a pseudo–disc is formed and this disc
produces an outflow.
Finally in chapter VII we switch from an initially uniform density field to a cen-
trally condensed one and examine how increasing the rotational component of the veloc-
ity field alone change the evolution of the system. A centrally condensed density profile
— a Bonnor–Ebert sphere density profile— is more resistent to spurious fragmentation at
higher rotation rates. This allows a significantly elevated rotation rate to be probedwith an
R.M.H.D. scheme and we show that rotation rates where the eﬀective solid body rotation
timescale significantly exceeds the free–fall timescale stable binary systemswithmoderate
separations are produced. In addition, unlike the binaries produced when   20 these
systems produce helical outflows which transport angular momentum out of the binary
pair.
We then summarise and conclude the thesis in chapter VIII. In chapter IX we out-
line some potential further work, for example incorporating the non–ideal M.H.D. eﬀects
introduced in sub–section I.3.2.
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CHAPTER II
The Smoothed Particle Radiation
Magnetohydrodynamics Method
Omnis ars naturæ imitatio est.
Epistula lxv, Epistulæ Morales ad Lucilium,
Lucius Annæus Seneca ‘the Younger’ (ca. A.D. 65)
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Numerical calculations of fluid dynamics problems can be divided into two general ap-
proaches: those which use a grid and calculate how the fluid moves between grid cells,
and those which employ ‘particles’ and move these to represent the motion of the fluid.
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (S.P.H.) is, as the name suggests, of the second kind.
Formally, it can be described as a (D. J. Price 2012)
lagrangian particle method for solving the equations of hydrodynamics.
A fluid consists of an eﬀectively infinite number of (to all intents and purposes) in-
finitesimal particles — this is the continuum limit. Obviously this would be impossible to
calculate on any computer, so in S.P.H. each ‘particle’ represents a (large) quantity of fluid
particles and properties are then interpolated over a region around each S.P.H. particle
(i.e. ‘smoothed’). In this way a continous fluid can be represented by a — comparatively
limited — finite number of computational elements, making computations feasible. Ev-
ery S.P.H. particle can move independently and as a result the method is ideally suited to
highly non–symmetric problems, unlike grids which naturally favour a symmetry along
the grid axes1.
As testament to its utility, the originally fully compressible S.P.H. described in sec-
tion II.1 has subsequently been extended into incompressible (I.–S.P.H.) (e.g. Lo and Shao
2002) and the closely relatedweakly–compressible (W.C.–S.P.H.) methods (e.g.Dalrymple
and Rogers 2006). This latter approach is adopted to avoid certain diﬃculties regarding
the requirement that the velocity field is solenoidal2 in an incompressible fluid. Addition-
ally, further expansions have included free-surface flowswhich require an understanding
of how an incompressible fluid andwhat is in eﬀect a completely empty space interact (for
a comprehensive review, see Colagrossi, Antuono, and Le Touzé 2009), the mechanics of
solid objects and material strength problems (Libersky and Petschek 1990).
In section II.1 we describe the fundamental structure of the S.P.H. method, then in
sections II.2 and II.3we showhow this simple hydrodynamicmethod can be extendedfirst
to includemagnetism, producing smoothed particlemagnetohydrodynamcs (S.P.M.H.D.)
and also radiation and hence smoothed particle radiationmagnetohydrodynamics (S.P.R.-
M.H.D.). We then continue, incorporating gravity in section II.4 to produce a smoothed
particle radiation quasi–idealmagnetohydrodynamicswith self–gravity scheme, and then
conclude by introducing sink particles (a necessary computational eﬃcency) in section II.5
and then discussing our overall computational method in section II.6. All numerical
schemes have limitations, which range from simply having a finite resolution to more
fundamental issues such as the well studied (for a comprehensive discussion, see Dehnen
and Aly 2012) ‘pairing instability’ in S.P.H.. We discuss the limitations of M.H.D. in S.P.H.
1. Although recent work using moving or deformable meshes, e.g. AREPO (Springel 2011) and GIZMO (Hopkins
2015), which sit between a purely grid based or particle based scheme, have produced some interesting
results in this regard.
2. This diﬃcultly is somewhat similar to our own battle with Gauss’ Law for Magnetism.
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in the following chapter (chapter III), along with some further observations on how S.P.-
M.H.D. works in extreme circumstances.
II.1 Hydrodynamics
When Wellington thrashed Bonaparte,
As every child can tell,
The House of Peers, throughout the war,
Did nothing in particular,
And did it very well:
Yet Britain set the world ablaze
In good King George’s glorious days!
The Earl of Mountararat in ‘Iolanthe’ (or ‘the Peer and the Peri’),
W.S. Gilbert (1882)
To calculate the evolution of a fluid, four equations must be solved, viz. the conti-
nuity equation which describes the conservation of mass in the fluid,
@t + riv i  0, (II.1)
the momentum equation, which describes evolution of the velocity field here written in
the form given by Cauchy (1827), and where g i represents all external forces,
Dtv i 
1

rii j + g i , (II.2)
an equation describing the evolution of the energy of the fluid here given in terms of the
specific internal energy,
Dt"  r jv ii j , (II.3)
andan equationof state—usually a functionof the form p  p
 


. In these equations, and
throughout this thesis, the symbols  , v i , ", and p represent the density, velocity, specific
internal energy and pressure fields respectively. We use " rather than u to represent the
specific internal energy to avoid confusion with the use of u as a velocity in some texts.
For a purely hydrodynamical system, the stress–tensor is simply
i j   pi j , (II.4)
and therefore equation II.2 becomes the familiar
Dtv i 
1

rip , (II.5)
but these four equations can be easily extended into more advances regimes by suitable
modifications to i j and the addition of further evolution equations as required. These
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are a system of non–linear coupled equations and are extremely resistant to analytical
solutions for all but the most trivial cases (non–linearity being an inherent property of
almost any interesting fluid flow). Consequently we need a numerical approach to solve
these equations.
II.1.1 S.P.H. Fundamentals
S.P.H. relies on kernel interpolation theory – the idea that a property at a point in space,
which often is but need not be3 on an S.P.H. particle itself, can be computed as a form of
weighted average over some or all of the other particles in the ensemble. In other words,
although particles exist as infinitesimal points they represent the fluid over a wider spa-
tial area, approximating the continuum. Fundamentally, the kernel interpolant for some
arbitrary continous property F

r i

is given by the integral
F

r i


¹
+1
 1
¹
+1
 1
¹
+1
 1
F

r0i

W

r i   r0i ; h

d3r0i , (II.6)
or equivalently (this form is useful because it makes equation II.9 take it’s usual form)
F

r i


¹
+1
 1
¹
+1
 1
¹
+1
 1
F

r0i



r0i
W r i   r0i ; h  r0i d3r0i . (II.7)
We use the notation d3r0i to denote integration over three three spatial dimensions, which
for Cartesian co–ordinates and spherical polar co–ordinates would be d3r0i  dxdydz
and d3r0i  r sin drdd (with the appropriate changes to the integration limits) re-
spectively. More exotic choices of co–ordinate system also exist. For a finite number of
interpolation points, this becomes
F

r i

 eF r i  NÕ
b
mb
Fb
b
W

r i   r ib ; h

, (II.8)
where eF r i represents the estimate of F obtained from the set of interpolation points
N . From this it is simple to obtain the well-known S.P.H. density interpolant (see, e.g.,
Gingold and Monaghan 1982; Monaghan 1988; Nagasawa and Miyama 1987) by setting
F   in equation II.8
a 
NÕ
b
mbWab ¹hº , (II.9)
3. e.g. when producing rendered figures for display, centreing the interpolation on a pixel or comparable
display element may be more natural.
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wherewe have used the shorthand a  

r ia

andWab ¹hº W

r ia   r ib ; h

. In all of these
equations, W is some arbitrary weighting function that controls how much influence an
S.P.H. particle has over distance, the intention being that at large radii the eﬀect of the
particle on the interpolated density will be small compared to very small radii. Although
the choice ofW is arbitrary, clearly it should be a function that tends to zero as r !1. In
addition, because we require mass to be conserved,¹
+1
 1
¹
+1
 1
¹
+1
 1


r i

d3r0i  Mtot 
NÕ
b
mb , (II.10)
this (and also the observation that the left-hand side of equation II.9 contains no terms
other than the density and the kernel function) naturally implies that the kernel is nor-
malised such that ¹
+1
 1
¹
+1
 1
¹
+1
 1
Wd3r i  1. (II.11)
D. J. Price (2012) also note that the kernel must be always positive and monotonically
decreasing as r i increases, is symmetrical and has a ‘flat’ central portion so that numerical
noise is not produced by the motion of very close neighbours. Additionally, we also note
the constraint
lim
h!1
Wab ¹hº  

r ia   r ib

. (II.12)
As W rapidly becomes very small for even intermediate values of r i  r ia   r ib ,
a significant computation eﬃciency can be obtained by producing a kernel where W 
08 r i > R, where R is a maximum or ‘compact support’ radius. This allows the set of
neighbour particles N to be reduced to a limited set Nngh, although small values of R (and
hence small Nngh sets) introduce additional numerical noise.
From this, an extraordinary array of potential kernel functions have been proposed.
These range from the simple Gaussian for which Nngh  N and R  1,
W

r i ; h


λ
h
exp

 

r i
h
2
, (II.13)
where  is thenumber of spatial dimensions andλ is a normalisation constant to ensure the
constraint in equation II.11 is satisfied, functions such as the B–splines, where the cubic
spline M4 has R  2h and the quintic M6 has R  3h to the Wendland (1995) kernels.
Choosing a kernel with compact support is a balance between a function with a large R
(and hence large set Nngh) and run time. The computational models we use have a very
large number of particles, therefore we use the M4 kernel which has an extremely small
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support radius and Nngh  50. This is a function of the form
w¹qº 
8>>>><>>>>:
14  2   q3    1   q3 , 0  q < 1,
14  2   q3 , 1  q < 2,
0, elsewhere,
(II.14)
where we have used the shorthand
q 
jr i   r0i j
h
. (II.15)
This can then be turned into a normalised interpolating kernel by writing
W
 
q


λ
h
w
 
q

, (II.16)
where again  is the number of spatial dimensions and the normalisation constant has
values of
λ 
8>>>><>>>>:
23,   1,
107pi,   2,
1pi,   3.
(II.17)
Equation II.14 is diﬀerentiable (although the second derivative of this and many
other kernels present some diﬃculties), which means that we simply write
@qw¹qº 
8>>>><>>>>:
94q2   3q, 0  q < 1,
 34  2   q2 , 1  q < 2,
0, elsewhere,
(II.18)
and can then obtain
riW  q  λ
h
@qw
 
q

rˆ i , (II.19)
where the unit vector pointing between r i and r0i is given by
rˆ i 
r i   r0i
jr i   r0i j , (II.20)
as the gradient of the interpolation kernel. We observe here that equation II.14 is positive
definite and that equation II.18 is negative definite. The second derivative poses a chal-
lenge because it exhibits a change of sign (this is true for all kernel functions for which
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w¹qº is monotonically decreasing and where @qw¹qº is zero at R) at q  23,
@2qw¹qº 
8>>>><>>>>:
92q   3, 0  q < 1,
3   32q, 1  q < 2,
0, elsewhere,
(II.21)
meaning that the Laplacian of the interpolation kernel is given by
4W  q  λ
h
@2qw
 
q

rˆ i . (II.22)
This derivative is particularly bad for the cubic B-spline (which only has a non-constant
derivative up to @2q) and a smoother second derivative can be obtained for the higher order
functions.
We can combine equation II.8 and equation II.19 to obtain an interpolation for the
gradient of some arbitrary field F,
riF

r i


NÕ
b
mb
Fb
b
riW

r i   r ib ; h

, (II.23)
and similarly for an arbitrary vector field4 F j we can obtain interpolations for the diver-
gence (which produces a scalar), curl (a vector) and gradient (a rank–2 tensor), as
r jF j

r i


NÕ
b
mb
F jb
b
r jW

r i   r ib ; h

, (II.24)
i jkr jFk

r i


NÕ
b
i jkmb
Fkb
b
r jW

r i   r ib ; h

, (II.25)
r jF i

r i


NÕ
b
mb
F ib
b
r jW

r i   r ib ; h

. (II.26)
The Laplacian operator could also be interpolated as
4F i

r i


NÕ
b
mb
F ib
b
4W

r i   r ib ; h

. (II.27)
In principle, these are suﬃcient to discretise any systemof first-order diﬀerential equation;
in practice as D. J. Price and Monaghan (2004a) observe equations II.23 to II.26 become
increasingly incorrect as the distribution of particles becomes disordered. This presages a
more fundamental issuewhichwewill explore furtherwhereby particle disorder is source
4. i.e. a rank–1 tensor
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ofmany S.P.M.H.D./S.P.R.M.H.D. related diﬃculties. Before this, we first switch notation
slighty: hitherto we have considered all interpolations at some arbitrary point in space, r i .
In practice, it is more useful to interpolate properties so that these can be used to evolve an
S.P.H. particle, which we denote as a (and then b 2 Nngh is one of the neighbour particles
of a, i.e. those particles which have jr ia   r ib j < R).
As is more fully explored in D. J. Price (2012) two approaches can be used to reduce
this error (fully eliminating it requires that Nngh ! 1 which would return us to the
continuum and hence integrals not summations, cf. equation II.7). The first is the ‘anti-
symmetric’ derivative, formed by subtracting oﬀ the first-order error term,
r jF i

r i


NÕ
b
mb
F ib   F ia
b
r jW

r i   r ib ; h

. (II.28)
The alternative is the ‘symmetric’ derivative, obtained from deriving the S.P.H. equations
of motions directly from the Lagrangian, whereby
r jF i

r i


NÕ
b
amb
 
F ia
2a
+
F ib
2b
!
r jW

r i   r ib ; h

. (II.29)
The complete derivation of equations II.28 and II.29 can be found in D. J. Price (ibid.). One
observation that will become important later is that equation II.29 is not invariant to the
addition of a constant oﬀset, e.g. a modification to the field of the form F0fa ;bg  Ffa ;bg + f .
Additionally it is sensitive to particle disorder (although less so than the bare derivative
given by equation II.26) and in particular has an error term of the form (obtained by taking
a Taylor expansion of equation II.29)
NÕ
b
Faamb

1
2a
+
1
2b

r jW

r i   r ib ; h

. (II.30)
As discussed in Tricco and D. J. Price (2012) the use of pairs of conjugate opera-
tors — of which equations II.28 and II.29 comprise such a pair — is necessary to ensure
momentum and energy conservation. Consequently it is not possible to use the arguably
superior anti–symmetric derivative everywhere. This also implies that it is not possible
to simply subtract equation II.30 and still maintain exact momentum conservation, which
will also become important later.
II.1.2 Self–consistent Adaptive Resolution
Throughout this sub–section we have assumed a spatially constant h, i.e. that rih  0
everywhere (a temporally variable h, i.e. @th , 0, requires no modifications to any of the
S.P.H. interpolation equations). However, a more optimal use of computational resources
is to vary h across the whole computational domain so that additional resolution is pro-
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vided in areas of high complexity and vice versa. One way to do this, first proposed by
D. J. Price and Monaghan (2004b) is to maintain an approximately constant number den-
sity under the smoothing kernel (or alternatively phrased, within the smoothing sphere),
in eﬀect that
ha / 
r
1
na
, (II.31)
or the comparable statement that
h (II.32)
is constant. If ma  m 8 a 2 N (that particles have equal mass) becomes the familiar
ha / 
r
1
a
. (II.33)
This leads to self-consistently setting the smoothing length using
ha   
r
ma
a
, (II.34)
and equation II.9, and to the important observation that h and  are diﬀerent manifesta-
tions of the same numerical parameter – i.e. that fluid density and resolution are identical
concepts. An observation which (again) will become important later, is that this scheme
neither guarantees a spatially invariant Nngh nor an identical mass in each smoothing
sphere. To do so would require stretching the kernel support radius, with the attendant
particle pairing due to putting particles within the q  23 regime of the @2qw¹qº function.
We are instead enforcing a constant averageNngh—for the cubic spline that hNnghi  57:3.
Formally, whilst Nngh;a 2 Z 8 a 2 N , hNnghi < Z in general, where N represents the set
of all particles in the calculation, which clearly implies that this scheme will not produce
a constant neighbour count.
The optimum value of  is a property of the kernel choice, so for the cubic B–spline
it is 1:2. Values above the optimum are susceptible to particle pairing, conversely values
below it are unconverged. A thorough discussion of this concept can be found in D. J.
Price (2004).
The pair of equations II.9 and II.34 need to be solved iteratively. Weuse theNewton–
Raphson (Newton 1669; Raphson 1690) method to do this (with a nominal fall-back to the
bisection method if this technique fails to converge), given in its usual form by
n+1  n +
h
 
n

@h
 
n
 , (II.35)
where naively we would write
@h
 
n

   1


r
m

   h

. (II.36)
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However, this neglects the changes to equation II.9 caused by h no longer being spatially
constant. If ha  h is constant 8 ra , then
Dta 
NÕ
b
mb

v ia   v ib

riaWab ¹hº . (II.37)
This is not true for the case where ha , hb in general; here we instead obtain
Dta 
NÕ
b
mb

v ia   v ib

riaWab ¹haº +
NÕ
b
mb@haWab ¹haº @tha (II.38)
from the chain rule. The important ‘sleight–of–hand’ here is to notice that
@tha  @aha@ta , (II.39)
and we have an expression for @h from equation II.36 giving
@tha    haaDta . (II.40)
Inserting this into equation II.38we canwrite the continuity equation as (with the addition
of a new parameter 
a)
Dta 
1

a
NÕ
b
mb

v ia   v ib

riaWab ¹haº . (II.41)

a is a termwhich ‘takes account’ of the new spatial variation in h. Whilst often small, the
contribution provided by this term is necessary for a complete and correct S.P.H. method.
The usual form of this term is5

a  1   @aha
NÕ
b
mb@hWab ¹haº , (II.42)

a  1 +
ha
a
NÕ
b
mb@hWab ¹haº . (II.43)
Following a similar approach, the symmetric and anti-symmetric derivatives given by
equations II.28 and II.29 then become
r jF i

r i


NÕ
b
mb
 
1

a
F ia
2a
r jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
F ib
2a
r jbWab ¹hbº
!
, (II.44)
5. We include the traditional cautionary observation here that the form of this term as first presented in D. J.
Price and Monaghan (2004b) is very incorrect.
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r jF i

r i

 1

a
2
a
NÕ
b
mb

F ia   F ib

r jaWab ¹haº . (II.45)
This is a complete adaptive S.P.H. scheme, which we now apply to hydrodynamics.
II.1.3 Hydrodynamics
D. J. Price andMonaghan (2004b) use aLagrangian approach to obtain the S.P.H. equations
of motion self-consistently. This leads to several important conclusions about the correct
choice of kernel (the kernel used to evaluate derivatives must be the same as the one use
in the density summation) and more importantly that the only S.P.H. operators that can
maintain perfect momentum and energy conservation are also the conjugate pairs given
by equations II.28 and II.29.
Instead of repeating that analysis, here wewill simply apply the operators obtained
to the relevant parts of equations II.1 to II.3 to obtain a system of discrete hydrodynamics
equations. In principle, we could evolve the fluid density using the continuity equation,
via something like6
Dta 
1

a
NÕ
b
mb

v ia   v ib

riaWab ¹haº , (II.46)
which is simply the first derivative of the standard S.P.H. density interpolant equation II.9.
In practice, simply using equation II.9 directly avoids the errors inherent in S.P.H. deriva-
tives and therefore we calculate the density field of the fluid explicitly each time step. One
potential use for equation II.46 (although not one we use) is to provide the initial guess for
the Newton–Raphson solver to iterate equation II.34; however, this is often unnecessary
since the rate of change of  and h is suﬃciently small to allow the solver to be started
from the previous values and still converge. We add as an aside that because of the con-
struction of equation II.9, mass conservation in S.P.H. (evenwith quite advanced schemes,
e.g. Vacondio et al. 2013) is exact7 unlike many Eulerian grid methods.
The S.P.H. momentum equation is then given by
Dtv ia   
NÕ
b
mb
 
1

a

i j
a
2a
r jaWab ¹haº + 1
b

i j
b
2b
r jaWab ¹hbº
!
, (II.47)
Dtv ia   
NÕ
b
mb

1

a
pa
2a
r jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
pb
2b
r jaWab ¹hbº

, (II.48)
wherewe have used the symmetric first derivative operator as derived and applied byD. J.
6. This is also given in equation II.41.
7. Notable exceptions to this include incompressible S.P.H. schemes which solve a Poisson equation for the
pressure, e.g. an equation of the form 4p  f

v i

.
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Price and Monaghan (2004a) (cf. equation II.45). Similarly, although using the conjugate
anti–symmetric operator (cf. equation II.44), we can write the S.P.H. total energy equation
as
Dt"a 
pa

a
2
a
NÕ
b
mb

v ja   v jb

r jaWab ¹haº . (II.49)
These provide discrete solutions to equations II.2 and II.5 and combinedwith the adaptive
smoothing length technique obviating the need for a continuity equation are the essential
ingredients of an S.P.H. scheme. They are, however, incorrect in the presence of strong
shocks where inter–particle penetration can occur.
II.1.4 Artificial Viscosity
The correction for this is provided by an ‘artificial’ viscosity which operates to deceler-
ate converging particle flows, and thus maintain the structure of the fluid. Numerous
methods of producing this viscosity termhave been proposed, but all are coupled to equa-
tions II.48 and II.49 by simply adding the viscous contribution on to the ‘Lagrangian’ part8,
so that
Dtv ia  Dtv ia jideal +Dtv ia jartificial  Dtv ia jideal  
NÕ
b
mbabriaW ab , (II.50)
Dt"a  Dt"a jideal +Dt"a jartificial  Dt"a jideal +
NÕ
b
mbab

v ja   v jb

r jW ab . (II.51)
If, and only if, ab (and ab) operates pairwise on particles (which all useful S.P.H. vis-
cosities do) this will maintain energy and momentum conservation in the Lagrangian.
If spatially constant smoothing lengths are used this is obtained with no further work,
however, in equations II.50 and II.51 we have written W ab . This is an average of the two
smoothing kernels, given by
W ab 
1
2 »Wab ¹haº +Wab ¹hbº¼ , (II.52)
and is required tomaintain this pairwise operation, andhence conservation ofmomentum
and energy when rih , 0.
Many potential choices of  exist. All of these attempt to apply as little false viscos-
ity as possible, while still keeping the fluid structure intact at the shock boundary. Two
principle considerations apply: first that the viscous term should be of as low a magni-
tude as possible (and proportional to the converging flow velocity), and secondly that the
viscosity should only be applied very close to the problematic shock. The latter consid-
eration is provided in the form of a ‘switch’ — an additional fluid parameter which is
8. Formally, themodification to equation II.49 is required only tomaintain energy conservation, not stability.
It would clearly need to be omitted for an isothermal equation of state, for instance.
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evolved alongside the usual ones — and which disables the viscosity when it is unneces-
sary. Here we describe first the ‘traditional’ Morris and Monaghan (1997) viscosity and
the more modern Riemann–solver based method used in this work.
In the Morris and Monaghan (ibid.) scheme we have9
ab   
cabab + 2ab
ab
, (II.53)
where cab and ab are average sound speeds and fluid densities respectively, and
ab 
hab

v ia   v ib
 
r ia   r ib

r2 + "
. (II.54)
" is a ‘small’ number to avoid numerical singularities as r ! 0.  and  are order unity
parameters, conventionally set so that
  1, (II.55)
  2. (II.56)
To prevent spurious viscosity being applied to diverging flows,   0 if riv i > 0.
This viscosity term is suﬃcient insofar as it prevents deleterious deterioration of the
fluid structure, and it contains a ‘classical’ von Neumann and Richtmyer (1950) viscosity
term (the 2 component). It is also pairwise and hence a conservativemodification to the
S.P.H. Lagrangian. However, it neither contains an eﬀective switch ( and  are temporally
invariant) nor is it clear how to extend it to magnetised or relativistic problems.
We use the Riemann solver (cf. Godunov 1959) based viscosity derived by Chow
and Monaghan (1997) (following Monaghan 1997), viz.10
ab   
AVvsig;ab
2ab

v ia   v ib
 
rˆ ia   rˆ ib
 , (II.57)
where vsig is the signal velocity, i.e. the maximum speed at which information can be
exchanged between two particles. In a stationarymedium this would be the sound speed,
for a moving flow it is given by
vsig  c   v i rˆ i , (II.58)
where  is some order unity parameter (invariably 1    2). A slight complexity
whereby the sound speeds for two particles within the same smoothing sphere may diﬀer
9. In this scheme,   .
10. Wewrite AV in this scheme to avoid confusionwith the switch for artificialmagnetic resistivity discussed
in sub–section II.2.2.
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is avoiding by taking an average, so that
vsig 
1
2 ¹ca + cbº   

v ia   v ib
 
rˆ ia   rˆ ib

. (II.59)
Unlike theMorris andMonaghan (1997) scheme, thismethod has a diﬀerent term, given
by
ab   
AVvsig;ab
2ab ˜ab rˆ iab
, (II.60)
where the diﬀerence in energies (in a hydrodynamic calculation essentially the diﬀerence
in kinetic energies) given by
˜ab 
1
2
h
v ia rˆ iab
2   v ib rˆ iab2i . (II.61)
An important advantage of this is that changes in the magnetic energy can be relatively
easily incorporated, and this technique can also be used to provide an artificial magnetic
‘viscosity’ (i.e. a resistivity).
The AV parameter in equation II.57 is neither spatially nor temporally invariant.
Instead this parameter is evolved in time. This is a much more subtle approach than the
simpler method of merely switching the whole term oﬀ in the presence of a diverging
flow. Like viscosity schemes, many switches exist although all follow a similar premise:
the amount of dissipation added should be scaled by how quickly a shock is growing and
its magnitude.
We use the conceptually simple switch proposed by Morris and Monaghan (ibid.).
In this two extrema are defined, min and max (although approaches without an max can
be constructed). AV;a is then evolved according to an equation of the form
@tAV;a   
AV;a   min
a
+Sa , (II.62)
where a is some decay time andSa is a source term which operates to increase AV;a at a
shock front. The optimum expressions to determine a andSa are diﬃcult to determine a
priori and vary depending on the computational problem. We use a decay timescale given
by an expression of the form
a 
ha
Cvsig
, (II.63)
with 0:1 < C < 0:2, and a source term of the form
Sa  max

 riv i ¹max   º ; 0

. (II.64)
Similarly, the correct choices of min and max vary between problems, in particular how
low the minimum can be set to is related to how well particle order is maintained away
from shock fronts.
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Using the above provides a complete, stable, and conservative adaptive resolution
smoothed particle hydrodynamics scheme. We now extend this to include magnetism.
II.2 Magnetohydrodynamics
His third great discovery is the Magnetization of Light, which I should
liken to the Weisshorn among mountains — high, beautiful, and alone.
Faraday as a discoverer, John Tyndall (1894)
Astrophysical plasmas are magnetised — as indeed are many other fluids — con-
sequently a purely hydrodynamical treatment is unsatisfactory. Adding magnetohydro-
dynamics into S.P.H. is tantalizingly simple, comprising amodification to the stress tensor
which now becomes (in the centimetre–gramme–second unit system)
i j   

p +
1
8piB
2

i j +
1
4piB
iB j , (II.65)
and adding the induction equation. This can be obtained by considering the Maxwell–
Faraday Law (Maxwell’s iiird. Law) in a frame co–moving with the fluid. This transforms
i jkr jEk   @tB i (II.66)
into the usual ideal M.H.D. induction equation
@tB i  i jkv jBk . (II.67)
Here, as usual, B i and Ei represent the magnetic11 and the electric fields.
Expanding the right–hand side of equation II.67 produces a volume weighted in-
duction equation, viz.
DtB i  B jr jv i   B iriv i , (II.68)
where the third term from the expansion, v jr jB i , has been subsumed into the Dt opera-
tor. Combining this with the continuity equation produces a mass–weighted equivalent,
sometimes called Walén’s equation (Işık, Schmitt, and Schüssler 2011),
Dt
B i



B j

r j

v i . (II.69)
However, like the fruit and water which taunted fallen Tantulus eternally in Tar-
tarus 12, a stable and conservative M.H.D. formalism in S.P.H. has proved quite evasive.
11. or, equivalently, the magnetic flux density
12. cf. Apollodorus (ca. 100–200 B.C.) and Diodorus Siculus (ca. 36 B.C.)
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In this section we discuss how M.H.D. is implemented in S.P.H., and the corrective mea-
sures applied to produce a useful S.P.M.H.D. method. Chapter III then contains a more
thorough discussion of the limitations of those corrections.
In S.P.M.H.D., and followingD. J. Price (2012) andD. J. Price andMonaghan (2004a,
2005) the induction becomes either (by discretising equation II.69)
Dt
B ia
a
  
NÕ
b
mb

a
2
a

v ia   v ib

B jar jaWab ¹haº , (II.70)
or by discretising equation II.68
DtB ia 
1

a
1
2a
NÕ
b
mb

B jav
j
a   B jbv
j
b

riaWab ¹haº . (II.71)
We note here that these are anti–symmetric derivatives, conjugate to the derivative opera-
tor used to evaluate the momentum equation, which is required to maintain conservation
properties.
Substituting equation II.65 into the general S.P.H. momentum equation given in
equation II.47 produces the S.P.M.H.D. momentum equation
Dtv ia   
NÕ
b
mb

1

a
pa
2a
i jr jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
pb
2b
i jr jaWab ¹hbº

  18pi
NÕ
b
mb

1

a
B2a
2a
i jr jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
B2a
2b
i jr jaWab ¹hbº

+
1
4pi
NÕ
b
mb
 
1

a
B iaB
j
a
2a
r jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
B ibB
j
b
2b
r jaWab ¹hbº
! (II.72)
Although this is not the most compact way to write this equation— and computationally
it is invariably separated simply into an isotropic and an anisotropic part — it allows the
interaction between terms (which also should include an artificial viscosity) to be seen. In
many practical codes, we instead evaluate a pairs of equations derived from separating
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this out according to
Dtv ia   
NÕ
b
mb

1

a
pa + 18piB2a
2a
i jr jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
pb + 18piB2b
2b
i jr jaWab ¹hbº

+
1
4pi
NÕ
b
mb
 
1

a
B iaB
j
a
2a
r jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
B ibB
j
b
2b
r jaWab ¹hbº
!
(II.73)
and exploit the fact that the B2 term is all–but a pressure term to reduce the number of
calculations performed and thus speed up the calculation. We also note that considering
the equations in this manner — as an isotropic pressure and an anisotropic tensor term
— aids the understanding of how S.P.M.H.D. works.
The B2 and B iB j components of the stress tensor interact so that the force parallel
to the field lines is exactly zero. This absence of magnetic pressure along the field lines
produces the characteristic preferential direction of fluid flow in highly magnetised plas-
mas. However, even by simple inspection a problemwith equation II.72 can be seen: if the
magnetic pressure is greater than the fluid pressure this may no longer be true. This will
supply a spurious attractive force (from the B iB j terms) along the field lines, rapidly de-
stroying the calculation. This is an identical eﬀect to that observed when S.P.H. is applied
to solids with external stresses, whereby if the external stress term overhauls the internal
‘support’ pressure (recalling that in a solid the particle separation should be constant) the
object rapidly collapses. Due to this heritage, this instability in S.P.H. is termed the ‘ten-
sile instability’.13 A calculation failing due to this instability has the peculier property that
momentum and energy conservation remain exact and the density estimator (and hence
the smoothing length) remain correct. That this is the case is obvious given the derivation
of these equations directly from the M.H.D. Lagrangian, etc., but it does highlight an im-
portant ‘feature’ of M.H.D. in S.P.H.: perfect conservation properties are not suﬃcent for
a correct formalism.
Clearly thismust be corrected for, otherwise S.P.M.H.D.wouldbe restricted to regimes
where the plasma β is greater than unity. In chapter III we provide a comprehensive re-
view of various schemes and an analysis of the fundamental issue with the S.P.M.H.D.
momentum equation as derived from the Lagrangian, and restrict ourselves in this chap-
ter to describing the method applied to make our calculations tractable.
Børve, Omang, and Trulsen (2001) proposed subtracting a source term from equa-
13. Or sometimes ‘tensile pairing’, but this invites confusion with the somewhat less common pairing insta-
bility caused by stretching the compact support radius of the kernel.
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tion II.72. Qualitatively this involves taking an S.P.H. estimation of the local magnetic
divergence, then subtracting that from the momentum equation. This is in principle an
eﬀective correction because the magnetic field should be divergence free, and therefore in
the continuum limit this correction is otiose.
We calculate the magnetic divergence in S.P.H. as
riaB ia  14pi
NÕ
b
mb
 
1

a
B ia
2a
riaWab ¹haº + 1
b
B ib
2b
riaWab ¹hbº
!
¹ %aº . (II.74)
We use the symbol % as a short-hand for the magnetic charge density, which is analogous
to the electric charge density seen in electrodynamics and in Gauss’ Law (Maxwell’s first
equation). From this we obtain a modified momentum equation, where
Dtv ia   
NÕ
b
mb

1

a
pa
2a
i jr jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
pb
2b
i jr jaWab ¹hbº

  18pi
NÕ
b
mb

1

a
B2a
2a
i jr jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
B2b
2b
i jr jaWab ¹hbº

+
1
4pi
NÕ
b
mb
 
1

a
B iaB
j
a
2a
r jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
B ibB
j
b
2b
r jaWab ¹hbº
!
   14piB
i
a
NÕ
b
mb
 
1

a
B ja
2a
r jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
B jb
2b
r jaWab ¹hbº
!
.
(II.75)
 is a parameter to control the amount of correction applied: in principle   12 should
be suﬃcent (due to the 12  14pi  18pi co-eﬃcent in the isotropic stress tensor), however,
empirical tests indicate that setting   1 is better. The important caveat here is that
the operator provided by equation II.74 clearly does not operate pairwise on the parti-
cles (because the local magnetic divergence is not a pairwise force like a viscosity) and
consequently this modification to the momentum equation violates conservation of lin-
ear momentum. This does place real limitations on calculations, however, the choice is in
essence one between a conservative force and a correct one. Later, we will show that any
attempt to take the M.H.D. momentum equation from the Lagrangian, and then stabilise
it against a non–vanishing numerical monopole term is inherently unconservative.
In the case   1, we can slightly simplify equation II.75 (if only as a computational
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eﬃciency) to
Dtv ia   
NÕ
b
mb

1

a
pa
2a
i jr jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
pb
2b
i jr jaWab ¹hbº

  18pi
NÕ
b
mb

1

a
B2a
2a
i jr jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
B2b
2b
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
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1
4pi
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mb
 
1
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B ibB
j
b
2b
r jaWab ¹hbº + 1
b
B iaB
j
b
2b
r jaWab ¹hbº
!
,
(II.76)
which as noted above would almost certainly be implemented in any practical code by
folding the pressure–like terms together.
II.2.1 Divergence Cleaning
Until now we have avoided mentioning the solenoidal constraint, viz. that Gauss’ law for
magnetism (Maxwell’s second equation) provides that
riB i  0 (II.77)
everywhere. We instead treated the tensile instability as an issue caused by a bad S.P.H.
estimate of the operatorriaB iaB ja . Although this looks like the production of a falsemagnetic
charge density, in reality it is simply an artefact of the noisy symmetric derivative opera-
tor. However, the conjugate operator used in the induction equation, the anti-symmetric
derivative, is much less sensitive to particle disorder and consequently is aﬀected by the
diﬃculties in maintaining a solenoidal field.
The fundamental issue is that there is no explicit or implicit constraint that riB i  0
in any of our S.P.M.H.D. equations. Instead we (should) enforce this constraint when
setting the initial field, and then rely on howwell our computationalmethod canmaintain
@triB i  0. (II.78)
Due to truncation error, @triB i is inevitably non-zero, and consequently our induction
equation will produce an ever more unphysical field.
To correct for this, we use the constrained hyperbolic divergence cleaning method
originally derived by Tricco and D. J. Price (2012), based on the earlier method from grid
codes proposed by Dedner et al. (2002). Qualitatively this involves coupling a scalar field
to the induction equation, into whichwe place anymagnetic charge density, which is then
propagated as a wave and damped over a ‘few’ smoothing lengths. Because this neither
creates nor destroys field directly, instead smoothing it out into the larger scale magnetic
field, it maintains both exact conservation of energy and momentum (cf. Tricco and D. J.
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Price 2012)14.
Recently, Tricco, D. J. Price, and Bate (2016) have proposed an improvement to the
original schemewhich is correct for a spatially varying cleaning wave speed. We describe
both schemes below (which diﬀer only slightly) as, depending on when they were per-
formed, the calculations in this thesis use either scheme.
To implement both schemes, we modify equations II.68 and II.69 by coupling the
additional field so that
DtB i  DtB i jideal   ri  DtB i jideal +DtB i jcleaning, (II.79)
where DtB i jideal represents the original, unmodified (and hence ideal M.H.D.), induction
equation used. We then evolve  according to the damped wave equation given by (for
the Tricco and D. J. Price 2012, scheme)
Dt   c2criB i  
 

  12 r
iv i , (II.80)
or (for the Tricco, D. J. Price, and Bate 2016, scheme)
Dt
 
cc
  ccriB i  
 
cc
  12
 
cc
riv i . (II.81)
The implementation of equation II.79 and either equation II.80 or equation II.81 in S.P.H.
is reasonably simple15.
Finding the gradient of the  field is achieved by simply applying the symmetric
derivative operator to obtain
ria a   
NÕ
b
mb

 a

a
2
a
riaWab ¹haº +
 b

b
2
b
riaWab ¹hbº

. (II.82)
There is a requirement to use a pair of conjugate operators to evaluate the source term
in the wave equation (riB i) and the gradient of the consequent field. The observation
earlier that the anti-symmetric derivative is insensitive to the addition of a constant would
seem to imply that using a symmetric derivative to calculate riB i would be useful — if
only by virtue of sampling the particle disorder more sensitively. However, empirical
tests indicate that this approach produces numerical artefacts, almost certainly a result
of the same phenomena of a spurious magnetic charge density seen for the (necessrily
symmetric) momentum equation. We note that this aside, there is no requirement that
14. Though we add the cautionary observation that the consequent magnetic field, whilst solenoidal, is not
necessarily the correct magnetic field; this error, however, should be de minimis compared to the overall
field.
15. Modifying an existing code to switch from the equation II.80 to equation II.81 is extraordinarily simple, and
the benefits well outweigh the small amount of time required to make this switch.
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the operator used to evaluate ri match that used for DtB i jideal. We also use an anti-
symmetric operator for the riv i term for consistency with the continuity equation (and
because this quantity is invariably calculated in codes in this manner already). The S.P.H.
equation for the damped cleaning wave (for  cc) is
Dt
 a
cc;a

cc;a

aa
NÕ
b
mb

B ia   B ib

r jaWab ¹haº  
 a
cc;aa
+
1
2
 a
cc;a
NÕ
b
mb

v ia   v ib

r jaWab ¹haº .
(II.83)
Converting this for the original  scheme simply involves multiplying through by cc;a .
The cleaning wave speed is set to the velocity of the fastest magnetosonic wave speed in
the medium, i.e.
c2c;a  c2s;a + c2a;a , (II.84)
where ca;a is the Alfvén speed. The Alfvén speed (named in honour of Alfvén 1942) is
fastest M.H.D. wave speed in the fluid, and is given by
ca 
Bp4pi . (II.85)
In principle, this might be improved by adding a velocity divergence term, turn-
ing the cleaning wave speed into a signal velocity. However, before the derivation of the
 cc scheme this had the potential to cause numerical issues and has therefore not been
explored in great detail. In any case, this is unlikely to cause any issues except in, for
example, a very rapidly rotating fluid.
The choice of the damping timescale is important, and is conventionally set accord-
ing to an equation of the form
 
h
&cc
, (II.86)
so that the damping is controlled by the dimensionless parameter &. Empirically, setting
&  45 has been observed to work well in real and test problems, and we adopt that value.
II.2.2 Artificial Resistivity
Similar to the hydrodynamical equations, the equations of ideal S.P.M.H.D. as formulated
above are unable to accurately handle discontinuities (i.e. shocks) in the magnetic field.
Consequently we add an artificial resistivity, akin to an artificial magnetic ‘viscosity’, to
smear out the magnetic discontinuity over several smoothing lengths. This also requires
a modification to the ab term to take account of the thermalisation of magnetic energy
and hence energy conservation. We use the term ‘quasi-ideal’ magnetohydrodynamics to
describe this formalism since the assumption that the magnetic flux is ‘frozen-in’ to the
fluid is no longer strictly true.
Like the energy equation (equation II.51), we add a term to the induction equation
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so that16
DtB i  DtB i jideal +DtB i jcleaning +
NÕ
b
mb ab

B ia   B ib

rˆ jabr
j
aW ab . (II.87)
As for the artificial viscosity, the choice of  ab is in principle arbitrary (although it must be
some form of pair-wise operation to avoid conservation violations). An obvious choice is
a Riemann solver–esque method as used for the viscosity. Therefore, we set
 ab 
AR;avsig
2ab
. (II.88)
The ‘correct’ signal velocity to use in this equation presents a challenge, which we will
return to. As usual, we set the AR parameter using a switch. The obvious approach
would be to use a source term approach as used for the artificial viscosity, perhaps with
(D. J. Price and Monaghan 2005)
S 
1p4pi max

jriB i j; ji jkr jBk j

. (II.89)
We use the switch proposed by Tricco and D. J. Price (2013b) which applies less viscosity
than the preceding method, and which has been observed to improve results in both test
problems (Tricco and D. J. Price 2013a,b) and real calculations (Bate, priv. comm.). This
switch does not involve a source and decay term at all, and instead sets
AR  h
riB jB i
 . (II.90)
Use of an artificial resistivity requires an equivalent modification to the ratio of specific
energies in
ab (cf. equation II.51) to include themagnetic energies. We replace the simple
definition of ˜ab with
˜ab  ˜a + ˜b , (II.91)
we then use (D. J. Price and Monaghan 2004a, 2005)
˜a 
1
2

v ia rˆ iab
2
+
1
8pi¯ab
h
B2a  

B ia rˆ iab
2i
(II.92)
and similarly for ˜b .
At least three choices of signal velocity exist for use in the artificial resistivity term.
16. See equation II.52 for the definition of the average kernelW ab
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We again use a term of the form
vsig 
1
2 ¹ca + cbº   

v ia   v ib

rˆ iab , (II.93)
but with the two sound speeds replaced with magnetosonic wave speeds according to
(originally proposed by D. J. Price and Monaghan 2004a)
c 
1
2
s
c2s +
B2
4pi 
2cB i rˆ iabp4pi , (II.94)
which is a hybrid between simply taking the maximummagnetosonic wave speed (as for
the divergence cleaning) and a term which incorporates the orientation of the interacting
M.H.D. waves. Anecdotal evidence indicates this is neither better nor worse than simply
taking the maximum wave speed, given by
c2  c2s +
B2
4pi . (II.95)
Alternatively one could take the positive root from
c2 
1
2
266664c2s + B
2
4pi 
s
c2s +
B2
4pi
2
  c
2
sB2
pi
cos2 
377775 , (II.96)
which does incorporate the wave orientation, . Again, anecdotal evidence indicates that
the additional complexity created by this approach is of limited to no benefit.
Using these equations we have a complete and (generally) stable smoothed particle
quasi-ideal magnetohydrodynamics scheme. In their fullest form, these equations are
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rˆ jabr
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
artificial resistivity,
in addition to the usual density interpolant and the same energy equation (equation II.49)
as before. We note here that for the rest of this thesis we use the mass-weighted version
of the induction equation exclusively.
II.3 Radiative Transfer
Forthwith Light
Ethereal, first of things, quintessence pure
Sprung from the Deep, and from her Native East
To journie through the airie gloom began,
Sphear’d in a radiant Cloud, for yet the Sun
Was not.
Book vii, Paradise Lost, John Milton (1667 & 1674)
In the sameway that astrophysical plasmas aremagnestised, the fluid thatmakes up
those plasmas transfers thermal energy by radiation. Consequently, for some calculations
we also use a flux limited diﬀusion (F.L.D.) radiative transfer (R.T.) scheme to incorpo-
rate this physical process into our simulations. Rather than ray tracing, we use a system
whereby we treat the radiative flux as a property of the fluid which can then be diﬀused
through themedium. This provides considerable computational advantages, for example
it obviates the need for a Monte Carlo (Richtmyer, Pasta, and Ulam 1947) scheme (e.g. as
originally proposed by Lucy 1999) to evaluate the radiative terms.
Similar to addingmagnetism to S.P.H., this principally involves adding a term to the
momentum equation and adding an additional evolution equation. Radiationwill change
the fluid temperature and consequently a modification to the energy equation will also be
necessary (and obviously this is incompatible with an isothermal equation of state). The
momentum equation for radiation hydrodynamics (R.H.D.) is given by
Dtv i    1r
ip +

c
F i , (II.99)
or equivalently written by modifying the stress tensor so that
i j 
  p + E i j , (II.100)
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where F i and E are the radiation flux and radiation energy density fields and  is some
flux limiter function (discussed below). The evolution equation for the radiation energy
density — the R.H.D. cousin of the M.H.D. induction equation — is provided by
Dt
E

   1

riF i   1

riv jP i j + 4piB ¹Tflº   cE, (II.101)
and the energy equation is modified to become
Dt"   
p

riv i   4piB ¹Tflº + cE, (II.102)
where  is the opacity of the fluid.
Although a complicated addition to the hydrodynamical equations, the equations
of smoothed particle (F.L.D.) radiation hydrodynamics (S.P.R.H.D.) have the advantage
over the equations of S.P.M.H.D. in that they are very stable and are principally limited
only by computational time not algorithmic utility.
An important assumption is that the fluid is always in a local thermodynamic equi-
librium, which it transpires is a reasonable assumption for astrophysical plasmas. Due to
this, we can use the Planck function (cf. Planck 1914)
B ¹Tflº  σBpi T
4
fl, (II.103)
which has nodependence on , the frequency of the radiation, and thereforewe assume all
radiation is ‘grey’. σB  5:670;510 5 erg cm 2 s 1 K 4 is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant
and Tfl is the fluid temperature. A second temperature also exists, viz. the temperature of
the radiative flux, Trad. This is linked to the radiation energy density by
E ¹Tradº  4σBc T
4
rad. (II.104)
The radiative flux is simply the gradient of the energy density. However, taking this
gradient directly can result in unphysically rapid diﬀusion of radiation energy through
the fluid, particularly in regions with a low fluid density. We therefore use a flux limiter,
so the radiation flux becomes
F i   riE    c ¹Rº

riE (II.105)
where  ¹Rº is the flux limiter. In essence, this is a form of the first diﬀusion law proposed
by Fick (1855). In thisworkweuse the limiter derived byLevermore andPomraning (1981)
which has
 ¹Rº  2 + R6 + 3R + R2 , (II.106)
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with the R parameter defined by
R ¹Eº 
 riEE  . (II.107)
From this the eﬀect of radiative flux on the velocity field of the fluid can be computed.
To calculate the change in the radiative energy density field one additional parameter is
required: viz. the radiation pressure. This is a tensor, in general not isotropic, denoted
by P i j which couples the radiative energy density field to the shape of the radiation (flux)
field. We obtain this by combining the energy density field with an Eddington tensor,
such that
P i j  f i jE, (II.108)
where
f i j 
1
2

1   f ¹Eº i j + 12 3 f ¹Eº   1 nˆ i nˆ j . (II.109)
This contains an ‘Eddington factor function’, which is linked back to the flux limiter func-
tion and the R term via17
f ¹Eº    R¹Eº + 2  R¹Eº  R2¹Eº. (II.110)
The intrinsically coupled nature of all these components makes an explicit numerical in-
tegration scheme computationally intractable. Consequently we evolve these equations
in time using an implicit integration system, for the details of which see Whitehouse and
Bate (2004, 2006) andWhitehouse, Bate, andMonaghan (2005). The values of E and B ¹Tflº
produced by the implicit solver are then added to the usual S.P.H. equations, with F i
produced from E by way of the usual S.P.H. operators.
If these R.H.D. equations are combined with the M.H.D. equations derived in sec-
tion II.3, a complete system of smoothed particle radiation quasi-ideal magnetohydro-
17. where the notation f  g represents the composition of two functions f and g
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dynamics is obtained, viz. the full momentum equation for S.P.R.M.H.D. is
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artificial viscosity.
The modification to the energy equation is much simpler since neither of the new terms
involve an S.P.H. derivative operator.
II.4 Gravity
What is there in places empty of matter? and Whence is it that the sun
and planets gravitate toward one another without dense matter between
them? Whence is it that Nature doth nothing in vain?
Query xxviii, Book iii,
Opticks: Or, a Treatise of the Reflexions,
Refractions, Inflexions and Colours of Light,
Sir Isaac Newton (1704—1718)
Ifmagnetismand radiation are common in theuniverse thengravity is omnipresent.
Gravity appears in our hydrodynamical equations as the canonical ‘external force’ — g i
in equation II.2, or equivalently (in terms of the self-gravitational potential )
Dtv i    1r
ip + ri. (II.112)
Unlike the physical processes described in sections II.2 and II.3, this is the onlymodifica-
tion required to add self–gravity to S.P.H.— provided  can be calculated. The Poisson
equation,
4  4piG , (II.113)
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provides the general form of this self-potential. In reality, since S.P.H. is a particulate
scheme calculating the gravitational potential is not dissimilar from an n–body code. In
principle, every S.P.H. particle in the entire simulation provides a gravitational contribu-
tion to every other particle, and vice versa. If we could guarantee a collisionless fluid, then
we can obtain an exact gravitational force at all length scales. However, although S.P.H.
particles are prevented from agglomeration by the artifical viscosity terms, in shocks and
density gradients particles will often pass close together. We therefore need to soften
the gravitational potential, sacrificing absolute accuracy on very short length scales in
exchange for overall numerical stability. Both methods provide exact conservation of mo-
mentum and energy.
In an n-body code a softening scheme would need to be selected. S.P.H. eﬀectively
provides one for free, since the smoothing kernel is by its very nature a softening function.
A kernel with compact support has the additional advantage that outside of the compact
support radius (i.e. for the overwhelming majority of the spatial extent of the calculation)
of a particle the softening is zero and therefore the force is exact.
The general form of Newton’s Universal Gravitational Law (Newton 1687) is an
equation of the form
F i

r i

  Gm1m2
r2
rˆ i . (II.114)
Exceptionally in this section, the sub–scriptedm1 andm2 represent arbitrary point–masses
not S.P.H. particles (though as will become clear, there is no diﬀerence in practice). This
equation presents an issue due to a singularity:
lim
r!1 F
i

r i

  Gm1m2 rˆ i limr!1
1
r2
 1, (II.115)
which is the cause of the need for a softened potential discussed above. The classic way
of doing this is to use a Plummer (1911) potential, which replaces the r2 term in equa-
tion II.114 with
r02  r2 + r2min, (II.116)
where rmin is some small ‘minimum’ radius. Whilst eﬀective at preventing the singu-
larity, this has the disadvantage that it aﬀects the whole calculation (it is, in eﬀect, al-
ways switched on). Instead, following D. J. Price and Monaghan (2007) we use the S.P.H.
smoothing kernel in a softening kernel approach (see alsoDehnen 2001; Dyer and Ip 1993).
To do this we first take the gravitational potential to be given by


r i

  G
NÕ
c
mcY

jr i   r ic j; h

, (II.117)
where Y

jr i   r ic j; h

is the softening kernel (we derive this from the S.P.H. smoothing
kernel below). We then obtain a gravitational force — which we need to couple the grav-
itational self–potential, equation II.113, into the momentum equation, equation II.2 — by
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noting that
Fgrav

r i

  ri

r i

, (II.118)
so
Fgrav
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mcriY

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
. (II.119)
An important sleight of hand now happens. We observe that Poisson’s equation implies
that


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
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4piG4
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r i

, (II.120)
so we can then write
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, (II.121)
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, (II.122)
which looks similar to the usual S.P.H. density interpolant. This similarity can be more
readily exposed if we define
Y

jr i   r ic j; h

   14pi
¹ 1
0
¹ 1
0
W

jr i   r ic j; h

d2r i . (II.123)
This allows the same kernel function, appropriately integrated, to be used for both the
equations of fluid dynamics and also an n–body gravity. This also sidesteps the question
of what the correct softening length is (cf. Athanassoula et al. 2000; Merritt 1996; Rodi-
onov and Sotnikova 2005, etc.), since the S.P.H. smoothing length naturally answers that
question (see also Bate and Burkert 1997). For completeness, we note that the softening
kernel, Y, and its first derivative are defined such that
Y
 
q


λ
h
y
 
q

, (II.124)
and
riY  q  λ
h
rˆ@r y
 
q

. (II.125)
The two integrated spline functions, y
 
q

and @q y
 
q

are then defined as (for a cubic
B–spline)
¹ 1
1
¹ 1
1
w¹qºdq  y¹qº
8>>>><>>>>:
23 q2   310 q4 + 110 q5   75, 0  q < 1,
43 q2   q3 + 310 q4   130 q5 + 115q   85, 1  q < 2,
0, elsewhere,
(II.126)
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¹ 1
1
w¹qºdq  @q y¹qº 
8>>>><>>>>:
43 q   65 q3 + 12 q4, 0  q < 1,
83 q   3q2 + 65 q3   16 q4   115q2, 1  q < 2,
0, elsewhere.
(II.127)
We require that outside of the compact support radius, R, the softening kernel behave like
the usual inverse square law gravitational potential. Consequently, we set the constraint
that (for a cubic B–spline) when q > 2, y
 
q

  1r and @q y
 
q

 1r2.
D. J. Price andMonaghan (2007) thenuse a variational approach to obtain the correct
momentum equation using this softening kernel constructed from the S.P.H. smoothing
kernel. Briefly, they first take the gravitational Lagrangian,
L   
NÕ
b
mcc , (II.128)
noting that here N  Nngh since a gravitational force is provided by all particles on all
particles. By substitution, this becomes
L   12G
NÕ
c
NÕ
d
mcmdYcd ¹hcº , (II.129)
L   12G
NÕ
c
NÕ
d
1
2mcmd »Ycd ¹hcº + Ydc ¹hdº¼ , (II.130)
when hc , hd in general18. As D. J. Price and Monaghan (ibid.) observe, the derivative of
this produces two terms when h is not spatially constant, and both are required for exact
conservation. In a system with a spatially fixed resolution, the second term is necessarily
zero and we would recover the ‘obvious’ form of the equation. So
ricL   12
NÕ
c
NÕ
d
mcmd
n1
2r
i
c »Ycd ¹hcº + Ydc ¹hdº¼
+
1
2
richc@hcYcd ¹hcº + ridhd@hdYdc ¹hdºo . (II.131)
The second term is clearly analogous to the rh terms in the ordinary S.P.H. fluid equa-
tions. Using this, and some algebraic manipulation (cf. ibid.) we obtain the following force
18. Which is the case for any non–trivial compressible fluid.
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equation,
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(II.132)
which when added on to the S.P.H. momentum equation provides self–gravity in S.P.H..
The 
 term is as derived in section II.2 and the markedly similar  term is given by
a  @aha
NÕ
b
mb@haYab ¹haº . (II.133)
From this we can obtain the full momentum equation for smoothed particle flux–
limited diﬀusion radiation quasi-ideal magnetohydrodynamics with self gravity, given
by
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Aside from the artificial viscosity term19, we make the salient observation here that
as predicted in sub–section II.1.1 every derivative term in equation II.134 supra is in the
symmetric form. This is essential to maintain momentum and energy conservation and
is a result of obtaining each term from a Lagrangian.
Unlike the fluid dynamics terms in S.P.H., these summations still operate over all
N , not a restricted neighbour set Nngh. In a very small calculation this may be acceptable,
however, performing N loops over N individual particles is clearly ineﬃcient. Neighbour
finding can be done on a tree, and tree–gravity methods are also well studied. We can use
this synergy to make a significant computational improvement: the same tree needed to
compute gravity (which is all–but an unavoidable necessity) can be used to significantly
optimize neighbour finding (or, conversely, if one has a code which already uses a tree to
find neighbour particles, that tree can be recycled for gravitational use, see Freitag and
Benz 2001). It is the ability to make this pairing that makes high–resolution S.P.H. calcu-
lations with gravity particularly eﬃcient even over large spatial scales. We note, however,
the slight loss in accuracy caused by the use of a tree as opposed to a direct summation,
which is related to the analogy we made in the opening paragraph of this section about
when can an extended mass be approximated by a point–mass.
II.5 Sink Particles
In this thesis we follow our calculations through many orders–of–magnitude of density,
length, and other physical properties. We start with a reasonably sparse cloud core, and
finish up with what is almost a protostar. However, in nature this continues: protostars
have internal structure, with convective zones, radiative zones, and interactions between
accreting material and the stellar surface20. To have a tractable calculation we need a way
to neglect these internal dynamics. Our time–step begins (in the cloud core phase) as
being t > 120 a and approaches t  7; 000 s as a first hydrostatic core is formed. If
we did not leave out physical processes present sub–astronomical unit length–scales, t
will rapidly approach t  1 s, i.e. real–time (which eﬀect was observed towards the end
of the calculations presented in Bate, Tricco, and D. J. Price 2014). We do this by means
of the ‘sink particle’21. A sink particle is an inner boundary condition whereby material
which passes within some radius racc of the particle is ‘accreted’ if certain tests are passed.
Accreted material is added to the mass of the sink, which interacts with the continuing
calculation solely via gravity.
19. which is closer in form to a second derivative in any case
20. And beneath this structure still more physical processes occur
21. Sometimes called a ‘point–mass particle’, although this invites confusion with various unrelated gravita-
tional concepts.
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II.5.1 Creation
Sink particles are inserted when the density of the calculation at a particular particle ex-
ceeds a pre–determined critical density. In addition, in non–radiative transfer calculations
a series of tests are used to verify that the region around the proposed sink is properly
bound and not a transient over–density. These tests are more complex in a radiative cal-
culation, where we instead simply raise the critical density by a few orders of magnitude
(which, by definition, any correctly bound regionwill reachwithin a reasonably short time
scale). For example, whereas we would normally set the critical density to 10 10 g  cm 3
(on the assumption that a region which exceeds this density and passes the tests will in-
evitably form a protostar) in a radiative transfer calculationwe raise this 10 5 g cm 3, well
into the second collapse phase.
The tests mentioned above are as follows Bate, Bonnell, and N. M. Price (1995).
Firstly, the particle with the highest density in the calculation which exceeds the critical
density is identified. The first test (which also applies to radiative transfer calculations) is
then to ensure that the smoothing length of this particle is such that
ha <
1
2 rcrit, (II.135)
to guarantee that the new sink particle will begin with a mass of
msink  Nnghma , (II.136)
(assuming, as is invariably the case, equal mass S.P.H. gas particles). We now need to
verify that the region into which the sink will be inserted is bound. Having ascertained
the  50 S.P.H. gas particles we calculate Etherm, Erot, and Egrav (the thermal, rotational
kinetic, and gravitational self–potential energies respectively) for them. A sink particle
will not be inserted if either
therm  12 , (II.137)
therm + rot  1, (II.138)
or
tot  1. (II.139)
Here we have used the notation
therm 
Etherm
jEgrav j , (II.140)
to represent the ratios of the various energy terms to the magnitude of the gravitational
self–potential (so Etot and tot represent the sum of all energies except the negative definite
self–potential). Assuming these tests are passed, which guarantee that the region con-
cerned is energetically bound, we then check the divergence of the particle accelerations,
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and do not insert a sink if
ri Ûv i  0, (II.141)
a situation which indicates a region undergoing a ‘bounce’ or that is otherwise liable to
unbind. Assuming these tests are passed, the particle identified earlier is then replaced
by a sink particle, and all S.P.H. gas particles within the relevant accretion radius are then
added to it.
II.5.2 Accretion
Particles which pass within racc of a sink particle may be accreted. We invariably set a
second accretion radius, usually 110racc, within which all S.P.H. particles will be accreted
unconditionally. This second threshold eliminates the risk of large accelerations being
applied to a gas particle passing very close to a potentially massive (msinkM & 110 is not
an unrealistic situation later in a calculation) sink particle. To prevent spurious accretion
of otherwise unbound material, S.P.H. gas particles are only accreted within the first ac-
cretion radius if two tests are passed. These are that the particle has been gravitationally
bound by the sink particle, i.e. that
kin  1. (II.142)
The second, subtler, condition is that the S.P.H. particle has suﬃciently low angular mo-
mentum that the minimum circular orbital radius is less than racc. A third condition ap-
plies where multiple sinks are potentially interacting with a gas particle, for example in a
binary pair. Here we also verify that the sink particle concerned is the one which the gas
particle is most tightly bound to. In an approximately equal mass binary this is unlikely
to provide much of a variation, but where a highly unequal mass pairing is present will
prevent gas particles being erroneously accreted by a less massive companion (i.e. the
more massive protostar will be able to eﬀectively steal mass from the less massive one).
II.5.3 Boundaries
As implemented, our sink particles have no boundaries and could be compared analo-
gously with a black hole. Although Bate, Bonnell, and N. M. Price (1995) proposed a
series of boundary corrections to S.P.H. particles near the sink accretion radius, subse-
quent experience has indicated that these provide very little benefit (in a hydrodynamical
calculation) given the complexity of implementation. The reason for this is simply that in
a protostellar collapse — or indeed any centrally condensing collapse — pressure bound-
aries and the like are eﬀectively otiose. We do ensure that particles on one side of the
sink particle are insensitive to pressure fields, artificial viscosity, etc., from particles on the
other side, although this is comparably trivial to implement.
Themagnetic fieldwithin and near the sink, however, can not be so easily neglected.
Although we have not implemented any form of magnetic boundary, we are careful to
ensure that the divergence cleaning and related matters discussed in section II.2 supra
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maintain a solenoidal magnetic field. Eﬀectively deleting particles from the calculation as
they are accreted onto the sink is approximately equivalent to adding a magnetic diver-
gence equal–and–opposite to the field carried by the accreted particle. Consequently, if
no attempt was made to keep the field at least approximately correct errors due to non–
solenoidality of the field would rapidly build up.
For completeness, we note that the sink particles used are also ‘cold’ insofar as they
provide no contribution to the radiative transfer schemedetailed in section II.4 supra. Over
the timescales we consider — t  25;000 a — this is incomplete but not disastrous. Im-
portantly, the pseudo–disc around the sink particle will still radiate and transfer energy,
and this still contains the majority of the ‘interesting’ mass. Over larger timescales, when
radiative flux from accretion flows onto the protostar becomes important, some sort of ‘lu-
minous sink’ treatment would be essential. An approach incorporating a stellar evolution
model, for example Baraﬀe and El Eid (1991), Chabrier and Baraﬀe (1997), and Langer, El
Eid, and Baraﬀe (1989), may be a possible approach.
Finally, we note that unlike S.P.H. particles, the gravitational potential for sink par-
ticles acting on fluid S.P.H. particles is not solved using the tree method discussed in sec-
tion II.6 infra. A sink particle begins with msink & 50ma (where as usual we assume ma is
identical 8 a 2 N), and this mass only increases. Consequently even a small error calcu-
lating the gravitational eﬀect of the sink of the fluid can cause large errors. Thesemanifest
as poor momentum conservation after a sink particle is inserted, and empirically this is
improved by calculating the sink particle gravity explicitly. This requires a loop over all
the particles for each sink andwould therefore be unfeasible if the number of sinks became
even moderately large. However, we never exceed three sink particles in a calculation so
we adopt this method for all the calculations performed in this thesis.
Using this approach, with a few implementation details related to individual time–
stepping, we are able to follow the collapse of molecular cloud cores until significantly
later than the formation of a first hydrostatic core without being limited by our time–step.
The various tests ensure that sink particles are only inserted, and particles only accreted,
when it is inevitable that the fluid concerned would have collapsed into a protostar in any
case, reducing or eliminating any numerical issues.
II.6 Computational Method
We evolve our S.P.R.M.H.D. method, discussed above, using the hybrid openMP22 and MPI23
FORTRAN code called sphNG. This code originated with the three–dimensional S.P.H. code
written by Benz (1990). This has then been significantly extended and expanded by var-
ious authors, including the addition of sink particles, individual particle time–steps and
22. see openMP v. 2.5 (2005)
23. seeMPI–2 (2003)
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periodic boundarieswithghost particles byBonnell andBate (1994). The codewas then ex-
panded to include the self–consistent variable smoothing length formalism andmagneto-
hydrodynamics byD.J. Price. Finally,wehavemadea significant numberof computational
improvements, including a major overhaul of the code and removal of various antique or
deprecated features.
II.6.1 The Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg Integrator
sphNG uses a second–order Runge–Kutta–Fehlberg (Fehlberg 1969, 1970; Kutta 1901; Runge
1895) integrator, designated rk1(2) in Fehlberg (1969). A further discussion of the imple-
mentation of this integration scheme is contained in the next chapter in sub–section III.2.1.
This is an ‘embedded method’, in that it combines an O ¹hº Runge–Kutta method with an
O ¹h2º one to provide an error estimate. This allows a reduction in the time–step if the er-
rors computed by theO ¹h2º part become suﬃciently large compared to theO ¹hº part. We
can represent this integrator in tabular form as shown in table II.i, and the application of
the co–eﬃcents in that table in an equation is given in the next chapter in equations III.42
and III.43.
Table II.i. Butcher (1964) tableau for the RK1(2) integrator detailing the co-eﬃcients used. The
penultimate row provides the co–eﬃcients for the O ¹hº part (the application of which
to an evolution equation can be seen in equations III.42 and III.43); the final row then
provides the co–eﬃcents for the O ¹h2º part.
0
12 12
1 1256 255256
1256 255256 0
1512 255256 1/512
Each S.P.H. particle has an individual time–step, t. This provides a significant
computational speed up, and is in eﬀect the temporal analogy to the adaptive smooth-
ing length scheme. This time–step is set according to the shorter of several properties,
including the local Courant, Friedrichs, and Lewy (1928) condition. The first is obtained
from the integrator by comparing the O ¹hº and O ¹h2º solutions. If the magnitude of the
diﬀerence between the two solution exceeds some predetermined threshold, we lower the
timestep. This Runge–Kutta integration tolerance is set throughout this thesis to 1  10 5
for fluid–fluid interactions and 110 9 for fluid–sink and sink–sink interactions. A lower
tolerance is used for sink related computations since these are purely gravitational, but
as noted above the gravitational mass of a sink particle is extremely large compared to a
fluid particle. Consequently enhanced accuracy is needed.
In an arbitrarymathematical system, the Courant number is given by an expression
of the form
t  C
`
jv j , (II.143)
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where` is the length interval overwhich the fluidmotions (essentiallywaves in the fluid)
described by the velocity magnitude jv j occurs. An explicit method, which the Runge–
Kutta is, invariably requires C  1, i.e. that the time–step be short enough to capture at
least one wave per `. In S.P.H. this equation becomes
t jCFL  C hvsig . (II.144)
We set t individually for each particle so that
ta jCFL  C havsig;a , (II.145)
with vsig;a set in the usual way, so as to incorporate the sound and Alfvén speeds and the
velocity divergence. Empirically, we observe that setting C  310 (Lattanzio et al. 1986) is
necessary to ensure stability in S.P.H.. A further constraint is provided by the requirement
to resolve accelerations correctly, given by
ta jAcceleration  C
s
h
j Ûva j , (II.146)
where Ûva is the acceleration of the S.P.H. particle. We take theminimumof thet required
by the integrator solutions, t jCFL, and ta jAcceleration as being the desired particle time–
step. Time–steps are then binned into powers of two to provide our individual time–
stepping scheme. Particles are placed in the timestep bin which is less than or equal to the
minimum required time–step, and can move into longer as well as shorter time–step bins
as appropriate. Sink particles are constrained to be in the lower of the bin determined by
the criteria or the lowest occupied bin, again, this is necessary due to the comparably large
gravitational accelerations caused by sinks.
II.6.2 The Tree and Parallelization
We use a hierarchical binary tree24 to both calculate gravity and to find neighbours (see
Benz 1988; Benz et al. 1990; Press 1986), exploiting the computational synergy identified
in section II.4. This is a similar conceptual idea to the use of a Barnes and Hut (1986) tree,
applied to S.P.H. particles rather than grid cells, by Hernquist and Katz (1989). An earlier
approach to optimizing gravity calculations was the bespoke GRAPE–board (Sugimoto et al.
1990)— an hierarchical tree is superior to this is manyways, in particular in not requiring
specialized hardware. The essential premise is that if the quotient
si
ri
 i , (II.147)
24. occaisionally, these are floridly described as bifurcating arborescences (Knuth 1968)
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where si and ri are the size of the region represented by the tree cell and the distance
between the centre of that cell and the displacement of the centre of that cell from the
particle we wish to calculate a force on. If i < , where  is some threshold value, we
treat the whole cell as one point–mass, located at the centre of the cell. This necessitates
a slight loss in accuracy compared to a direct sum, but moves the complexity of the cal-
culation from O ¹N2º to O  N logN  . We can then use a search algorithm on this tree to
eﬃcently find neighbours for a particle, given that we want to find all particles within 2h
of the particle in question and a tree naturally sub–divides the computational domain in
an eﬃcient way.
sphNG is a hybrid parallel code. Many loops are parallelised using multiple threads
with openMP, for example the loop required to calculate the hydrodynamical forces and
assemble the momentum equation for each particle. In addition, it is possible to decom-
pose the computational domain using MPI. When this is done, we eﬀectively run multiple
semi–independent S.P.H. calculations communicating information at the boundaries of
each computational domain. This simplifies the implementation of a significant portion
of the code: once the relevent information is obtained from other processes, the evalua-
tion of many fluid properties can proceed in a similar manner for both an MPI and non–MPI
calculation. Using MPI provides two additional advantages over merely using openMP: it re-
duces the size of the tree thereby speeding up tree traversal and generation and it allows
C.P.U.s to be used without requiring sharedmemory like openMP. Since we principally per-
form parameter sweeps, we generally eschew using MPI, and instead run multiple smaller
calculations simultaneously.
For a small number of test problems in chapter III we use the unoptimized testing
code ndspmhd25 written by D. Price to utilize the extensive library of test problems available
for that code.
25. see http://users.monash.edu.au/~dprice/ndspmhd/ and (D. J. Price 2011a)
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καὶ σὲ γέρον τὸ piρὶν μὲν ἀκούομεν ὄλβιον εἶναι.
Book xxiv v. 543, ᾿Ιλιάς, Homer (ca. 8th. century B.C.)
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In chapter II we described how S.P.H. can be extended into the magnetohydroynamical
regime and we alluded to certain instabilities which can arise from a simple conservative
formulation of the momentum and induction equations. Fundamentally these arise be-
cause of the discrete nature of any computational fluid dynamics system compared to a
continuous infinite fluid. Whilst both equations are aﬀected by what amounts to a non–
vanishing riB i (which in this chapter we will often denote with the notation %, i.e. as a
magnetic charge density) the proximate cause diﬀers for the two equations.
The momentum equation is susceptible to sensing a spurious numerical monopole
termwhen the particle lattice becomes highly disordered. Obviously maintaining perfect
lattice order is impossible for any non–trivial system of shocks and other complex flows,
and consequently this term rapidly becomes a limitation on any calculation. Conversely,
the induction equation is aﬀected by a non-vanishing monopole term due to truncation
errors — unlike the disorder related monopole terms, this issue is not unique to S.P.H..
In section III.1 we discuss how the numerical monopole term in the momentum
equation aﬀects calculations, and ways to mitigate it. However, we limit our discussion of
how to dealwith the numerical issues inherent in the induction equation to a brief analysis
of the approach used in the calculations in the rest of this work, as this topic is more
completely and comprehensively covered in Tricco and D. J. Price (2012) and Tricco, D. J.
Price, and Bate (2016). We then discuss the now abandoned ‘average h’ method proposed
in Lewis, Bate, and D. J. Price (2015) and why it was abandoned. However, although
this novel approach proved a red–herring, it did lead to a comprehensive analysis of the
eﬀects of averaging in SPH. We discuss this in section III.3 since these conclusions will
still be useful for S.P.H.methodswhich use an averaged smoothing length, rather than the
self–consistent scheme discussed in sub–section II.1.1. Such schemes are still common in
non–astrophysical uses of S.P.H., for example.
III.1 Limitations of SPMHD
Fundamentally, all numerical systems for solving fluid dynamics equations have limita-
tions which exceed those exposed by nature alone. This is simply due to the discrete
nature of any computational system. Intrinsically, it is numerically infeasible to calculate
themotion of everymolecule of fluid, down to accuracies limited only by quantum eﬀects.
The quality of subsequent approximation made — be that via grid cells, or via particles
— is the ultimate limit on how well a physical process can be captured by the numerical
scheme. These limits can have diﬀerent impacts for diﬀerent processes. A trivial example
is the assumption that all gravitational masses are point masses: close to the surface of
a celestial body this is clearly nonsensical, but even at moderate distances this approxi-
mation is so close to the ‘correct’ value as to make attempts to do much better pointless.
Magnetohydrodynamics, however, presents substantially more diﬃcult challenges. We
alluded to these earlier in the description of our numerical method in chapter II, but fun-
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damentally they all stem from the (observed) lack of magnetic monopoles in nature (e.g.,
the experimental limits from the Tevatron experiment reported by K. A. Milton 2006), or
equivalently, that ½
Si
B idAi  0 (III.1)
riB i  0 (III.2)
everywhere, at all length scales, and at all times. If this were present as a constraint in the
equations of S.P.M.H.D. then the issue would be eliminated. This is not the case for ideal
MHD induction equation derived from theMaxwell–Faraday andMaxwell–Ampère laws
and the momentum equation derived from the M.H.D. Lagrangian (cf. equation II.72).
Alternative approaches do exist, however, where this is true. Fundamentally, these in-
volve temporally evolving something other than the magnetic flux density field, B i , and
then transforming this into the B i–field. By choosing, for example, the magnetic vector
potential, Ai , this inherently satisfies the equations III.1 and III.2 constraint because
B i  i jkr jAk , (III.3)
and by definition
riF i  rii jkr jGk  0 8

F i ;Gi

. (III.4)
If such a method were stable, we would naively assume that this has fixed S.P.M.H.D..
However, as we discuss below the cause of the non–vanishing monopole terms in the
induction and momentum equations are subtly diﬀerent. As a result, merely fixing the
induction equation is insuﬃcient to fix all of M.H.D. in S.P.H.— and this is in addition to
the substantial diﬃculties that a vector potential S.P.M.H.D. has posed to date, for example
as discussed by D. J. Price (2010).
III.1.1 The Induction Equation
The direct induction approach to S.P.M.H.D. evolves either Bi or B i in time via an induc-
tion equation, viz.
Dt
B i



B j

r j

v i , (III.5)
DtB i 

B jr j

v i   B i

r jv j

. (III.6)
Nothing important turns on which method (mass– or volume–weighted) is used1. By
inspection, it is obvious that both of these induction equations only guarantee that
riDtB i  DtriB i  0 (III.7)
1. though see the discussion in the appendix to Hopkins and Raives (2016)
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to the extent to which they maintain riB i  0 anyway. In the continuum limit, with
t ! 0, (III.8)
and


x ; y ; z
	 ! 0, (III.9)
this is not an issue: the magnetic field is always solenoidal there, so these two equations
maintain that solenoidality for all time. In S.P.H., the mass–weighted induction equation
is given by
Dt
B ia
a
  
NÕ
b
mb

a
2
a

v ia   v ib

B jar jaWab ¹haº . (III.10)
From this we see two things: firstly that this is an anti–symmetric S.P.H. operator and
therefore somewhat de–sensitised to particle disorder and that this is a sum, not an in-
tegral. We ignore the numerical error caused by the r jv j operation which is suppressed
by the choice of operator in favour of simply considering the trunction error of this op-
eration. This provides a fundamental limit on how well we can maintain a solenoidal
magnetic field, which is given by
DtriB i  ", (III.11)
where " is a measure of this necessarily non–zero error due to truncation. In other words,
the limit in equation III.8 is now
t ! t jminimum > 0. (III.12)
The question here is why is this so muchworse for the magnetic field evolution compared
to all other fluid properties, given that this is not a unique (or indeed unusual) limitation.
The answer lies in the necessessity for the magnetic field to be exactly solenoidal — rather
akin to how the velocity field in an incompressible fluid must be exactly solenoidal (Shao
and Lo 2003). For other fluid parameters, e.g. the fluid pressure, this " errormanifests as a
limit onoverall accuracy. Once amagnetic fieldhasdevelopeda spurious ‘magnetic charge
density’ the situation only deteroriates due to the coupling between the induction and
momentum equations. The momentum equation — the rate of change of v i — contains
a B i term, and vice versa the induction equation — the rate of change of B i — depends
on v i . Therefore, any error will rapidly propagate. Inaccuracies due to the inherently fi-
nite nature of floating–point calculations will also have an effect, however, these are of a
significantly smaller magnitude than the truncation error.
Methods of rectifying this problem essentially fall into three categories: ignore it
(and hope the resulting error doesn’t become too large), deal with, or avoid it. The former
is clearly unfeasible for any large calculation, though can be used in smaller test problems.
We need, however, somemetric of ‘divergence error’ to do this (and, indeed, this is useful
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more generally). A useful method is (D. J. Price 2012) to measure
ErrriB i def h
riB iB i
 , (III.13)
which is essentially a measure of fractional divergence error. The second approach —
dealing with it — involves using a scheme like that discussed in sub–section II.2.1 to dis-
sipate the error into the surrounding field. Because the numerical errors which lead to a
non–vanishing divergence in the induction equation are primarily not due to inaccuracies
in the S.P.H. operation but instead due simply to the process of numerical integration,
this is remarkably eﬀective. Tricco, D. J. Price, and Bate (2016) provides a comprehensive
discussion relating to this over many test problems.
Perhaps the ideal approach would be to instead re–formulate S.P.M.H.D. to evolve
a diﬀerent fluid parameter and then, as mentioned above, transform this into the B i field
as required. The vector potential is the obvious choice, and has been used reasonably
extensively in Eulerian schemes for this purpose. The induction equation for the vector
potential Ai is given by (in general)
DtAi  v jriA j + ri, (III.14)
where  is some continously diﬀerentiable2 scalar field. The need for this somewhatmys-
terious gauge term is due to the observation that since
B i  i jkr jAk ; (III.15)
and
i jkr jrk  0, (III.16)
there are always infinitelymanyAi–fieldswhich canproduce the sameB i–field. The trivial
choice, setting
  0, (III.17)
(sometimes called theWeyl gauge3) illustrates why this is an issue. Nowhere in the induc-
tion equation for the vector potential does this appear as a constraint, save that initially
the field is set such that   0. Consequently, any error caused by the discretisation of the
equation when it is evolved will manifest as an uncontrolled growth of the gauge term,
and a consequently incorrect B i–field.   0 is obviously not the only possible gauge. In
Lewis, Bate, and Tricco (2016) (also Tricco (priv. comm.)) we considered that Gauge, the
2. At least across the computational domain, but in principle everywhere
3. In honour of Herman Weyl who first proposed gauge theory in Weyl (1918).
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Gallilean invariant gauge provided by
  v iAi , (III.18)
and the modified psuedo–Lorenz gauge,
@t   c2riAi (III.19)
proposed by Stasyszyn and Elstner (2015). The gauge provided by equation III.18 does
have the desirable eﬀect, as noted by D. J. Price (2010), of changing the vector potential
induction equation from equation III.14 to
DtAi   A jriv i . (III.20)
However, we find the same problems as identified by D. J. Price (ibid.): this choice of
gauge is actually more susceptible to numerical instabilities caused by the particle lattice
becoming disordered. In contrast to this approach, the gauge given by equation III.19
supposes that the gauge constraint can be maintained in a similar to way to maintaining
the solenoidal constraint in ordinaryM.H.D.. In eﬀect, wemove theproblem fromkeeping
the B i–field solenoidal to keeping the Ai–field so. As Tricco (priv. comm.) identified4, this
is only successful in the Orszag and Tang (1979) vortex problem if the particles do not
move oﬀ the lattice in the z–direction. Once they do so, the spurious vz generated rapidly
produces an unphysical vector potential and hence an unphysical magnetic field.
On the assumption that the gauge constraint could bemaintained, a secondproblem
means that a useful vector potential form of S.P.M.H.D. is still a challenge. The Lorentz
force is a function of B i — which is a ‘physical’ field, unlike the vector potential field.
Consequently we must convert from the vector potential to the magnetic field, either by
taking a pair of first derivatives or by directly calculating the second derivative. In eﬀect,
in place of
Dtv i jmagnetic  18pir
ii jB2   14pir
iB iB j , (III.21)
we need something like
Dtv i jmagnetic  18pir
ii j

klmrlAm
2   14piriilmrlAm jnprnAp . (III.22)
In the continuum, computing this as a pair of first derivatives or by directly determin-
ing the second derivative and then computing that is by definition identical. However,
in a discretised system this is not true. Second derivatives in S.P.H. are notoriously prob-
4. which we summarise in Lewis, Bate, and Tricco (2016)
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lematic and are generally avoided whereever possible5 (Brookshaw 1994), so the obvious
approach is to perform two first derivatives. Although we earlier neglected the eﬀect of
noise from S.P.H. operators in the ordinary induction equation, the process of taking an
additional first derivative magnifies this eﬀect. This is coupled with the observation that
in the induction equation, the noise is due to the S.P.H. estimate of r jv j , a term which is
not required to be exactly fixed but instead is a property of the fluid. The gauge function,
however, is required to be exact, otherwise a situation emerges where there is more than
one ‘possible’ magnetic B i–field corresponding to the vector potentialAi–field being eval-
uated. The fundamental issue, therefore is that we are using a noisy estimate for changing
Ai into B i , to then combining this with a noisy estimate of the rate of change of the velocity
— and this velocity is then used to calculate Ai at the next timestep.
Consequently, the current state–of–the–art is to evolve the B i–field directly and cor-
rect for discretisation related non–solenoidality using a cleaning scheme and not to use a
more exotic approach.
III.1.2 The Momentum Equation
At the end of the previous sub–section, we noted in passing the form of the S.P.H. mo-
mentum equation incorporating just the M.H.D. terms. This is produced from the usual
momentum equation, given by
Dtv i  rii j . (III.23)
This can be separated into an isotropic component, containing the fluid and magnetic
pressures, and an anisotropic component, containing the magnetic tension terms, such
that
Dtv i  rii j jiso + rii j jani, (III.24)
where
Dtv i jani  rii j jani  14pir
iB iB j . (III.25)
Using the vector identity
riF iG j  F iriF j + G jriF i , (III.26)
this can be written as
Dtv i jani  B iriB j + B jriB i . (III.27)
The second term, B jriB i , obviously should be zero in a solenoidal field. If the field is
solenoidal, then the anisotropic stress tensor and the isotropic tensor interact so that the
component of the magnetic pressure parallel to the field lines is exactly cancelled by the
tension component in that direction, causing the characteristic preferentialmotionparallel
5. Notwithstanding the inherent diﬃculty in determining just what the divergence of the outer product of
two curls of a vector even is.
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to the field. If not, then the error converselymanifests as an unphysical force parallel to the
field lines. Since there is no support from the magnetic pressure here if this error exceeds
the fluid pressure then the eﬀect on a calculation will rapidly be disastrous.
In S.P.M.H.D., we could evolve the anisotropic momentum equation in time via
Dtv ia jani  14pi
NÕ
b
mb
 
1

a
B iaB
j
a
2a
r jaWab ¹haº + 1
b
B ibB
j
b
2b
r jaWab ¹hbº
!
, (III.28)
which is simply the symmetric S.P.H. derivative operator applied to equation III.25. This
force exactly conserves energyandmomentum, beingderived fromtheM.H.D.Lagrangian
(hence the symmetric derivative). It is, however, correct only insofar as it correctly main-
tains a field free of numerical monopoles. The symmetric S.P.H. operator is sensitive to
particle disorder to a much greater extent than the anti–symmetric operator used for the
induction equation (as well as not being invariant to the addition of a constant term).
The result of this is that an unphysical force parallel to the magnetic field lines devel-
ops, causing particles to attract and clump together. This instability only exists when the
magnetic attraction caused by this spurious force exceeds the support provided by the hy-
drodynamic fluid pressure, i.e. when β < 1. When this happens, however, the eﬀects are
disastrous for the calculation. This is similar to the eﬀect seen in solid–bodies called the
tensile instability, and consequently the same name was adopted for it. In section II.3 we
briefly discussed an attempt to correct for this instability. Here, we will expand on that
(whilst also noting in passing the existence of a few alternate methods).
Equation III.27 can be imagined as
Dtv i jani  B jr jB i + B i%, (III.29)
where % represents the magnetic charge density, a term which should be zero. How-
ever, any error in calculating Dtv i jani for an S.P.H. particle eﬀectively manifests as a non–
vanishing % term. The fact the machine–epsilon is prima facia non–zero alone will provide
a spurious monopole term here, however, the eﬀect from particle disorder is much more
marked. This eﬀect was considered by Chaussonnet et al. (2015), albeit in a diﬀerent nu-
merical scheme, who found that the antisymmetric operators (G  in their notation) were
significantly more consistent on perturbed lattices than the symmetric operator (G+) used
here out of necessity due to our Lagrangian derivation. Given that the particle lattice will
be, by definition, highly perturbed in any interesting regions of a large magnetohydrody-
namical calculation a non–vanishing % term is inevitable. Unhelpfully, this eﬀect will then
be scaled by B i , i.e. the field strength, since stronger fields and disordered regions often
coincide (recalling that v i and B i are eﬀectively coupled).
In figure III.i we compare the advection of a circularly polarizedAlfvénwave6 using
our usual cubic B–spline kernel (with a 2h compact support radius) with the quintic B-
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Figure III.i. Comparison of the failure of a circularly polarized Alfvén wave test between a cubic
and quintic B–spline kernel. The cubic B–spline (left–hand column) fails due to the
tensile instability more rapidly than the quintic B–spline (right–hand column) which
has a larger compact support radius.
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spline (where the radius is 3h). In eﬀect, the latter evaluatesriB i over a larger ‘stencil’ than
the cubic. This larger interpolation region delays the inevitable catastrophic failure of the
calculation by simply dividing the error out over a larger set of particles (or analogously,
moving closer to the continuum limit, at least spatially). This provides a strong indication
that the issues seen here are less a property of temporal discretisation error and more to
do with the truncation of an infinite fluid of infinitesimal particles into a limited finite set
of interpolation points. The wave in this test is an exact solution to the M.H.D. equations
and therefore should propagate ad infinitum. That it fails so drastically, and so quickly,
highlights a critical issue in S.P.M.H.D..
This observation, that the spuriousmonopole term is in eﬀect a false ‘negative pres-
sure’ term, led D. J. Price and Monaghan (2004a) to propose simply adding a short–range
repulsive force to oﬀset it. This is the first corrective term we will consider. Here, we
would modify the stress–tensor to be
i j  i j jiso + i j jani + i j jrep, (III.30)
where
i j jrep   χ 18pi
 
B iaB
j
a
2a
+
B ibB
j
b
2b
!
, (III.31)
controlled by the χ parameter, set according to something like
χ    f

Wab ¹haº
W
 
; ha
  g . (III.32)
The f and g are parameters to tune the the force strength, andW
 
; ha

is the smoothing
kernel with r set to the mean particle separation. Aside from being theoretically unsat-
isfying, this correction is also unsuitable for any situation involving varying smoothing
lengths (although it does have the property that, being essentially pairwise, it does con-
serve energy and momentum). A problem emerges here in that it is hard to determine
precisely what is ‘short range’ when ha , hb (a problemwhich is amplified when ha  hb
and vice versa). Too much repulsion, obtained by taking the larger smoothing length,
may well result in an unphysical distribution of the fluid; conversely too little maybe in-
suﬃcient to suppress the attractive force provided by %. Consequently this, and many
related approaches which attempt to prevent numerical instabilities by holding the fluid
up against the attractive monopole term, are unfeasible in compressible S.P.H.. At least in
principle it may be possible to formulate a term of this nature for an incompressible mag-
netised fluid, although this is not a heavily studied field — S.P.H. is so naturally capable
6. As defined in Tóth (2000), the initial conditions are   1 and p  110 throughout; with v?  B? 
110 sin 2pirk , vk  Bk  1, and vz  Bz  110. The wave is then set to propagate in the x–y plane at
  30° with rk  x cos  + y sin .
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of handling highly compressible media that almost all work involving magnetised fluids
in S.P.H. considers fluids which at a minimum moderately compressible.
An alternative method which has been used is to subtract a stress term from the
entire S.P.M.H.D. calculation (originally proposed by Phillips and Monaghan 1985). In
eﬀect, we then evolve something that looks like (in the continuum)
Dtv i

magnetic  rii j   riB2

maximum . (III.33)
The problem with this approach is the diﬃculty in determining a sensible B2 jmaximum.
Even obtaining the actual maximal magnetic stress in the calculation requires an addi-
tional loop over all the particles (and an MPI reduction if necessary). It is also theoretically
unsatisfying to suppress the field in this way. In some set ups, i.e. with strictly enforced
boundary conditions, a natural value may emerge. This approach is an universal adjust-
ment to the S.P.M.H.D. equations and is therefore ipso facto conservative and additionally
will act to prevent the instability since it is impossible for any region of the calculation to
emerge where the spurious attractive force is > riB2maximum by definition.
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Figure III.ii. Advection of a circularly polarized Alfvén wave, with the source term correction, for
both the cubic and quintic B–spline kernels. Unlike figure III.i, with the correction
applied the wave propagates continually without error.
The logical progression from this is to take a diﬀerent approach: instead of sup-
pressing the eﬀect of the forcewhen it becomes fatal (i.e. at short ranges), canwe eliminate
the spurious force entirely. This led to two approaches, firstly the idea of computing the
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Figure III.iii. These two sub–figures compare the exact solution (orange line) of the circularly
polarized Alfvén wave test shown in figure III.ii to the result obtained by our
S.P.M.H.D. scheme with the source term correction applied (black dots). The appro-
priate co–ordinate transform has been applied so that rk  x cos  + y sin  is the
direction the Alfvén wave propagates, where   30°.
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Figure III.iv. Temporal evolution of the total linear momentum for four circularly polarized Alfvén
waves. The black and orange lines show the evolution for a quintic and cubic B–spline
kernel with the source term correction applied, whilst the blue and yellow lines show
the same kernels without the correction term. Although the particle lattice has col-
lapsed (vide figure III.i supra) when the correction term is not applied, the calculation
maintainsmomentum conservation to approximatelymachine precision. Conversely,
although with the correction applied the lattice remains stable (figure III.ii supra) this
comes at the cost of rapidly deteriorating momentum. We note that the cubic kernel,
with the small support radius, exhibits a greater increase in momentum compared to
the quintic.
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Figure III.v. Temporal evolution of the number of particles for which ErrriB i < 110 for four cir-
cularly polarized Alfvén waves. The black and orange lines show the evolution for a
quintic and cubic B–spline kernel with the source term correction applied, whilst the
blue and yellow lines show the same kernels without the correction term. The two cal-
culations with the source term correction applied maintain the solenoidal constraint,
whilst the two unmodified calculations collapse and produce an unphysical field with
a large monopole term.
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troublesome anisotropic term (equation III.25) with an ostensibly more accurate operator
Morris (1996), D. J. Price (2010), and D. J. Price and Monaghan (2005). In this, instead of
taking the S.P.H. operator from the Langrangian to discretise equation III.25, one instead
writes
Dtv i

ani 
1
4pi
NÕ
b
mb
1
ab

B ibB
j
b   B iaB
j
a

r jWab . (III.34)
The principal issue with this approach is obvious: we now use what is eﬀectively an anti–
symmetric derivative operator to compute one part of the M.H.D. force, and a symmetric
operator to compute another. Empirically (see, inter alia, D. J. Price 2010, 2012; D. J. Price
andMonaghan 2005) this non–conservation of momentum rapidly builds up and renders
this approach unusable for any non–trivial problem (cf. the application to shock tubes
in D. J. Price 2004). That this approach is, momentum issues notwithstanding, resilient
to the tensile instability, does highlight how the anti–symmetric derivative operators are
insensitive to errors due to disorder in the particle lattice.
The issues discussed above led Børve, Omang, and Trulsen (2001) to propose a
‘source term’ correction to the momentum equation. In summary, the principle here to
actually evolve
Dtv i jani  B jr jB i + B i%   B ie%, (III.35)
where the first two terms are obtained from evaluating riB iB j but the third term, e%, is
obtained from r jB j directly. Obviously in the continuum limit this will be correct, since
there %  e%  0. In a numerical scheme the eﬀectivenesswill be principally limited by how
well e% approximated %. However, an additional complexity arises: the r jB j operation is
not pairwise on the S.P.H. particles — r jaB ja , r jbB
j
b . In terms of S.P.H. operations, this is
written as
Dtv ia jani 
NÕ
b
mb
 
B iaB
j
a

a
2
a
r jaWab ¹haº +
B ibB
j
b

b
2
b
r jbWab ¹hbº
!
  B ia
NÕ
b
mb
 
B ja

a
2
a
r jaWab ¹haº +
B jb

b
2
b
r jbWab ¹hbº
!
,
(III.36)
or some equivalent construction, where  is a scalar representing the degree of correction
applied. Although the original proposal from Børve, Omang, and Trulsen (ibid.) was to
set   12 to provide a ‘minimum’ of correction, subsequent experience has indicated
that   1 is almost invariably needed for stability. As we discuss below there are good
theoretical justifications for this observation.
If the particle disorder remains low, i.e. the particles remain roughly on their ini-
tial lattice, this correction is eﬀective and the nominal loss of conservation properties is
unimportant. For example, the calculation in figure III.i can be now run ad infinitum. Al-
though we present the lattice at t  5 in figure III.ii to demonstrate the stability compared
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to figure III.i, in which the particle structure had completely broken down by t  12, we
have run the calculation to beyond t  50 without issue. In figure III.iii we compare the
evolution of this wave compared to the exact solution and obtain good agreement. How-
ever, in figure III.iv we show the change in total linearmomentum for all four calculations,
which demonstrates that the ostensibly correct approach (applying the source term cor-
rection) leads to a complete failure to conserve momentum. Here the linear momentum
when the correction term is applied has increased byup to ten orders–of–magnitude (from
1 10 17, eﬀectively the machine , to > 1 10 7) and this deterioration is worse when the
cubic B–spline kernel is used. Conversely, although the calculations without the source
term correction fail to propagate the wave for any substantial period of time, the total mo-
mentum remains approximately equivalent to the machine . Figure III.v then shows the
percentage of particles for which ErrriB i exceeds 110. This is a measure of the monopole
error, and show that none is present when the source term correction is applied. This is
not a surprising result as the correction applied here keeps the particle lattice ordered and
the numerical monopole term is sensitive to particle disorder.
These results demonstrate an interesting property concerning test problems in fluid
dynamics (and particularly S.P.M.H.D.): being able to successfully evaluate a test problem
is necessary but not suﬃcient for a stable and correct method. We will now demonstrate
that in a real calculation, which necessarily has a highly disordered particle distribution,
this the complete failure to conserve momentum identified above ultimately results in an
unstable calculation.
Figure III.vi shows four protostellar collapse calculations just before (at t  1:00 tﬀ)
and just after (at t  1:02 tﬀ) a hydrostatic core is formed (and a sink particle inserted) and
also a further 150 tﬀ later. Themost obvious conclusion is the striking eﬀect changing  has
on the calculation results: setting   0 or   110, i.e. disabling the correction, eliminates
the jets but also produces clear artefacts in the density distribution— these appear on the
projection plot as ‘wave–like’ structures, and analysis of the particle lattice indicates they
are actually caused by clumping of S.P.H. particles. Conversely setting   12 or   1
maintains the jets, but then causes the sink particle to ‘wander’ out of the pseudo–disc as
the momentum conservation errors build up. Additionally we note the troubling conclu-
sion that jet velocity and  appear to correlate. Figure III.vii shows an intriguing eﬀect of
tensile pairing as opposed to the pairing instability caused by a stretched kernel. Errors in
thedensity distribution causedby a failure of theM.H.D.methoddonot aﬀect theunderly-
ing operation of the S.P.H. kernel. This is not necessarily surprising: although the tensile
instability will cause particle lattice to clump, it does not fundamentally interfere with
the operation of the self–consistent smoothing length scheme. Consequently, although
regions of spurious high density are formed, these are then given correct h values. This
prevents an analysis of the q parameter being used to detect the tensile instability, and also
provides a further reason why S.P.M.H.D. remains fully conservative even as the particle
lattice is being obliterated.
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Figure III.vi. Column density rojections in the y–direction for   0, 110, 12, and 1 (down the
page) at t  1:00 tﬀ, 1:02 tﬀ, and 1:04 tﬀ. The lowest values of , which are eﬀectively
an unmodified scheme, exhibit errors in the density distribution (which appear as
‘waves’ on the projection) but no sink particle wandering. Higher values (  12) no
longer display density errors but do cause the sink particle to wander.
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Figure III.vii. Histograms of q (see equation II.15) for   0 and   12 (upper row) and   1 (left
hand side of the lower row) contrasted with a comparable calculation with a deliber-
ately stretched kernel (with   2  1:2). We note that although figure III.vi shows
clear density errors when  < 12, this does not cause a change in the underlying
operation of the S.P.H. interpolations in the way stretching the kernel does.
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Figure III.viii. Column density rojections in the y–direction for max  12,and 1 (down the page)
at t  1:00 tﬀ, 1:02 tﬀ, and 1:04 tﬀ. Both these calculations use the variable  scheme
detailed in equation III.37. No substantial diﬀerences are seen with these schemes
compared to a constant fixed , cf. figure III.vi.
Figure III.viii shows the eﬀect of adopting a variable  ‘switch’. Here we have used
a naïve switch, where simply
a MIN
 
max

1   β ; 0 , (III.37)
with max  1. The idea behind this was to reduce the eﬀect of non–conservation of
momentum on the calculation by only applying a correction when needed. Demonstra-
bly this doesn’t actually improve the situation much, though we note that D. J. Price et
al. (2017) and Wurster, D. J. Price, and Bate (2016) report some limited success with a
slightly more nuanced switch. In some sense, this is not entirely surprising: the very re-
gion with the highest degree of particle disorder, coupled with a strong B i–field is the
same region with β  1. Consequently this switch does very little to actually improve the
conservation properties of the method in the region of interest. This point is echoed by
figure III.ix, where we see that the deteroration in linear momentum conservation with
variable  approach is comparable to the fixed   1 calculation (the order–of–magnitude
lesser deterioration in the linear momentum for   110 is a product of the sink particle’s
large mass causing small issues with the tree–gravity code and is directly comparable to
that seen in purely hydrodynamic calculations). We have a quandary: we either have an
ostensibly correct (until t  1:01   1:02 tﬀ) M.H.D. method, or a demonstrably incorrect
yet conservative one. A related question, however, is why this is such an issue in this
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calculation but not in the Alfvén wave test problem discussed earlier.
To analyse this, we consider the S.P.H. error termsmentioned in chapter II. Taking a
Taylor expansion of the symmetric S.P.H. derivative operator we obtain a term of the form
Err riaF ja  aF ja
NÕ
b

1
2a
+
1
2a

riaWab ¹haº + O ¹h2º , (III.38)
assuming, for simplicity, fixed smoothing lengths so that ha  h 8a 2 N (and conse-
quently 
a  1 8a). Comparing this to the S.P.H. operator for the magnetic divergence
(the magnetic charge density),
e%a  NÕ
b
mb
 
B ia
2a
+
B ib
2b
!
riaWab ¹haº , (III.39)
allows us to make an interesting observation. Ignoring for a moment that the B i–field is
not spatially constant, i.e. if B ia  B i 8a 2 N , this term becomes
e%a  B ia NÕ
b
mb

1
2a
+
1
2b

riaWab ¹haº . (III.40)
On its own, this is the correct symmetric S.P.H. operator for a spatially constant smooth-
ing length and magnetic field. However, we instead subtract this term oﬀ of the S.P.H.
momentum equation, an action which is clearly (factors of  aside) equivalent to trying
to eliminate the first–order error from the S.P.H. symmetric derivative. This is an action
which is ordinarily excluded for three important reasons: that the symmetric and anti–
symmetric derivatives must remain exactly conjugate, that this first order error allows the
particle lattice to reorder into a low energy state (D. J. Price 2012), and most importantly
that the symmetric operator derived from theLagrangianmust not bemodified (otherwise
we no longer have S.P.H. from a Lagrangian).
This highlights an inevitable problem— even if we can obtain e% to accurately repre-
sent %, subtracting this term from the momentum equation will lead to a loss of conserva-
tion proportional toriaWab ¹haº (which iswhatwe observed in figure III.iv). As it happens,
it is probable that in any casewewould incorrectly estimate the numerical monopole term
due to the inherent noise in this S.P.H. operation. It is also this conclusionwhich illustrates
why setting   1 appears to produce empirically superior results — until the momen-
tum conservation failures take over, and we leave the regime where the monopole term
is kept in check by the lattice order, i.e. when ErrriB i < 0 as we saw for the Alfvén wave
test supra.   12 is eﬀectively equivalent to setting e%  12% which would be imperfect
even if the momentum related issues could be overcome. Indeed, this point is echoed by
comparing figure III.ix with figure III.iv: the former begins at about 1 10 7, comparable
to the values obtained at t > 1 in the latter. Then, when a sink particle is inserted and
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Figure III.ix. Total linear momentum plotted against free–fall time for all six fixed and variable 
schemes, viz. fixed   0 (black), 110 (orange), 12 (sky–blue), 1 (yellow), and variable
 with max  12 (turquoise) and 1 (blue). The schemes with  < 12 exhibit approx-
imately an order–of–magnitude better momentum conservation than other schemes,
in addition no significant improvement is observed switching from a fixed  to a vari-
able  scheme. We also note that there is a general preference, even before t  1:00 tﬀ,
for the   0 scheme to exhibit superior momentum conservation.
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the central region becomes even more complicated and disordered (notwithstanding the
inveitable growth in the magnetic field at the same time) the linear momentum increases
again by four or five orders of magnitude. Essentially the calculations remains stable as
long as the particle distribution is approximately regular, once this is no longer true the
momentum conservation errors cause the sink particle to be ejected.
No obvious solution to this conundrum exists. One approach we have considered,
with reasonable success, is to try and ‘rig’ the particle lattice to be more ordered. The
problem with beginning with a uniform density sphere is that the arrangement of S.P.H.
particles necessarily becomes extremely disordered as the sphere collapses, notwithstand-
ing the eﬀects of rotation, magnetised outflows, or anything else. If we instead begin with
a Bonnor–Ebert sphere, which is in eﬀect a partially collapsed uniform sphere, we may be
able to reduce the deterioration in the lattice and therefore extract a longer evolution from
the calculation7. Inevitably the momentum conservation issues will catch up with us but
we will have followed a collapse to a later evolutionary epoch before they do.
We now consider this is some more detail. One way to do this is to take one of our
calculations of a collapsing molecular cloud core and compare the evolution of a calcula-
tion with an ordered particle lattice to a disordered one. We omit the discussion of the
initial conditions here, except to note that modifications to the lattice aside we do not ad-
just any other parameters. This is a similar approach to that taken above when discussing
the  parameter (and the non–perturbed calculation is identical to the   1 calculation
above).
Figure III.x shows a column density projection of a calculation with an initially or-
dered cubic lattice compared to calculations where the initial lattice has been perturbed.
This perturbation is achieved by displacing each S.P.H. particle in a direction and mag-
nitude obtained from a pseudo–random number generator, with the maximum displace-
ment limited to 110, 15 and 12 of the initial value of ,  0 (the particle separation).
In this way, the average density, etc., on scales larger than an individual particle smooth-
ing length remains approximately unchanged. The initial particle spacing is   5:61 
1014 cm, so this corresponds to perturbing the particles by up to 5:61  1013 cm, 1:12 
1014 cm, and 2:811014 cm respectively. In all the calculations the sink particle has drifted
or ‘wandered’ out of the pseudo–disc. This is the characteristic failure mode discussed
earlier. A slight increase in the distance the sink particle moves in 1100 tﬀ can just about
be determined. More quantitatively, in figure III.xii we plot the ‘normalised z–axis sink
particle displacement’8 against the ‘normalised time’9. Here we see that the perturbed
7. Additionally, approaches like setting a stiﬀer equation of state, or using radiative transfer to transport
heat energy through the lattice providing additional fluid pressure, seem to provide a small degree of
additional lattice order.
8. i.e. the magnitude of the displacement of the sink particle compared to the initial formation location
9. more obviously, the time since sink particle insertion
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Figure III.x. Column density projections in the y–direction lattices perturbed by ¹º0  110, 15,
and 12 with an initial magnetic field of   5. These can be compared to the unper-
turbed lattice in figure III.vi, and we note that the lower row shows a slight increase in
thedistance the sinkparticle haswandered compared to lesser degrees of perturbation.
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Figure III.xi. Column density projections in the y–direction lattices perturbed by ¹º0  110, 15,
and 12 with an initial magnetic field of   10, 12 the magnitude of the field used in
figure III.x. Due to the consequent reduction in magnetic pressure these calculations
are shown 1100 tﬀ earlier. These can again be compared to the unperturbed lattice
in figure III.vi, and we again note that the lower row shows a slight increase in the
distance the sink particle has wandered compared to lesser degrees of perturbation.
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lattices — except for the first perturbed configuration – do indeed result in an increase in
sink drift, indicating a link between particle disorder and momentum error. That this is
apparently a small eﬀect is unsurprising: most of the perturbation applies to particleswell
removed from the central regionwhich is unstable. This point is echoed by a consideration
of the total linearmomentum in the system,wherewe see in sub–figure III.xiii.a that before
t  1:00tﬀ, when the mean density of the calculation is still close to the initial density, the
perturbed lattices all have clearly elevated linear momenta; albeit orders–of–magnitude
lower than that which occurs after a sink particle is inserted. Even so, the total momen-
tum when the calculation begins to fail is still elevated. In addition, sub–figure III.xiii.b
we show the total energy for all the calculations. We again find that the perturbed calcu-
lations are less conservative, and that this eﬀect is (broadly speaking) proportional to the
degree of disorder. This corroborates the analytical analysis above and demonstrates how
particle disorder inexorably leads to poor momentum conservation and ultimately to an
unstable M.H.D. calculation.
III.2 The ‘average h’ method
That quite definitely is the answer. I think the problem, to be quite honest
with you, is that you’ve never actually known what the question is.
Chapter 28, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy,
Douglas Adams (1979)
The limitations of the state–of–the–art S.P.M.H.D. method discussion in section II.2
coupled with a bug in the integrator in sphNG led to disastrous results — and ultimately
unnecessary eﬀorts to prevent these. This bugwas introduced in the mid–2000s when the
direct induction S.P.M.H.D. method was first added to sphNG, where the rk1(2) integrator
used was not correctly applied to the induction equation. The bug did not aﬀect the D. J.
Price and Bate (2007, 2008, 2009) calculations all of which used an Euler (1769) potential
method (see, inter alia, Rosswog and D. J. Price 2007), but it did aﬀect D. J. Price, Tricco,
and Bate (2012). The bug remained unresolved until late mid–2015, for example Bate,
Tricco, and D. J. Price (2014) and Lewis, Bate, and D. J. Price (2015) are both aﬀected by
the bug. Work subsequent to Lewis, Bate, and D. J. Price (ibid.), as detailed in Lewis,
Bate, and D. J. Price (2017), including Lewis and Bate (2017) is not aﬀected. Before being
identifiedas adefect in the code itself, itwas incorrectly assumed that the erroneous results
caused by this bugwere actually a defect in the S.P.M.H.D.method10. Consequentlymany
approaches were proposed to adjust the S.P.M.H.D. method to mitigate the issues.
Earlywork focussed on accentuating the divergence cleaningmethodby twomeans:
‘overcleaning’ and sub–cycling the cleaning wave. The latter— and the diﬃculty in using
it with individual time steps — is discussed more fully in Tricco (2015). Overcleaning
10. given how many other diﬃculties S.P.M.H.D. has thrown up, this was not an unreasonable assumption.
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Figure III.xii. Plot of normalised sink particle displacement for one unperturbed (black) and three
perturbed uniform lattices with ¹º0  110 (orange), 15 (sky–blue), and 12 (yel-
low). Aside from the first perturbed lattice, which wanders slightly later but with a
comparable gradient to the unperturbed configuration, the amount of sink particle
drift and lattice perturbation are correlated.
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III.xiii.a. Total linear momentum
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Figure III.xiii. Evolution of linear momentum (sub–figure III.xiii.a) and total energy (sub–
figure III.xiii.b) for an unperturbed (black) and three perturbed uniform latticeswith
¹º0  110 (orange), 15 (sky–blue), and 12 (yellow). The perturbed lattices exhibit
a generally elevated linear momentum before t  1:00 tﬀ and a slight trend towards
elevated total momentum after. A similar relationship is seen for total energy.
is a simpler process whereby the cleaning wave speed, cc in equations II.80 and II.81, is
multiplied by some positive scalar, i.e.
cc  foccc;0. (III.41)
At the time the instabilities seen were attributed to the use of a sink particle and the way
this caused a numerically incorrect ‘hole’ in the magnetic field distribution, and hence
increasing the rate or eﬀectiveness of the divergence cleaning method to suppress this.
The inability of this technique to completely stabilise calculations then led to idea
that the instability was instead caused by the combined eﬀect of the variable smoothing
length regime, thewayparticle neighbour counts varied in steep density gradients, and an
asymmetry in the S.P.M.H.D. equations caused by the source–term correction. A common
misconception about the self-consistent variable smoothing length formalism ofD. J. Price
andMonaghan (2004b) is that it guarantees a fixedneighbour count— in eﬀect thatNngh 
53 at all times for the cubic B–spline. In reality, the  parameter in equation II.34 actually
ensures that the averagenumber of neighbourswill be this value: inpractice theneighbour
count for an individual particle can vary between four and over a hundred provided that
the average is maintained. In the presence of a very steep gradient in the fluid density,
for example at the centre of one of our protostellar collapse calculations, we observed that
it was possible for a particle a at the top of the gradient to have a smoothing length ha
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Figure III.xiv. Column density projections from t  1:00 tﬀ–1:02 tﬀ of a collapsing molecular cloud
core as the integrator bug causes a catastrophic explosion. Fluid velocities within
the explosion can easily exceed 40km  s 1 compared to the typical velocities seen in
a protostellar collapse calculations of 10km  s 1.
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Figure III.xv. Column density projections from t  1:00 tﬀ–1:02 tﬀ of a collapsing molecular cloud
core, with identical initial conditions to figure III.xiv using the ‘average h’ scheme
but still with a defective integrator. The fluid velocity within the outflow is now
consistently < 10km  s 1.
so small that it could not ‘see’ the bottom of the gradient; and that conversely a particle
b at the base of the gradient could have an hb suﬃciently large to encompass the whole
high–density region. Although it is correct to observe that this regime is the cause of
many S.P.M.H.D. related issues, we incorrectly diagnosed the over–/under–sampling of
the gradient by particles b and a as a problem in and of itself. Before we consider the now
redundant ‘average h’ method, we will first demonstrate the ‘explosion’ instability and
then discuss briefly the integrator bug which caused it.
III.2.1 The Integrator Bug
In figure III.xivwe show the evolution of a collapsingmolecular cloud core (the initial con-
ditions forwhich are immaterial here, and are discussed in chapter IV) between t  0:98 tﬀ
and 1:02 tﬀ. The complete destruction of the calculation by the ‘instability’ can be read-
ily seen, and in figure III.xvii we show the velocity in the z direction at the moment the
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Figure III.xvi. Column density projections from t  1:00 tﬀ–1:02 tﬀ of a collapsing molecular cloud
core, with identical initial conditions to figure III.xiv not using the ‘average h’ scheme
butwith a fixed integrator. The fluid velocity within the outflow is again consistently
< 10km  s 1, however, the outflow is now also more uniform and no longer contains
anisotropies (the ‘kinks’ and ‘wobbles’). The reduced spatial extent of the outflow
is due to the outflow being launched slightly later than for a calculation using the
redundant formalism.
calculation fails, where particle velocities significantly greater than the outflow velocity
expected from a 1 au protostellar core are present (i.e. vz > 10km  s 1). In addition, the
outflow is clearly asymmetrical and does not exhibit the characteristic shape — an outer
bulk outflow surrounding a collimated central region — of a protostellar jet. We initially
belived this to be a real instability — particularly as it was not present if the sink particle
accretion radius was suﬃcently large to prevent a very steep density gradient (racc  5 au
was found to be ‘stable’, whilst racc  1 au was not; the practical limit on the radius was
never determined precisely). In addition, as we show in figure III.xv, changing the way
the kernel was averaged appeared to correct this. Dobbs (priv. comm.), however, found
the cause was much more prosaic. The sphNG code uses a second–order Runge–Kutta–
Fehlberg (rk1(2) in Fehlberg 1969) integrator (see sub–section II.6.1 and table II.i), which
can be represented algebraically for an arbitrary quantity ' as
't+12  't +
t
2
Û't (III.42)
for the first half of the time-step, t, and
't+1  't +
1
256
Û'tt + 255256 Û't+12t (III.43)
for the complete time–step. For every evolved fluid quantity in sphNG this was evaluated
correctly, except for the magnetic field vector. Here, instead of the 1256 component of
equation III.43 being
1
256
B i
t

t
t (III.44)
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Figure III.xvii. Plots of S.P.H. particle velocity in the z–direction against z–position at t  1:00 tﬀ,
1:01 tﬀ, and 1:02 tﬀ for a code with the integrator bug. The velocity signature of the
explosion ‘bubble’ seen in figure III.xiv is clearly evident as a pair of asymmetrical
 30–40km  s 1 regions above and below the origin.
the value from when t  0was erroneously retained11, in eﬀect
1
256
B i
t

0
t . (III.45)
Superficially, this appears to be very serious, however, a crucial property of our setupmake
it less so. At t  0, the rate of change of the magnetic field is very small.
Therefore, this error is somewhat equivalent to adding a small constant stress into
thefield, andeven then this only contributes a factor of 1256 to thefield evolution. Nonethe-
less, this does cause errors – particularly on smaller length-scales, because these correlate
with t being very small due to individual timestepping: values of t¹tº0 < 128 are com-
mon in the central area of the calculation. These regions are also where more complicated
fields are present, however, and this erroneous stress acted to produce a spuriously large
magnetic field and hence the ‘explosion’.
Correcting this bug eliminates the explosive instability, cf. figure III.xvi, without the
need for any further modifications to the S.P.M.H.D. equations, although the underlying
issues related to solenoidality remain. Importantly, correcting the underlying bug has
eliminated the diﬃcult to explain anisotropies and inhomogeneities within the outflow,
and results in a much more uniform and symmetric outflow profile.
11. the higher–order errormeasuring term (in particular, the first 1512 term) suﬀered froma comparable issue.
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Figure III.xviii. Plots of S.P.H. particle velocity in the z–direction against z–position at t  1:00 tﬀ,
1:01 tﬀ, and 1:02 tﬀ for a code with the integrator bug but using the ‘average h’
scheme. The classic outflow signature can now be seen in place of the unphysical
bubble produced without the modified S.P.M.H.D. scheme (cf. figure III.xvii, n.b.
the change of scale on this figure.)
III.2.2 h–averaging
Although redundant, we now discuss the the ‘average h’ method mentioned above. If we
consider only the anisotropic part of the stress tensor,
i j jani  14piB
iB j , (III.46)
and hence the anisotropic component of the momentum equation,
Dtv i jani    1r
ji j jani    1
1
4pir
jB iB j . (III.47)
In S.P.M.H.D. this becomes (applying the full   1 source term correction)
Dtv ia jani  14pi
NÕ
b
mb

b
2
b

B ib   B ia

B jbr
j
aWab ¹hbº . (III.48)
In contrast, the induction equation is given by
Dt
B ia
a
   1

a
2
a
NÕ
b
mb

v ia   v ib

B jar jaWab ¹haº , (III.49)
and we observe that equation III.48 depends only onWab ¹hbº but that equation III.49 de-
pends only on Wab ¹haº. When the gradient in  is small this was believed to present
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no issues, but conversely the observation that as a  b , hb  ha was thought to be
problematic. In eﬀect, the concern was that a particle having the temporal evolution of
its magnetic field interpolated over a very small neighbour set whilst having the corre-
sponding force term interpolated over a significantly larger set would allow small errors
to rapidly multiply. This situation is obviously undesirable – though not it transpired
unstable, but may well act to amplify the momentum conservation issues (and probably
exacerbated the intergrator bug). The solution proposed was to replace the hfa ;bg terms
in equations III.48 and III.49 with the mean value
h¯ab 
ha + hb
2 , (III.50)
so that
Dtv ia jani  14pi
NÕ
b
mb
2b

B ib   B ia

B jbr
j
aWab
 
h¯ab

, (III.51)
Dt
B ia
a
   1
2a
NÕ
b
mb

v ia   v ib

B jar jaWab
 
h¯ab

. (III.52)
This has the eﬀect that thewhole gradient is sampled, which follows from the obser-
vation that hab ! ha when ha  hb . Although this scheme is now redundant, it provided
some interesting insights into how S.P.H. behaves when the self–consistent smoothing
length scheme produces very unequal neighbour sets. In particular, it provided the im-
petus for considering why steep density gradients, coupled with strong magnetic fields,
are so deleterious for momentum conservation.
An interesting observation about this now redundant scheme is that it is still per-
fectly conservative — both with regards to momentum and total energy. It is also an
entirely theoretically valid modification to the S.P.H. operators: there is no in general re-
quirement to use the same smoothing kernel across the code. We note however, thatmain-
taining conjugate operators is still essential. However, it is not suﬃciently more resistant
to the tensile instability to justify the marked loss of resolution caused by taking an av-
erage smoothing length. We would expect a slight improvement in how the source term
correctionworks simply fromusing a generally larger ‘stencil’12 to evaluate B ir jB j , in eﬀect
a term of the form
B iar jaB ja  B
i
a
4pi
NÕ
b
mb
 
B ja
2a
+
B jb
2b
!
Wab
 
h¯ab

. (III.53)
If a larger stencil for evaluating fluid properties in S.P.H. is desired amore robust approach
12. With the observation that in some circumstances an average will actually produce a smaller eﬀective
smoothing sphere.
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is to switch to a higher order kernel. This has the advantage of not sacrificing eﬀective
resolution (by virtue of being a properly normalised weighted mean).
III.3 ConcerningAverages in SmoothedParticleHydrodynamics
Extreme gradients in density are not uncommon in astrophysical simulations, and these
can result in correspondingly very small and very large smoothing lengths being needed
in a physically small region of the simulation. In some cases, for example in the pseudo–
disc surrounding a protostar the smoothing length at the top of one of these gradients
can be so short that the gradient is not properly sampled, i.e. a situation can arise where
the particle spacing,   h. In ordinary hydrodynamic S.P.H. (and also when radiative
transfer schemes are employed) no deleterious eﬀects are observed since all the equations
of S.P.H. either employ both the smoothing length of a particle itself and its neighbours
(e.g. as in equation II.47) or, in the case of the density, can be solved self-consistently (see
equation II.34). However, in the most common formalism of magnetohydrodynamics (cf.
equations II.70 and II.72) in S.P.H. this is no longer true, causing what was believed to be
a violent instability, although the actual cause turned out to be more prosaic, as detailed
in section III.2 above.
In Lewis, Bate, andD. J. Price (2015), as discussed above, we replaced the individual
smoothing length terms, hfa ;bg, in these equations with an average term,
h¯ab 
1
2 ¹ha + hbº (III.54)
which had what we believed to be the desirable property that at an extreme gradient h¯ab
tends towards 12 of the larger value, ensuring the full gradient is sampled and that the
equations are evaluated over an identical neighbour set. Thismodified schemeallowed for
arbitrarily small sink particles to be employed, and consequently a much larger range of
physical processes to be studied than was hitherto possible. We rejected simply imposing
a minimum smoothing length for two reasons, firstly that it is essentially impossible to
determine a priori a correct value to use; and secondly that in practice the minima needed
were so large that particle pairing caused by stretching the smoothing kernel became an
serious issue.
Inprinciple, thispairing couldbemitigatedby theuseof aWendlandkernel (Dehnen
and Aly 2012), but is still wasteful of resolution in regions where the equations were al-
ready stable. Theuse of an average couldbemorenuanced sincewhen ha  hb , h¯ab  hfa ;bg
and therefore resolution is not wasted. Additionally, the average can be applied to only
the equations which are apparently unstable, preserving full resolution elsewhere.
However, the arithmetic mean is not the only plausible choice of average — for
example the other twoPythagoreanmeans both tend to zero if either of hfa ;bg is zerowhilst
the arithmeticmeanwill approach one-half of the non–zero quantity. In sub–section III.3.1
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we consider the potential advantages of other choices of average. In practice, as seen
when applied to our test ‘cylinder–in–a–box’ model in sub–section III.3.2, no substantial
diﬀerences are observed.
The inclusion of this discussion is not otiose, notwithstanding the conclusions in
section III.2. Many S.P.H. schemes still use average smoothing lengths rather than a self–
consistent scheme, but almost invariably use the arithmetic mean without further discus-
sion or comment. That the results obtained here are so insensitive to the choice of any of
the Pythagorean averages strongly indicates that this is a robust choice. Indeed, by virtue
of having a slightly smaller neighbour set in general, an argument could bemade to switch
in these codes to the harmonic mean if an extra few percent of computational eﬃciency is
desired. We expect a similar conclusion to hold for averaged kernels.
III.3.1 Comparison of Averages
Asdiscussed supra, the arithmeticmeanused in sub–section III.2.2 is not the only plausible
average. Consequently, we now consider the eﬀect of choosing diﬀerent averages. Whilst
there are limitless potentially viable averages, we consider only the three Pythagorean
means, viz. the arithmetic mean in equation III.54 (hereafter A), the geometric mean (G)
defined as
h¯ab 
p
hahb , (III.55)
and the harmonic mean (H) defined as
h¯ab 
2hahb
ha + hb
, (III.56)
in addition to a quadratic mean (Q) defined as
h¯ab 
r
1
2
 
h2a + h2b

. (III.57)
All these options take the same value when ha  hb but exhibit significant diﬀer-
ences, as seen in table III.i, in the limiting case where ha  hb or vice versa. In particular,
whilst A andQ are non-zero in the limit hfa ;bg ! 0, G and H are not. It can also be shown
that for all values of ha and hb , A  G  H. At the other extreme, the diﬀering growth
rates of the various means can be seen when ha  10hb , where Q is nearly 4 times larger
than H. In essence, this aﬀects how much of the gradient each average samples, not only
in the limit when the diﬀerence between ha and hb can be greater a factor of ten, but also
when the gradient is shallower.
III.3.2 Numerical Tests — Cylinder in Box
We use the simple isothermal cylinder–in–a–box test originally presented in Lewis, Bate,
and D. J. Price (2015) to compare each of these averages and an unmodified S.P.M.H.D.
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Figure III.xix. continued below
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Figure III.xix. Density projections at t  1:25 (sub–figure III.xix.a) and t  2:5 (sub–figure III.xix.b)
in the z–direction for the isothermal cylinder test. No qualitative diﬀerences at any
epoch can be observed across all four averaging schemes, nor can these be clearly
diﬀerentiated from the self–consistent scheme used normally and schemes where
the average is applied to only one of the two M.H.D. equations.
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Table III.i. Behaviour of the four means detailed in sub–section III.3.1 in limiting cases
Mean ha ! 0 ha  2hb ha  10hb ha !1
A 12hb
3
2hb
11
2 hb 1
G 0
p
2hb
p
10hb 1
H 0 43hb
20
11hb 1
Q 1p2hb
p5hb
p 101
2 hb 1
method. A cylinder of radius rcyl  5 code units (units defined such that G  1 and
µ0  1) with a height-to-radius of 12 (212 code units thick) and a central hole of radius
110rcyl  0:5 code units was placed in a periodic boxwith a central sink particle to provide
a potential equivalent to 10 times themass of thematerial in the cylinder. Sink particles (as
detailedmore comprehensively in Bate, Bonnell, andN.M. Price 1995 and section II.5) are
particles that exert no force on the systemother than gravity andwith an ‘accretion radius’,
racc, whereby any S.P.H. (i.e. gas) particle which passes within racc of the sink particle is
eliminated from the simulation and its mass and momentum added to the sink particle.
We use a sink rather than a simpler potential well since this will eliminate any particles
which fall out of the cylinder and into the centre preventing the time–step from becoming
needlessly small in this region. Since we are using an isothermal equation of state, the
Courant-limited time–step of particles collecting in a central well is very short compared
to those in the fluid pressure and magnetically supported cylinder. The equation of state
is given by P
 


 23 with  fixed so that the sound speed was 110 code units. An
initial magnetic field aligned with the z–axis was applied to give a plasma β, i.e. the ratio
of hydrodynamic and magnetic pressure, of β  8:4. (This is equivalent to that derived
by assuming the cylinder is a sphere of material and using the mass–to–flux equations
discussed in chapter IV infra with   5). The cylinder was then given a 1r2 diﬀerential
velocity profile with the initial velocity set to obtain a rotation period of T  2 code units
at unit radius.
We would expect the cylinder material to pile up, forming a high density ring with
a steep density gradient, so that material within a unit radius moves outwards (since it is
moving faster than the Keplerian velocity) and more distant material spiraling inwards.
Additionally, some material will fall out of the cylinder and towards the sink particle due
to magnetic and viscous braking eﬀects. The cylinder itself will then flatten and become
more disc like due to rotational and self–gravitational forces, for example gravitational
attraction in the z–direction will flatten the initially ‘thick’ cylinder. The objective here
is to create a condition with a large density gradient, a highly disordered particle lattice,
and a complicated magnetic field. Originally this was to demonstrate that averaging the
smoothing length improved the calculation, we now use it to demonstrate that even in
large gradients any sensible average choice of average (or a self–consistent scheme) is ro-
bust.
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Calculations were then performed using the four means presented above (models
DA–DQ) and additionally with the arithmetic mean but applied to either the induction
equation only (DAa) or the anisotropic momentum equation only (DAb). We also per-
formed the same simulation with an unmodified code for comparison (D0).
In sub–figure III.xix.awe plot the density profile for all seven calculations at t  1:25
code–units. Clearly there is no qualitative diﬀerence in the evolution of the fluid for each
average at this early moment. We then let the calculation evolve for a further t  1:25
code–units and plot comparable column density profiles at t  2:5 in sub–figure III.xix.b.
The column density where the cylinder material has piled up has increased by approxi-
mately two orders–of–magnitude. This high density region presents a sharp density gra-
dient, with the column density falling by two to three orders–of–magnitude within 0:1
code length units of the centre of the high density ring. This presents a challenge for any
scheme which is vulnerable to instabilities from sharp density increases, and the rapidly
and diﬀerentially rotating nature of the cylinder will cause a significant degree of lattice
disorder. However, no qualitative diﬀerences can be seen across all the calculation. This
clearly shows that the choice of average (or using an unmodified S.P.M.H.D. scheme) has
little impact even in this extreme test. Quantitative results are presented in figure III.xx,
which shows the temporal evolution of several fluid parameters. We see that aside from
the small variations in the current density for DAa, the qualitative equivalence shown in
figure III.xix is confirmed by this quantitative analysis. Consequently, we conclude that an
S.P.H. scheme which uses an average smoothing length is robust to the choice of average.
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Figure III.xx. Plots of mean fluid density (sub–figure III.xx.a), total linear momentum (sub–
figure III.xx.b), mean current density (sub–figure III.xx.c), and total energy (sub–
figure III.xx.d) against time for all seven disc calculations. D0, DA, DG, DH, DQ,
DAa and DAb are shown by black, orange, sky–blue, yellow, turquoise, blue, and
vermillion lines respectively. Essentially no variantion is observed between all seven
calculations, save for an almost de minimis change in the evolution of the current den-
sity when the averaging is not applied to the induction equation (i.e. calculations D0
and DAa).
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CHAPTER IV
The Evolution of Protostellar Cores
with Misaligned Magnetic Fields and
Rotation axes
Qu’est-ce que la tolérance? C’est l’apanage de l’humanité. Nous sommes
tous pétris de faiblesses et d’erreurs ; pardonnons-nous réciproquement
nos sottises, c’est la première loi de la nature.
« Tolerance », Dictionnaire philosophique, Voltaire (1764)
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The calculations in this chapter owe their genesis to Lewis, Bate, and D. J. Price (2015).
However, that work was aﬀected by the integrator bug discussed in section III.2 and used
the redundant ‘average h’ method. Consequently, we have re–run the calculations with a
correct code andwith the ‘normal’ S.P.M.H.D. equations. This chapter nonetheless follows
a similar structure to the progenitor paper, and could be considered an ‘updated’ version.
In section IV.2 we present the initial conditions used, which we then evolve using our
S.P.M.H.D. method discussed in chapter II. We then present the results and a discussion
in sections IV.3 and IV.5 following a similar approach to the original paper.
IV.1 Motivation
Magnetic fields exert one of the most important forces influencing the formation of pro-
tostars and may resolve several questions about the formation of stars that are left unan-
swered by purely hydrodynamic theories. That the molecular clouds that ultimately pro-
duce protostars are magnetised is well known (Crutcher 2012; Crutcher et al. 1993), and
this can be confirmed with observations of Herbig–Haro objects with distinctive bipolar
outflows, which must have a magnetic origin and which we discussed in chapter I. Addi-
tionally, these outflows may help explain the diﬀerence between the angular momentum
observed inmolecular cloud cores and that of the resultant stars. This is, however, depen-
dent on the ability of the protostar to produce a strong outflow— if at certain angles this
is impossible this will place constraints on the initial field geometry. Recent advances in
observational technology have shown that this magnetic field structure can be quite com-
plex (Stephens et al. 2014) and that the hitherto common assumption that field, outflow,
and rotation axis are all alignedmay be incorrect (cf.Hull et al. 2013a, and others). On very
small scales Donati et al. (2010) have observed a 20° misalignment between the rotation
and field axes of AA Tau. Previous work, e.g. Ciardi and Hennebelle (2010), using adaptive
mesh refinement (A.M.R.) codes has shown that the nature and extent of the protostellar
outflow is strongly dependent on the angle (which we denote with #) between the field
and rotation axis.
More recently, D. J. Price, Tricco, and Bate (2012) examined the collapse of a mag-
netised molecular cloud core all the way to the formation of the first hydrostatic core
(Larson 1969) and Bate, Tricco, and D. J. Price (2014) have continued beyond that to the
stellar core. To model the evolution significantly beyond protostar formation, sink par-
ticles (vide supra the discussion in section II.5) are a necessary evil since modelling both
the magnetohydrodynamics of the protostar and also the surrounding cloud is computa-
tionally unfeasible due to the widely diﬀerent length and time scales involved. Previous
S.P.M.H.D. modelling of collapsing cores used somewhat large (5 au) sink particles and
thus, whilst stable1, failed to capture the full range of physical processes. In particular,
1. Given that the code used contained the integrator bug (vide sub–section III.2.1 supra).
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they would exclude any process which occurs between a radius of 5 au and our signifi-
cantly reduced inner boundary of 1 au. This is an important limitation to consider, not
least because the maximum outflow velocity is closely linked to the rotational velocity of
the progenitor disc (a point we will return to in significant detail in chapter V, see also
D. J. Price, Pringle, and King 2003). The Keplerian velocity at 1 au isp5 faster2 than at 5 au
and this clearly will have an impact on the numerical results.
To examine the way that changing the initial magnetic field geometry aﬀects the
consequent protostellar object, we perform a parameter sweep across six field geometries.
These range from a fully aligned magnetic field, similar to that used in D. J. Price, Tricco,
and Bate (2012) through to a fully misaligned field. This latter arrangement was studied
in D. J. Price and Bate (2007). However, both of these calculation used comparably larger
sink particles nor did they consider the intermediary regimes where the displacement
between the rotation field and magnetic field is neither zero nor 90°. In addition, D. J.
Price, Tricco, and Bate (2012) was aﬀecred by the integrator bug (sub–section III.2.1) and
D. J. Price and Bate (2007) used an ‘Euler potential’ method (Euler 1769; Rosswog andD. J.
Price 2007) as opposed to the direct induction method detailed in section II.3. The results
presented here, therefore, complete this analysis by combining a range of field geometries
with a method that should be capable of producing outflows — a major limitation of the
Euler potentials is the inability to capture complex field windings.
After performing the parameter sweep, we then compare the results obtained to the
broadly comparable work of Ciardi and Hennebelle (2010) as mentioned above. We also
consider how the field geometry aﬀects the way material is accreted onto the protostellar
core itself to provide an insight into how the primordial magnetic field can influence the
accretion rate and profile of a first hydrostatic core.
IV.2 Initial Conditions
The initial conditions for our calculations of protostellar collapse are broadly the same
as those in D. J. Price, Tricco, and Bate (2012). However, we use more S.P.H. particles
and smaller accretion radii for our sink particles. We begin with an approximately 1 12
million S.P.H. particle uniform density sphere of cold gas, more than suﬃcient to resolve
a Jeans length according to the criteria in Bate and Burkert (1997), placed in a periodic
box and surrounded by an external medium of ca. 500,000 warm gas particles. There is a
density ratio of 30:1 between the warm outer medium and the cool sphere with a pressure
equilibrium between the sphere and themedium. Particles are initially laid out on a cubic
lattice, the initial radius of the sphere is rcloud  4  1016 cm with a mass of M  1M
giving an initial density in the sphere 0  7:4  10 18 g  cm 3 The sphere has an initial
isothermal sound speed cs  2:2 104 cm  s 1 and we use the barotropic equation of state
2. since vkepl / 1pr
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(IV.1)
where the two critical densities are given by c;1  110 14 g  cm 3 and c;2  110 10 g 
cm 3. This is similar to that used, for example, in Machida, Inutsuka, and Matsumoto
(2008) with the removal of the final   53 step at the highest densities. The sphere has
an initial temperature of approximately 10K; since the outer medium also begins with the
same initial pressure it has a correspondingly higher initial temperature of approximately
300K. The sphere is set in solid body rotation at 
  1:77  10 13 rad  s 1, such that the
magnitude of the ratio of rotational to gravitational energy is  0:005, within the range
observed by Goodman et al. (1993).
We then define a new parameter, #, which is the angle between the rotation axis of
the sphere (which is always aligned with the z-axis) and the initial magnetic field. The
magnetic field is then initially
Bx  B0 sin #, (IV.2)
Bz  B0 cos #, (IV.3)
i.e. when #  0° the field is aligned with the z–axis. The initial magnetic field B0 is
determined using the parameter , which is (Mac Low and Klessen 2004; Nakano and
Nakamura 1978) the ratio between the sphere’s mass–to–flux ratio and the critical mass–
to–flux ratio for a spherical cloud, i.e.
 
$cloud
$crit
, (IV.4)
where,
$cloud 
M
pir2cloudB0
(IV.5)
$crit 
2c1
3
r 5
piGµ0
, (IV.6)
with the ratio between the minimum self–collapsing gravitational mass obtained from
the virial theorem and that required for a magnetised astrophysical cloud, c1  0:53 as
obtained numerically by Mouschovias and Spitzer (1976). Throughout this chapter we
will set   5.
Sink particles are added to the simulation once a critical density of 10 10 g  cm 3
is achieved, and the usual tests are passed (Bate, Bonnell, and N. M. Price 1995). We
use an accretion radius of 1 au as a compromise between capturing physics and numerical
eﬃciency, which is a smaller size sink particle than the 5 au sinks used inD. J. Price, Tricco,
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IV.i.a. Column density projection plots for #  0°, 10° and , 20° (across the page) at t 
1:01 tﬀ, 1:02 tﬀ, 1:03 tﬀ (down the page). All three calculations produce a collimated
jet after a sink particle is formed. When # > 0°, this jet is produced at an angle
between the magnetic field axis (#) and the rotation axis (which is aligned to the
z–axis).
Figure IV.i. continued below
and Bate (2012). Our sink particle will accrete unconditionally once a particle crosses its
accretion radius; since all our simulations are of a collapsing core this should not result
in any deleterious eﬀects3. As in all previous work, the sink particle does not carry a
magnetic field — when a particle is eliminated from the simulation, the mass is added
to the sink (which does not exert a hydrodynamic pressure). In eﬀect, as usual the sink
particle provides a cold inner boundary to the calculation.
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IV.i.b. Column density projection plots for #  0°, 10° and , 20° (across the page) at t 
1:01 tﬀ, 1:02 tﬀ, 1:03 tﬀ (down the page). Here, a collimated jet is only produced for
#  45° and no jet–like outflow at all is produced for #  90°. As before, when a
bipolar jet is formed it is aligned between the z–axis and the field axis — an eﬀect
which can be clearly seen in the 45° calculation.
Figure IV.i. These two figures show column density projections for all six calculations (0°  # 
90°). We begin at t  1:01 tﬀ just before a sink particle is inserted into the calculation,
where the alignment of the pseudo–disc structure perpendicular to the field axis is
clearly seen. We then see how for #  45° a collimated bipolar jet outflow is produced
but for #  60° this outflow is a larger and slower bulk outflow. As all the jets and
outflows format the samedynamical time, the diﬀering extent of the outflowstructures
at t  1:03 tﬀ is indicative of the way outflow velocity reduces as # increases.
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IV.ii.a. x–z plane
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IV.ii.b. x–y plane
Figure IV.ii. Schematic diagrams of the relative orientation of the rotation field vector, 
i , and the
magnetic field vector, B i , as a function of the inclination angle, #. Sub–figure IV.ii.a
shows the orientation in the x–z plane as seen, e.g. , in figure IV.i , and
sub–figure IV.ii.b is the corresponding diagram for the x–y plane, e.g. as in
figure IV.vii . Except when #  0° , where black represents both vectors, the colour
black represents the B i vector and orange the 
i vector. The symbol  represents
a vector ‘out of the page’.
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IV.3 The Nature of Outflows and Jets
We performed calculations with six values of #, viz. 0°, 10°, 20°, 45°, 60°, 90°. Figure IV.i
shows the time evolution for these six angles. The relative orientation of the rotation field
and magnetic field vectors in shown in the schematic diagram in figure IV.ii . These ori-
entations apply throughout this thesis. We note that the the results for the #  0° case
are broadly the same as in D. J. Price, Tricco, and Bate (2012), albeit with a slightly faster
jet velocity — in this case  8 km  s 1. This is expected (as we discussed earlier) since
the smaller accretion radii used here will allow a faster velocity near the sink particle,
and since the axial velocity of a collimated jet is proportional to the velocity of the matter
spiraling in to create it this naturally leads to a faster jet (D. J. Price, Pringle, and King
2003). This is the only significant diﬀerence between this result and the earlier calcuation
that used a 5 au sink, showing that reducing the size of the sink particle accretion radius
does not have any eﬀect other than allowing smaller scale disc physics to be captured.
The most striking result is the lack of any real outflow at all from the #  »60°; 90°¼
models. Whilst all shallower angles produce an outflow of some significance, this only
takes the form of a collimated jet for #  20°. Similarly, the pseudo–disc which is clearly
defined for #  0° is either disrupted or, in themostmisaligned cases, does not form at all.
Since the formation of a stable bipolar outflow requires a stable and defined disc structure,
this naturally prevents a substantial outflow being formed. In the intermediate #  45°
case, the pseudo–disc formed is highly disrupted but still manages to drive a broad, albeit
slower, outflow.
IV.3.1 Current Density
Figure IV.iii shows the connection between the magnetic field, here represented by the
current density, i.e.
J i  i jkr jBk , (IV.7)
and the generation of an outflow. When the field and rotation axes are closely aligned,
an inner region with a large J i field is produced which then drives a strong jet and our-
flow. Conversely, we see how the #  45° calculation still contains an inner region withJ i  > 1  104 statA  cm 2,4 however, this no longer comprises a vertical region and an
approximately perpendicular disc aligned region. The vertical region when #  20° is
closely correlated with the rotation axis — which is the direction of the angular momen-
tum vector, although this correlation weakens as the angle increases. The corresponding
jet velocity also reduces — and becomes essentially uncollimated when #  45°. This im-
3. This was chosen for the original version of these calculations to simplify analysis of the way the h–
averaging worked. We have maintained it here for consistency.
4. where a statA  statampère def statcoulomb  s 1 def 110c ampère.
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plies that a misalignment  45° is not conducive to the formation of a strongly collimated
outflow.
IV.3.2 Velocities
The conclusions drawn from the
J i  tracer are echoed by the velocity field, whichwe show
in figure IV.iv (althoughwe omit #  10° for clarity). Outflow strength andfield geometry
are clearlyhighly correlated. As# increases, thevelocity of the outflowreduces, ultimately
almost ceasing when #  90°. The latter case does still have an outflow of sorts, however,
this is now a small bubble surrounding the protostar rather than a driven jet or similar
process. This is not necessarily an unexpected result: in this calculation the pseudo–disc
is rotating through the magnetic field rather than winding up a perpendicular field. In
figure IV.ivwe compare the z–axis velocities for all six calculations at t  1:03 tﬀ and again
see this correlation. Obviously this analysis neglects the deviation of the jet axis from the
vertical. This is less of a concern than one would initially imagine, however. Figure IV.v
shows the internal density profile for a representative sample of the calculations with
misaligned jets. Here we see that the inner–most region of the jet is aﬀected by both the
rotation axis and the magnetic field axis. The eﬀect of this is to warp the inner disc, and
drive the region of the outflow nearest to the sink particle closer to the rotation axis — the
direction of principal angular momentum flow — than the magnetic field axis. Provide
that this warp is suﬃcently small, cf. #  45° contra #  20°, that it does not prevent this
partial internal re–alignment a jet can be produced. When #  45° the warp is too large
and consequently the inner collimation of the jet ceases producing a slower less jet–like
outflow.
IV.3.3 The plasma β
This result is also echoed by a consideration of the plasma β in the calculation. Figure IV.vi
shows a cross–section of β, defined as usual as
β 
phyd
pmag

2µ0p
B2
, (IV.8)
where µ0 is the permeability of free space, for a representative sample of calculations at
t  1:03 tﬀ. We see that thepseudo–disc is clearly supportedby thefluidpressure andhas a
β > 1 throughout. Conversely we see that the outflow regions are consistently dominated
by magnetic pressure even when these do not contain a jet region. The jet itself actually
manifests as a region of slightly reduced magnetic pressure within the broader outflow
region. The cause of this the change from a field structure where the field lines broadly
follow the overall magnetic field axis to one which is more tightly wound. This causes
an increased J i field, as we showed in figure IV.iii, — due to the greater deformation and
transformation of the field structure — at the expense of the isotropy of the magnetic
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IV.iii.a. #  0°
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IV.iii.b. #  10°
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IV.iii.c. #  20°
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IV.iii.d. #  45°
Figure IV.iii. Cross–sections of j J j at t  25; 420 a for four diﬀerent values of #, viz. 0°, 10°, 20°,
and 45°, shown on sub–figures IV.iii.a to IV.iii.d. Themagnetic field geometry ismore
complicated in the latter two cases, and this correspondswith a substantially changed
outflow. However, the inner collimated region can still be seen for #  20°, which
correlates with a strongly collimated outflow. Conversely the #  45° calculation has
a less defined inner region and a corresponding lack of a strong jet–like outflow.
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IV.iv.a. #  0°
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IV.iv.b. #  20°
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IV.iv.c. #  45°
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IV.iv.d. #  90°
Figure IV.iv. Cross–sections of jv i j for four angles, #  0°, 20°, 45°, and 90°, at t  1:01–1:03 tﬀ. The
change in outflow structure as the field geometry is varied is clearly demonstrated:
#  20° has a define fast region of the outflow, and in particular on the #  0° cal-
culation the inner collimation can be seen. Conversely the weaker #  45° outflow is
demonstrated by the clearly reduced outflow velocity, and a comparable observation
can be made for #  90°.
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Figure IV.v. Cross–sections of density in the z–x plane for #  10° (left–hand column), 20° (centre
column), and 45° (right–hand column). Whilst the outer regions of the pseudo–disc
align perpendicular to the magnetic field, the innermost region exhibits a more com-
plicated structure. As it deforms, the collimated jet changes from being parallel to the
rotation axis to being parallel to the field axis.
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Figure IV.vi. Plasma β cross–sections for #  0°, 45°, and 90°. In the aligned case, a pressure sup-
portedpseudo–disc (alignedperpendicularly to thefield) is presentwith the signature
of a collimated jet— a regionwhere the plasma β is approximately an order of magni-
tude lower than the bulk outflow. In the intermediate case, with #  45°, the warped
shape of the pseudo–disc can be seen whilst the bulk outflow no longer contains a
collimated region. Markedly diﬀerent, the fully misaligned #  90° calculation in-
stead has a small magnetically supported bubble around the protostar as opposed to
an outflow or jet.
field. Magnetic pressure is a measure of the force provided by the isotropic field so this
eﬀect manifests as a suppressed β. This winding, however, then produces the faster jets
seen. The #  45° calculation still has a low β outflow without this inner winding zone
and hence a jet. In addition, the warp in the pseudo–disc can still be seen, showing that
the sigmoidal disc is still supported by the fluid pressure even as it is deformed by the
interaction of the magnetic field and rotational velocity field.
IV.4 Discs
Reference has been made in the preceding section to the structure of the discs produced
around the sink particle. These clearly vary considerably across the range of field geome-
tries, and this variation is a major cause of the variation in outflow morphologies seen.
Figure IV.vii shows the temporal evolution of these discs from just before a sink parti-
cle is inserted until 150 tﬀ after. Earlier we observed that once the misalignment of the
magnetic field was suﬃcient to interfere with the propensity of the inner region of the
pseudo–disc to re–orient towards the rotation axis this prevented collimation and hence
reduced the jet speed. Here we see that this also aﬀects the structure of the disc itself. In a
suﬃcientlymisaligned calculation, rather than former an approximately flat pseudo–disc,
a more complicated sigmoidal or spiral structure is formed. This lack of a flat disc will
clearly disrupt any vertical outflow or similar structure. We also observe that the #  90°
calculation has not formed a disc with a central denser region in the manner of the other
calculations but instead a more extensive structure.
Figure IV.viii echoes this analysis: in the same way that outflows can be divided
into two morphological classes, viz. 0°  #  20° and 20° < #  90°, the same division
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IV.vii.a. Column density projection plots in the z–direction for #  0°, 10° and , 20° (across
the page) at t  1:01 tﬀ, 1:02 tﬀ, 1:03 tﬀ (down the page).
Figure IV.vii. continued below
can be seen for the pseudo–discs. The first phase, which produces a strong outflow and
collimated jet has a comparably large — > 100 au — rotating disc structure. Conversely
in the second morphological phase we see that the disc structure has a generally slower
velocity and occupies a much reduced spatial extent.
The formation of a flat disc structure is controlled by angular momentum. The dis-
placement of the angular momentum vector from the overall magnetic field vector means
that instead of rotating perpendicular to the magnetic field axis the fluid is instead rotat-
ing parallel to the field lines. This interferes with the process of winding up the field and
producing a larger disc. When the two axes are aligned, the field is twisted by the rota-
tion and collapse of the core and remerges on the other side of the central region, in the
fully misaligned case a much more complex structures is formed. This complex structure
suppresses the formation of an outflow or jets.
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IV.vii.b. Column density projection plots for #  45°, 60°, and 90° (across the page) at t 
1:01 tﬀ, 1:02 tﬀ, 1:03 tﬀ (down the page).
Figure IV.vii. These two sub–figures show column density projections for all six calculations (0° 
#  90°), this time in the z–direction. Sub–figure IV.vii.a shows the pseudo–disc
structure for the three calculations — 0  #  20° — with a clear collimated jet,
whilst sub–figure IV.vii.b shows the three calculations where this jet is suppressed
and ultimately, at #  90°, where the outflow itself all–but ceases. There is a clear cor-
relation between the pseudo–disc having a ‘flatter’ structure, cf. the first sub–figure
contra the more complex sigmoidal or spiral structures in the second sub–figure, and
the production of a jet and fast outflow. The more complicated disc structures seen
when #  45° prevent the collimation of the inner region of the jet and consequently
disrupt the outflow.
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Figure IV.viii. Projections in the z–direction of the density–weighted average of the magnitude of
the velocity field for all six calculations at t  1:03 tﬀ. We use a density–weighted
average not a cross–section to correctly consider the warped discs at large values of
#.
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Figure IV.ix. Accretion of mass by the sink particle for #  0° (black), 10° (orange), 20° (sky–blue),
45° (yellow), 60° (turquoise), and 90° (blue). After t ' 1:025 tﬀ higher values of #
correlate with increased total masses accreted. The variation before this point is a
result of diﬀerences in the exact moment a sink particle is inserted not a physical
diﬀerence in accretion rates.
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IV.5 Accretion
In the early part of the simulation, after the sink is inserted, we observe very rapid accre-
tion. This rate then decreases, both due tomatter being expelled from the core by outflows
and also due to the dynamics of the collapse (Foster and Chevalier 1993), however, the
eventual accretion rate does depend on the value of # used.
Figure IV.ix shows the mass accreted by the sink particle for each model as a func-
tion of time. The suppression of an outflow as # increases naturally indicates that more
material may be falling into the sink and this is born out by figure IV.ix.
This is the expected result given the structure of the cloud core and the very low
plasma β in this regime. This is also in concordance with Ciardi and Hennebelle (2010)
who found that therewasno regime inwhich the accretion rate fell. Ciardi andHennebelle
(ibid.) developed an analytical model (from the C. Hunter (1977) model for an isothermal
collapsing sphere) whereby
Mcore ¹tº  ae ÛMinf

1   1
exp t ae

, (IV.9)
where ÛMinf is a constant determined from the sound speed of the medium and
ae / 1cos # . (IV.10)
Equations IV.9 and IV.10 will produce ever faster accretion rates as # increases and we
obtain the same result using an S.P.H. method as opposed to an A.M.R. approach. This
provides some support to the assumptionsmade: the sphere collapses held up by thermal
and magnetic pressure and by material being removed by the outflow. The pseudo–discs
we produce at increasing values of # (and particularly as # exceeds 45°) become increas-
ingly less like discs which are supported by both magnetic and fluid pressure (vide infra
figure IV.vii)and therefore more conducive to accretion onto the central sink particle. In
addition, the velocity and scale of the outflow reduces as # increases, meaning increas-
ingly more material is left to be accreted. We note that this eﬀect was not found in Lewis,
Bate, and D. J. Price (2015).
We also note that the eﬀects of magnetic braking should be broadly comparable
across all the field geometries considered here: the only direction with no braking eﬀects
is exactly parallel to the field lines. Naïvely this would seem to indicate a reduction in
braking eﬀects when #  90° since the overall field axis is now in the plane of the disc.
However, the rapidly rotating disc will actually produce a much more complicated field
on smaller scales than the initial uniform field, negating this eﬀect.
We see in figure IV.x one of the causes of this increase in accretion rate as # increases.
For strongly aligned fields and rotation axes, the accretion process can only happen along
the edge of the disc. This would remain true even if the disc itself was disrupted by
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physical eﬀects — in essence, rather than being a constant equatorial line, material would
accreted at the edges of any bubble or disturbances in the pseudo–disc. For much larger
angles, the solid angle over which accretion can occur is much larger — whilst the rota-
tional forces are trying to hold the material into a disc-like structure, the magnetic field
acts to counteract this. There is a still a general preference to accrete material along the
equator of the sink, rather than the poles because the material is still spinning.
A comparison can be made between sub–figures IV.x.c and IV.x.d, which are for
#  20° and 45° respectively. Both show accretion principally in the plane of a disc, exem-
plified by a sinusoidal accretion signature on the sink particle. However, as the misalign-
ment increases from 20° to 45° the solid angle subtended by the accretion from the ‘disc’
widens. Further, the two spiral arm structures seen in figure IV.vii for 45° correspond to
the two circular regions with elevated mass flux within the sinusoid. This demonstrates
how the warped and complex disc structures produced by misaligned initial magnetic
fields can increase the accretion rate onto the protostar. The process then continues, with
sub–figure IV.x.e showing how at #  60° the imprint of the disc is diﬃcult to discern
due to a spherically–symmetrical ‘background’ mass–flux combined with the two circu-
lar signatures of mass flow from spiral structures. Finally, in sub–figure IV.x.f we that at
#  90° the mass flows are essentially uniform except for the slight remnant of a pseudo–
disc and the mass–flux from the two extended arm structures noted in figure IV.vii. The
fundamental assumption mentioned above was that accretion in the limit as # ! 90° was
spherically–symmetrical and these results support this.
In essence,wegenerally confirm the analytical conclusions ofCiardi andHennebelle
(2010) and also provide a further justification to the conclusion that increasing the degree
of misalignment between the initial magnetic field axis and the rotation axis increases the
accretion rate of the protostar.
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IV.x.a. #  0° IV.x.b. #  10°
IV.x.c. #  20° IV.x.d. #  45°
IV.x.e. #  60° IV.x.f. #  90°
Figure IV.x. Latitude–longitude maps of fluid accretion for the first 500 a after a sink is inserted
for all six calculations, ranging from #  0° on IV.x.a to #  90° on sub–figure IV.x.f.
For the more aligned calculations material is principally accreted only in the plane of
the disc, e.g. equatorially in sub–figure IV.x.a and sinusoidally in sub–figures IV.x.b
and IV.x.c. More misaligned calculations accrete more material and over a greater
solid angle, becoming approximately isotropic but with a slight equatorial bias (due
to rotational forces still favouring the formation of disc structures) in sub–figure IV.x.f.
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CHAPTER V
The Dependence of Protostar
Evolution on the Magnitude and
Geometry of the Initial Magnetic
Field
Du mußt steigen oder sinken
Du mußt herrschen und gewinnen,
Oder dienen und verlieren,
Leiden oder triumphieren,
Amboß oder Hammer sein.
Ein andres, Gesellige Lieder, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1787)
Another example is the Hammer and the Anvil, now always used with
the implication that the anvil gets the worst of it. In real life it is always
the anvil that breaks the hammer, never the other way about.
Politics and the English Language, George Orwell (1946)
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We now continue the analysis presented in chapter IV and expand it to consider the inter-
action between the field geometry and also the magnetic field strength on the evolution
of the resulting protostar. This was originally published in Lewis and Bate (2017), and we
repeat and expand on that analysis here.
V.1 Motivation
We have already noted that molecular clouds, and hence the molecular cloud cores which
collapse to form protostars, are magnetised (Crutcher 2012; Crutcher et al. 1993) (and see
the discussion in chapter I supra), as are protostars and the structures surrounding them.
In particular, magnetic outflows are proposed as a mechanism to remove angular mo-
mentum from protostars. Somemechanism to transport angular momentum away is nec-
essary since simulations without magnetic fields (Bonnell and Bate 1994; Norman and
Wilson 1978) and (semi–)analytic calculations (e.g. Terebey, Shu, and Cassen 1984) show
that the total angularmomentum of cores are too high to form stars without some angular
momentum transport mechanism. In addition, Hartmann et al. (1986) find that the rota-
tion rates of T Tauri stars are substantially lower than the energy required to break up the
stellar core. If, for certain field strength or geometries, these outflows can be altered or
suppressed, this will constrain how star formation proceeds. In the preceding chapter we
showed how the initial geometry of the magnetic field relative to the rotation axis aﬀects
the production of these outflows.
Misalignment between magnetic fields and outflows have been observed on scales
of molecular clouds (e.g. Hull et al., 2013a,b; Stephens et al. 2014) down to stellar length–
scales, (e.g.Donati et al. 2010), which drove the consideration supra. However, in addition
to this a range of mass–to–flux ratios are observed in molecular clouds, ranging from
the observation by Crutcher (2005) that the mean mass–to–flux ratio, expressed in terms
of the critical value, for massive star–forming regions is approximately unity, to Beuther
et al. (2010) and Giannetti et al. (2013). The latter found a much larger range of mass–
to–flux ratios in star forming regions, including both sub– and super–critical clouds, a
result reinforced by the Bayesian analysis of Crutcher et al. (2010). This motivates our
consideration of both the field strength and the field geometry in this chapter.
Clearly an outflow or comparable angular momentum transport mechanisms ex-
ist and can prevent fragmentation due to rotational eﬀects. However, some cores must
fragment to produce binaries, while still removing suﬃcient angular momentum to form
stellar cores which do not break up— in eﬀect an intermediary phase between the unary
core with an outflow extracting angular momentum from the core and the prolific frag-
mentation seen in purely hydrodynamical calculations. By varying the field strength a
regime whereby some magnetic braking, plus a weak magnetic outflow (but not a jet),
removes enough angular momentum to allow stellar core formation while still forming a
binary may be obtained.
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In chapter IV (cf. Lewis, Bate, and D. J. Price 2015) we adopted an initial magnetic
field strength corresponding to a mass–flux ratio of   5. While mass–to–flux ratios
close to the critical value are observed, it is instructive to test the eﬀects of weaker fields.
Previous work has indicated that the nature of the outflow in an aligned model (#  0°)
changes with magnetic field strength. This is to be expected — purely hydrodynamic
simulations do not produce outflows, so the nature and strength of these outflows must
be related to the strength of themagnetic field (see, e.g., D. J. Price, Pringle, andKing 2003).
Bate, Tricco, and D. J. Price (2014) found that whilst the velocity of the first–core outflow
is essentially unchanged, the width of the outflow (i.e. the opening angle) increases when
the initial field is weaker. In addition, stronger and weaker fields will aﬀect the initial
collapse of the molecular cloud core (and may prevent it collapsing at all if a suﬃcient
magnetic pressure can be realised).
Therefore, in this chapter we perform a similar series of calculations to chapter IV,
but with weaker fields — corresponding to mass-flux ratios of   10 and 20. We present
S.P.M.H.D. simulations of threemass–to–flux ratios and four field geometries. This allows
us to probe a range of field strengths. Additionally we can observe how the changing field
geometries changes the nature and extent of the outflows observed. We do not include
non–ideal M.H.D. eﬀects (see Tsukamoto et al. 2015a,b; Wardle 2007; Wurster, D. J. Price,
and Ayliﬀe 2014; Wurster, D. J. Price, and Bate 2016) and therefore can not probe the
regime where  is less than or equal to unity and therefore do not continue our work to
field strengths stronger than   5. However, the results presented here cover themajority
of initial conditions present in laminar, sub–critical, cores.
We first discuss our initial conditions in section V.2. We will then discuss the first
isothermal phase of the collapse of the cloud core, which is essentially common to all
initial fields, in section V.3; followed by a consideration of each field strength in turn in
sections V.4 to V.6. We first return to our consideration of the   5 initial conditions
to introduce a new analysis of jet and outflow formation based on a poloidal–toroidal
decomposition of the magnetic field vector in section V.4, before considering   10 and
20 respectively in the following two sections.
V.2 Initial Conditions
We adopt initial conditions broadly identical to section IV.2: we use 1 12 million S.P.H.
calculations in the core and a further 12 million in the container medium, arrayed on a
cubic lattice. We then set these particles so that the core has an initialmass ofMcore  1M
with a 30:1 density contrast between the uniform density core and the outer medium.
We use the barotropic equation of state given in equation IV.1 (Machida, Inutsuka, and
Matsumoto 2008) with the usual critical densities of c;1  10 14 g  cm 3 and c;2 
10 10 g  cm 3. The core and the medium are in pressure equilibrium, so setting the initial
temperature in the core to 13:8K sets the container medium to  400K. We then thread
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an initially uniformmagnetic field through the core and medium, set as before according
to the dimensionless mass–to–flux ratio, , and the angle between the magnetic field and
rotation axes, #. As before, the initial velocity field in the core is set so that the core is in
solid–body rotation with 
0  1:77  10 13 rad  s 1, which is equivalent to rot  0:005.
In this chapter we use field strengths corresponding to  2 »5; 10; 20¼, or B i 0 
»163; 81; 41¼ μ G, respectively. For each of these values of we then perform calculations
with # 2 »0°; 20°; 45°; 90°¼.
V.3 Isothermal Collapse
The sphere of cold gas described in section V.2 is allowed to collapse. For this discussion,
we divide the collapse of the cloud core into two phases: firstly an initial isothermal col-
lapse, where themaximumdensities are below   c;1  10 14 g cm 3 and then a second
phase where a disc structure and pre–stellar core is formed. We first describe the initial
isothermal phasewhich, aside from slight variations in timings, is comparable for all three
field strengths. We then, in sections V.4 to V.6, consider the three field strengths in more
detail, focusing in sections V.4 and V.5 on the formation of bipolar outflows and how
these vary with the field geometry, and in section V.6 on how the weakest field strength
can form binary and multiple protostellar systems.
The first phase of the collapse extends from t  0 to 0:98 tﬀ (where the free–fall time,
tﬀ  24;430 a). The latter portion of this is shown on the left of the plots in figure V.i where
the maximum density increases more slowly with time. The main eﬀect from the initial
conditions observed here is that the lower mass–to–flux ratios provide higher magnetic
pressures— pmag / B2 so the doubling of the field strength between   10 and 5provides
a corresponding quadrupling of the pressure support. This results in the duration first
phase of the collapse being slightly extended for the stronger fields. For example, the
  10 calculations reach a density of 10 10 g  cm 3 1100 tﬀ quicker than the stronger field
calculations, delaying the subsequent phase of evolution accordingly. Figure V.ii shows
the formation of the bipolar outflows for an aligned calculation (i.e. where #  0°), which
are launched when a pseudo–disc forms and the density exceeds  10 10 g  cm 3 (and
consequently the 1100 tﬀ delay when   5). A comparable eﬀect is shown in figure V.iii
for #  45°, demonstrating that this is independent of the field geometry. We discuss this
in more detail in sections V.4 and V.5.
The field geometry, i.e. #, does not aﬀect the overall rate of the collapse since the
magnetic pressure terms, which act to support the cloud against gravity, are isotropic
and therefore independent of #. However, the tension component is anisotropic and, in
general, acts to stop the fluid moving perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. Conse-
quently this causes the collapsing core to become ellipsoidal. Thus, the #  0° calcu-
lations produce an oblate spheroid while conversely the #  90° calculations produce
prolate spheroids and 20° and 45° produces a tri–axial ellipsoid. Figure V.iv shows how
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Figure V.i. Maximum density as a function of time (where one free–fall time, tﬀ  24;430 a) for
each of the   5 (solid black line), 10 (dashed orange line), and 20 (dot–dashed blue
line) calculations with #  0° (sub–figure V.i.a), #  20° (sub–figure V.i.b), 45° (sub–
figure V.i.c), and 90° (sub–figure V.i.d) respectively. In all cases, the   10 and 20
calculations reach max > 10 11g  cm 3 1100 tﬀ earlier than the   5 calculations.
However, until t  0:97 tﬀ the maximum densities are similar. The yellow dotted line
at crit  10 10 g  cm 3 indicates the critical density above which sink particles may be
inserted if the appropriate formation tests are passed, and is therefore an approximate
maximum density for the calculation. In the   5 calculations, the sink insertion
quickly removes the entire region where  > crit and consequently the maximum
density appears to not exceed the sink formation threshold; for both   10 and 20
a region where  > crit persists and is not removed by the insertion of further sink
particles since one or more of the creation tests in Bate, Bonnell, and N. M. Price (1995)
has failed. This high density gas exists in a disc around the sink particle.
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Figure V.ii. Column density projections in the z–x plane for the #  0°   5 and 10models as the
sink particle is inserted and jets are formed. The   10 calculation collapses to a dense
disc, and hence forms an outflow, at a dynamical time  1100 tﬀ earlier than   5.
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Figure V.iii. Column density projections in the z–x plane for the #  45°   5 and 10 models as
the sink particle is inserted and jets are formed, similar to figure V.ii above. As before
the   10 calculation forms a jet  1100 tﬀ earlier than   5, notwithstanding the
change in field geometry.
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V.iv.b. #  20°
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Figure V.iv. Column density projections in the z–x plane for   5, 10, and 20 at t  0:99 tﬀ
showing the change in ellipsoidality of the collapsing core. The case with the stronger
field, with   5, is much more oblate than those with either   10 or 20. We obtain
approximate eccentricities of 0:66, 0:34, and 0:24 for each calculation, respectively.
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the oblateness of the spheroids changes with field strength, with the axis ratios of 0:66,
0:34, and 0:24 for   5, 10, and 20 at #  0° respectively observed in sub–figure V.iv.a.
We also see that as the core changes from an oblate spheroid to being triaxial and ultimatly
prolate (sub–figures V.iv.b to V.iv.d) these axis ratios are maintained.
Figure V.i shows how the maximum fluid density evolves as a function of time for
all twelve calculations. At 0:98–0:99tﬀ (depending on the calculation) the density begins to
rapidly increase. Thismarks the change from the isothermal andweakly oblate collapsing
core to the second phase. The magnetic forces described above which acted to make the
core oblate now cause the formation of a flattened disc-like structure. We use the term
pseudo–disc to describe this object, which is not a ‘classical’ accretion disc in Keplerian
rotation around a protostellar core. Nevertheless it is rotating albeit with a sub–Keplerian
rotation profile, is supported by the gas pressure perpendicular to the pseudo–disc plane
against further gravitational collapse parallel to the magnetic field axis, and is accreting
onto the protostar (i.e. the radial velocity of the disc relative to the protostar is negative).
We discuss this further in sections V.4 and V.5.
V.4   5
The strongest initial field strength used in this chapter is   5. After the initial isothermal
collapse phase discussed above, all four field geometries form small pseudo–discs and
bipolar outflows, which we show at t  1:02 tﬀ in figure V.v.
Once a significant pseudo–disc forms, magnetic and rotational forces become com-
parable in magnitude to gravitational forces — driving the formation of eﬀects like the
bipolar outflows. Previous simulations of magnetised collapse and outflows used strong
fields, aligned with the rotation axis (e.g.Machida, Inutsuka, and Matsumoto 2008; Mat-
sumoto and Tomisaka 2004; Tomisaka 2002); here we also vary # similar to the approach
in Ciardi and Hennebelle (2010) and Lewis, Bate, and D. J. Price (2015).
Inclination angles #  45° produce a bipolar outflow. It is convenient to divide
these outflows into two regions: an overall bulk outflow and an inner collimated jet. We
decompose the magnetic field into cylindrical co-ordinates, where
8>>>>><>>>>>:
r 
p
x2 + y2
  arctan
y
x
z  z,
(V.1)
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V.v.a. Column density projection in the direction of the y–axis
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V.v.b. Column density projection in the direction of the z–axis
Figure V.v. continued below
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Figure V.v. Column density projections in the direction of the y–axis (sub–figure V.v.a) and z–
axis (sub–figure V.v.b), and cross–sections of the plasma β in the z–x plane (sub–
figure V.v.c) for the four   5 calculations at t  1:02 tﬀ. The initial inclination be-
tween the rotation and magnetic field on each sub–figure is identical, with the upper
row being #  0° and 20° and the lower row being #  45° and 90°. Sink particles are
represented by a black dot, approximately four times larger than the accretion radius.
The alignment of the large scale pseudo–disc perpendicular to the magnetic field axis
can be clearly seen, as can the reduction in the outflow velocity and eventual suppres-
sion as # ! 90°, as can the co–location of an outflow, i.e. material moving away from
the pseudo–disc, and the region where β < 1.
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Figure V.vi. Cross–sections of the toroidal magnetic field (upper row, cf. equation V.4), poloidal
magnetic field (middle row, cf. equation V.3), and the ratio of the toroidal to poloidal
field components (lower row), for #  0°, 45°, 90°,   5 calculations at t  1:02 tﬀ.
Values < 1, i.e. black and dark blue, on the lower row indicate regions where the
poloidal field is dominant; conversely values> 1which are indicatedwith lighter blues
and whites are regions where the toroidal field dominates. A clear poloidal region
around the sink particle (approximately a radius of 12 au) in the #  90° calculation
can be seen on both the lower and middle rows, as can the strongly toroidal region
centered on the rotation axis on the lower and upper rows. This can be contrastedwith
the other two calculations where the toroidal field (which acts to collimate an outflow)
stretches into the pseudo–disc and the region around the sink particle, producing the
characteristic bipolar jet.
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so that the magnetic field in this co–ordinate system is given by
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
Br  Bx
x
r
+ By
y
r
B  By
x
r
  Bx
y
r
Bz  Bz .
(V.2)
Then (e.g., as in Parker 1955) the azimuthal field, B , and the toroidal field component
are identical,
Btor  B, (V.3)
and the magitude of the poloidal component is given byBp  pB2r + B2z . (V.4)
Figure V.vi shows the ratio of the poloidal to toroidal field in a cross–section slice
for the #  0°, 45°, and 90° calculations. A thin (ca. 5 au wide) region dominated by
the poloidal field may be observed, centred on the rotation axis and hence the jet. This
poloidal field acts tomovematerial away from the pseudo–discwhich is dominated by the
toroidal field. The disc and its toroidal field act to ‘wind–up’ the magnetic field and then
material and angular momentum are ejected in the outflow; the central region of which is
collimated by the toroidal component. A comparable eﬀect, albeit with a somewhat lesser
toroidal field contribution, is seen for #  45° (central panel of figure V.vi).
In sharp contrast, the #  90° calculation has no jet — but does have a small (with
a maximum height above the disc of 10 au) bulk outflow. This is produced by the small
region around the pseudo–discwhich is dominated by the poloidalmagnetic field (shown
in the right–hand panel of figure V.vi). We observe that above this, again centered on the
rotation axis, a thin highly toroidal region exists centered on the rotation axis. However,
this is not connected to the pseudo–disc and consequently can not act to collimate a jet
— in essence, because the pseudo–disc is rotating in the same plane as the magnetic field
lines it is unable to perform the same ‘winding’ eﬀect seen when #  0°. The presence of
a collimated bipolar outflow therefore clearly implies a combination of suﬃcent magnetic
pressure (exemplified by the poloidal field magnitude) to lift material out of the pseudo–
disc combined with a toroidal field which can collimate and drive the jet (cf. Lynden–Bell
1996, 2001).
Earlier, we observed that changing the values of # changed the collapsing cloud core
from oblate to tri–axial. This eﬀect continues into the later phase of the collapse where
the consequent pseudo–disc aligns perpendicular to the magnetic field axis (and hence
parallel to the major axis of the antecedent ellipsoid) (Galli and Shu 1993). However, we
find that the innermost region of the disc, with a radius of < 20 au, attempts to re–align
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with the rotation axis, caused by the angular momentum at this scale being suﬃcient to
overcome themagnetic tension forcewhich is aligning the larger scale disc. This produces
warped pseudo–discs for # > 0°. This eﬀect ismostmarkedwhen #  90°where the inner
disc has a radius of 25 au, but can also be seen for 20° and 45° albeit with a radii of 5–10 au,
and with a clearer connection to the rest of the pseudo–disc.
This change in disc morphology then aﬀects the rotation speed of the pseudo–disc,
and consequently the nature of the outflow produced. Figure V.vii shows the radially
averaged tangential velocity of the pseudo–disc for each value of # compared to the Ke-
plerian velocity at that radius. We find that although the #  90° calculation (which
produced no bipolar outflow) has a faster rotation profile overall, it lacks the rapid inner
region seen when #  0°. The two intermediate geometries exhibit a rapid increase in
rotation speed within r < 5 au but generally slower rotation profiles overall, consistent
with the other observations about the structure of the discs in these calculations.
This inner region drives the central collimated region of the outflow. Although the
opening angle of the bulk outflow is very large — the diameter of the whole outflow is
on the order of 100 au — the collimated inner region is much smaller and is correlated
with the inner disc. As a result the outflow initially aligns much closer to the rotation axis
than the magnetic field axis, for example when #  20°, the inclination of the jet to the
rotation axis is less than 10°. The outflow (and in particular the jet) is removing angular
momentum from the pseudo–disc so a close alignment between this and the direction of
the angular momentum vector is to be expected.
V.5   10
The subsequent evolution of the   10 calculations follows a similar overall pattern to
  5 calculations. Those with #  45° produce collimated outflows, which are faster and
more closely aligned to the rotation axis for lower #. Aswe discussed earlier, however, the
reduction in the magnetic field strength and the consequently reducedmagnetic pressure
support causes the core to collapse to higher densitiesmore quickly. Amore rapid collapse
results in a correspondingly earlier formation of the outflow and jet; whilst the reduced
magnetic braking produces diﬀerent pseudo–discs and outflow velocities compare to  
5.
In the   5 calculations we obtained a pseudo–disc with a radii of  50 au for
# < 45° and < 15 au for #  45°. Figure V.viii (central columns) shows how for   10 the
same initial values of # producemuch larger pseudo–discs: we obtain radii of 100 au for
#  45° and 25 au for 90°. We see the same correlation between pseudo–disc radius and
#, whereby the disc radii reduce as the initial inclination of the field axis to the rotation
axis is increased, but for   10 these are in general larger than the corresponding   5
calculation. The apparently larger discs seen in the left column of figure V.v, particularly
for #  0° compared to figure V.viii is due to a projection eﬀect caused by looking along
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Figure V.vii. Radially averaged tangential velocity, v, as a function of radius, r, for   5, #  0°
(solid black line), #  20° (orange line), #  45° (blue line), and #  90° (yellow line),
compared to the corresponding Keplerian velocities for each geometry (dashed lines).
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V.viii.a. Column density projection in the direction of the y–axis
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V.viii.b. Column density projection in the direction of the z–axis
Figure V.viii. continued below
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Figure V.viii. Column density projections in the direction of the y–axis (sub–figure V.viii.a) and
z–axis (sub–figure V.viii.b), and cross–sections of the plasma β in the z–x plane (sub–
figure V.viii.c) for the four   10 calculations at t  1:02 tﬀ. The initial inclination
between the rotation and magnetic field on each sub–figure is identical, with the
upper row being #  0° and 20° and the lower row being #  45° and 90°. Sink
particles are represented by a black dot, approximately four times larger than the
accretion radius. The initial inclination between the rotation and magnetic field axes
decreases down the page, with the first row being #  0°, then 20°, 45°, and the
bottom row having #  90°. A similar distribution of structures can be seen to those
in figure V.v; however, the pseudo–discs with this weaker initial magnetic field are
in general larger due to the reduced angular momentum transport from magnetic
braking. The consequently faster rotation rate of the disc produces faster outflow
jets, for example the ‘disconnection’ region when #  0° has an outflow speed of
jvz j  8 km  s 1.
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Figure V.ix. Cross–sections of the toroidal magnetic field (upper row, cf. equation V.4), poloidal
magnetic field (middle row, cf. equation V.3), and the ratio of the toroidal to poloidal
field components (lower row), for #  0°, 45°, 90°,   10 calculations at t  1:02 tﬀ.
Values < 1, i.e. black and dark blue, on the lower row indicate regions where the
poloidal field is dominant; conversely values > 1 which are indicated with lighter
blues and whites are regions where the toroidal field dominates. The ‘disconnection’
eﬀect in the aligned calculation for   10 (see the upper left panels of figure V.viii.a
and figure V.viii.c) can be attributed to the much larger poloidal region, compared to
that seen in figure V.vi; #  45° and 90° also exhibit larger poloidal regions but these
do not cause any marked eﬀect on the jet structure (or in the case of 90°, the lack of it.)
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Figure V.x. Radially averaged tangential velocity, v, as a function of radius, r, for   10, # 
0° (solid black line), #  20° (solid orange line), #  45° (solid blue line), and # 
90° (solid yellow line), compared to the Keplerian velocities for each field geometry
(corresponding dashed lines).
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the plane of the disc, which due to preferential collapse of the the fluid parallel to the field
lines has a higher density than the rest of the collapsed core. Our calculation does not in-
clude a physical viscosity treatment, therefore the main process for transporting angular
momentum — and hence allowing material to move towards the centre of the pseudo–
disc — is magnetic braking. The calculations do include artificial viscosity, but this is
limited using the Morris andMonaghan (1997) switch and should produce negligible an-
gular momentum transport compared to that produced by themagnetic field. The degree
of magnetic braking increases with the magnetic field strength, jB i j, and   10 implies
an initial field which is half the magnitude of the   5 calculations, causing the forma-
tion of the large discs. As we noted for   5, the innermost region of the pseudo–disc
(which drives the toroidal field and hence the collimated jet component of the outflow)
realigns perpendicular to the rotation axis, although it is correspondingly larger for these
calculations.
The most important diﬀerence between the two field strengths is that the outflows
produced with   10 are 60 % faster. This eﬀect is most pronounced for the #  0°
calculation. Like the corresponding calculation in section V.4, this system initially had
jvz j  5 km  s 1 with the characteristic collimated jet. However, the inner jet region
detaches and a region of faster flowing material with jvz j  8 km  s 1 forms with the
plasma β above and below the pseudo–disc reducing from 10 2 to 10 3.
Figure V.ix shows the ratio of the poloidal to toroidal field for this calculation.
Whilst the   5 calculation had a weak poloidal component which was then tightly
would by the toroidal field from the disc; as the cross–section in figure V.ix shows this
calculation has a much stronger poloidal component, covering a larger region, above and
below the disc. The disc is still dominated by the torodial ‘winding’ field, but the extra
pressure contributed by the poloidal region acts to detach the collimated component of
the jet and increase the overall speed. This eﬀect, which manifests as an extra (magnetic)
pressure contribution, causes the reduced plasma β seen. A similar, although weaker,
eﬀect causes the partial disconnections seen when 20°  #  45°.
Wedefined Bpol in sectionV.4 as essentially themagnetic pressure. The cause of this
extra field is then simply the more rapidly rotating pseudo–disc, as shown in the radially
average v plot in figure V.x compared to the plot for   5 in figure V.vii, due to the
initially reduced magnetic braking. This eﬀect is present at all geometries. In addition,
unlike the   5 calculations, the distribution of mass and hence the Keplerian velocity
exhibits a much greater degree of variance for these weaker field calculations. In essence
a larger disc and a faster outflow velocity are linked because the maximum jet velocity is
itself linked to the maximum pseudo–disc rotational velocity, and this eﬀect is continued
across a range of misalignments. Additionally, because the initial field is weaker in these
calculations, the #  45° calculation — which for   5 produced a notably weaker jet
than for #  20° — has a more comparable velocity and structure, and a similarly larger
inner disc region.
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Figure V.xi shows the results from the   20 calculations. These do not form bipolar
outflows instead fragmenting into binary (or multiple) systems, as seen in the central col-
umn of figure V.xi. The precursor to this is the formation of a small (ca. 10 au radius)
dense rotating disc: without the magnetic braking (and angular momentum loss from the
outflow). These smaller discs, which are closer in nature to true accretion discs (cf. fig-
ure V.xii) than the pseudo–discs discussed earlier, are gravitationally unstable. This can
be seen from the distinct spiral arm–like structures.
The #  0° and 20° calculations form tight binaries with separations of < 5 au. We
add a cautionary note that in a calculation including additional physical processes, for
example a radiative transfer scheme like that in Whitehouse and Bate (2004, 2006), these
may not be formed due to the excess thermal support acting to stabilise the disc; alterna-
tively theymaymerge together. In contrast, the separation between the two protostars for
#  90° is  13 au at 1:03tﬀ. In all cases, the binary pairs are surrounded by a massive
circumbinary disc, with a radius of 50 au, while thewider binaries have two distinct dense
circumstellar discs (with radii of < 5 au) embedded within this.
All four values of # produce an initial protostar by t  1:01 tﬀ, which is compa-
rable to the time frame for a   10 calculation. However, these calculations then go on
to produce a second protostar by 1:02 tﬀ, forming the binary pairs seen in figure V.xi. In
addition, the #  0° model eventually produces a further sink particle from the circumbi-
nary material, shown in figure V.xiv. The ultimate fate of this third potential protostar is
unclear — whilst a stable triple star system is possible, by three-body interaction it could
be ejected from the system or the two closer sinks could merge leaving a system similar
to the 90° model albeit without the two discs). We note that this is a similar formation
process to that proposed for the ternary system observed by Tobin et al. (2016), albeit with
amuch smaller separation between the binary pair and the younger third protostar. How-
ever, an important diﬀerence between all the   20models and the stronger fields is the
absence of an outflow—without which angular momentum can not be rapidly removed
from the disc. This reduction in angular momentum transport means that fragmentation
into a binary (which can store more angular momentum) is the result.
Although we noted earlier that these four calculations do not produce a bipolar
outflow, there are still regionswith substantialmagnetic fields. Consequently a significant
magnetic pressure is still realised and this produces a region around the circumstellar (or
circumbinary) discwith β < 1. This causes somematerial to bemovedaway from theplane
of the disc, although not in the rapid and directed manner of a jet. We see, for example,
in figure V.xiii that although a small poloidal region exists near the protostar, there is no
collimating toroidal component present. This ismore similar to the field structure seen for
#  90° in figuresV.vi andV.ix, which similarly have no bipolar outflowandno significant
toroidal component near the protostar.
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V.xi.a. Column density projection in the direction of the y–axis
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V.xi.b. Column density projection in the direction of the z–axis
Figure V.xi. continued below
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Figure V.xi. Column density projections in the direction of the y–axis (sub–figure V.xi.a) and z–
axis (sub–figure V.xi.b), and cross–sections of the plasma β in the z–x plane (sub–
figure V.xi.c) for the four   20 calculations at t  1:02 tﬀ. The initial inclination be-
tween the rotation and magnetic field on each sub–figure is identical, with the upper
row being #  0° and 20° and the lower row being #  45° and 90°. Sink particles are
represented by a black dot, slightly larger than the accretion radius. Themarkedly dif-
ferent evolution for the weakest magnetic field calculations, compared to those shown
in figures V.v and V.viii, including the formation of binary or multiple systems can
be seen. We note that increasing # increases the binary separation, and that at lower
values both protostars are co–located within one disc, whilst at higher values a pair of
discs are embedded in a circumbinary disc.
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Figure V.xii. Average tangential velocity (v') as a function of radius in the pseudo–disc, calculated
in the same way as figures V.vii and V.x but centered on the barycentre of the system
rather than one of the protostars, at t  1:02 tﬀ for the #  0°   20 calculation (black
solid line) with the corresponding black dashed line showing the Keplerian velocity
profile. Compared to figures V.vii andV.x the significantly reducedmagnetic braking
in this calculation allows the disc to become Keplerian within r < 12 au of the system
barycentre. The formation of wider binary systems means a useful comparison with
other field geometries is not possible in this case (an early signature of this is seen at
r  1 12 au where a sink particle appears to artificially reduce the velocity average)
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Figure V.xiii. Cross–sections of the toroidal magnetic field (upper row, cf. equation V.4), poloidal
magnetic field (middle row, cf. equation V.3), and the ratio of the toroidal to poloidal
field components (lower row), for #  0°, 45°, 90°,   20 calculations at t  1:02 tﬀ.
Values < 1, i.e. black and dark blue, on the lower row indicate regions where the
poloidal field is dominant; conversely values > 1 which are indicated with lighter
blues and whites are regions where the toroidal field dominates.
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Figure V.xiv. Column density projections for   20, #  0° (sub–figure V.xiv.a), and 90° (sub–
figure V.xiv.b) between t  1:02 and 1:05 tﬀ. Sink particles are represented by a
black dot, slightly larger than the accretion radius. Both models have formed two
sink by 1:02tﬀ but in a very diﬀerent configuration: surrounded by one large disc for
0° compared to two smaller, separate, discs when 90°. The 0°model eventually forms
a third sink  10 au away from the original pair.
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In principle, this may indicate that binary stars may be formed by fragmentation
even innon–turbulent clouds, or cloudswhichhavenot beenperturbed (e.g. by an external
impulse as in Pringle 1989) and are no longer axisymmetric; provided, of course, that the
field is suﬃciently weak so as to not drive a strong outflow. In practice, this may not
be as strong a constraint as it seems — in our quasi–ideal M.H.D. the only method of
dissipating magnetic energy is by artificial resistivity, which is intentionally limited to
the minimum required for stability. In reality, non–ideal eﬀects (resistivity, ambipolar
diﬀusion, and the Hall eﬀect) will act to reduce or transform the field and may therefore
allow an eﬀect similar to that seen here to occur for stronger initial fields. Wurster, D. J.
Price, and Bate (2016) propose a consistent SPMHDmethod that extends the idealM.H.D.
presented here to include all three non–ideal eﬀects, and find that the Hall eﬀect and the
relative orientation of the rotation and magnetic field axes can have a significant eﬀect on
the consequent evolution of the core. Alternatively, as suggested in Machida et al. (2005)
it may be suﬃcient to just increase the initial angular momentum of the cloud to promote
fragmentation at higher field strengths (or some combination of both mechanisms).
Conversely, there should exist a range of suﬃciently strong initial fields so that no
matter what other physical processes are at play, binary or multiple star systems are dif-
ficult to form, and hence solitary stars may be produced. Stronger fields naturally drive
stronger jets and outflows or increased magnetic braking which transport angular mo-
mentum obviating the need for companion stars to store angular momentum.
V.7 Accretion onto protostars
As well as producing outflows and discs with varying morphologies, each model also
results in a diﬀerent profile of accretion onto the sink particle (which represents a forming
protostar). As before, a general trend is observed whereby the   20models and #  90°
models diﬀer substantially from stronger fields and shallower angles. In figure V.xv we
plot maps of the material accreted during the 500 yr after a sink particle is inserted.
Figure V.xvi shows that the amount of material accreted onto the sink is broadly
similar (at t  1:04 tﬀ) across all of the   5 and 10 models, which is born out by the
similar outflow morphology seen earlier in section V.3. All calculations principally ac-
crete material in the plane of their pseudo–disc, as seen in figure V.xv. When #  0°
this clearly aligns with the equator. Similarly, for weak magnetic fields, where   20
(cf. figure V.xi), the accretion disc forms perpendicular to the rotation axis for all field
geometries. The bottom row of figure V.xv shows how this results in a strongly equato-
rial accretion profile. For #  45° in the stronger field calculations a sinusoidal structure
is seen in figure V.xv, which is the expected shape for a warped pseudo–disc like those
seen in figures V.v and V.viii. The   5, #  90° has not produced a clear disc and has
instead taken on a sigmoidal structure. This causes a hemispherically symmetrical and
rotationally symmetrical accretion pattern corresponding to each ‘arm’ of the sigmoid.
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V.xv.a.   5, #  0° V.xv.b.   5, #  45° V.xv.c.   5, #  90°
V.xv.d.   10, #  0° V.xv.e.   10, #  45° V.xv.f.   10, #  90°
V.xv.g.   20, #  0° V.xv.h.   20, #  45° V.xv.i.   20, #  90°
Figure V.xv. Mollweide projections of themass accreted onto a sink particle as functions of latitude
and longitude during the first 500 a after formation. The top, middle and bottom rows
are   5, 10, and 20 respectively, and the first, second and third columns are #  0°,
45°, and 90° (for   20 only the first sink particle is shown, a similar plot would be
produced for the second particle). Accreted particles are placed in hexagonal bins and
then projected into two dimensions using the Mollweide projection, the logarithm of
the accreted mass is then used to set the colours. All models preferentially accreted
in the plane of their pseudo–disc, e.g. the sinusoidal structure seen in two of the 45°
models corresponds to a warped pseudo–disc.
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Figure V.xvi. Mass accreted by each sink particle plotted against time. The three magnetic field
strengths are represented by red, blue and orange respectively for   »5; 10; 20¼ and
solid, dashed and dotted lines represented #  »0°; 45°; 90°¼. The later formation of
the sinkparticle for   5 (see figureV.ii) at t  1:015tﬀ is clearly shown. Additionally,
we observe thatwhilst the   10models form earlier, the totalmass accreted for each
field geometry is similar for   5 and 10 at t  1:04tﬀ. Whilst the   20 models
appear to be accreting less, all these models produce a second sink by t  1:02tﬀ
and which rapidly accretes an approximately similar mass; in addition a sink-sink
interaction for #  0° causes the sharp knee in that model.
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An imprint of a similar structure is seen for   10 from the two spiral arms of the disc.
However, unlike in Lewis, Bate, and D. J. Price (2015), we find that the change to the small
scale structure results in a roughly equivalent accretion rate for both #  45° and 90°.
V.8 Comparison to observations
Observations of young stellar objects (Y.S.O.s) substantially more evolved than a first core
(Larson 1969) are plentiful compared to detections of objects which, although they have
formed some sort of core, are much less evolved. Detections of an earlier phase— a dense
starless corewhich is approaching the point of forming a star—are better represented, e.g.
those found by Crapsi et al. (2005). Therefore, constraints on the dynamics a first hydro-
static core and its environswouldbeuseful. The insertionof sinkparticlesmeanswedonot
follow the collapse to exactly first hydrostatic core proposed by Larson (1969). However,
our sink particle has comparable dimensions so the overall structure of the pseudo–disc
and any outflow should be similar.
In models where we obtain a collimated (or jet–like) outflow we find that the bulk
velocity ranges between  2 and  8 km  s 1 depending on the exact configuration of pa-
rameters, with higher values of # corresponding to generally reduced outflow velocities.
This substantially increases the range of potential outflow velocities which may be first
cores as opposed to ‘very low luminosity objects’ (Ve.L.L.Os., see Kauﬀmann et al. 2005;
Myers et al. 2005). One example is given in Pineda et al. (2011), who find that L1451-mm has
a slow outflow with a velocity of about 3 km  s 1. Similarly, Dunham et al. (2011) observe
an bipolar outflow of comparable velocity in Per-Bolo 58. These velocities are apparently
slightly too slow if we only consider lower values of #, however, an outflow of this velocity
would be approximately consistent with our results for #  45°.
At the other extreme, Chen et al. (2010) find that L1448 IRS2E (another first core
candidate) has a clearly collimated outflow with a velocity of around 25 km  s 1. This
is much faster than any of the models presented here, which have an artificial limit of
1 au placed on the collapse. Outflow velocity and the maximum rotation speed (which
is controlled by the larger of the size of the protostar or sink particle) are closely linked
(D. J. Price, Pringle, and King 2003) and consequently this indicates that whatever object
is present in L1448 IRS2E, it has a substantially smaller radius than 1 au, andmay therefore
be more evolved than a first core.
In eﬀect we find that slow bipolar outflows are characteristic of first cores at all but
the weakest field strengths or inclination angles # > 45°. This implies that there is a
strong constraint on first core candidates: any outflow, if present, should be between  2
and 8 km  s 1 and that faster outflows may be indicative of a more evolved object.
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And I would like a medium Vodka dry Martini — with a slice of lemon
peel. Shaken and not stirred, please. I would prefer Russian or Polish
vodka.
Chapter 14, Dr. No, Ian Fleming (1958)
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VI.1 Background and Motivation
Chaotic, turbulent, molecular clouds are the birthplaces of stars (McKee and E. C. Ostriker
2007; Padoan and Nordlund 2002). These large clouds evolve and ultimately structures
therein (André et al. 2010; Men’shchikov et al. 2010; Myers 2009; Ward-Thompson et al.
2010) succumb to the Jeans (1902) instability and collapse — creating the the molecular
cloud cores that ultimately formprotostars (Motte andAndré 2001; Shu 1977). Many open
questions in astronomy are related to how these cores evolve, for example, how are mul-
tiple star systems formed and the related question of how is the very large initial angular
momentum of the core reduced to the stellar angular momenta observed for young stars
(Li, Krasnopolsky, and Shang 2013). Molecular clouds are comprised of a magnetised
astrophysical plasma (Crutcher 2012; Heyer and Dame 2015) which results in magnetic
eﬀects playing an important role in the collapse of the cloud cores. Ultimately, once these
core collapse to protostellar densities, jets and other outflows are produced. These out-
flows, and particularly collimated jets, may help to remove angular momentum from the
collapsing gas and, thus, explain the observed low angular momentum in young stars.
Consequently an understanding of how the initial conditions — and particularly the role
of the initial velocity field — in the molecular core aﬀect the generation of outflows is an
important area of study.
The gas within a galaxy is invariably turbulent (Roberts 1969). As discussed in sub–
section I.1.1, the molecular gas within a cloud also is. Examples of this are seen, inter alia,
in the Horsehead nebula (Pound, Reipurth, and Bally 2003, Hily-Blant et al. 2005), and
also more generally, (Heyer and Brunt 2004). These turbulent conditions must then cas-
cade down to the scales of molecular cloud cores. In the process, the magnitude of the
turbulence will decay from being supersonic (in a molecular cloud) to transonic or sub-
sonic in the core. Many numerical calculations, including Larson (1981), Klessen, Heitsch,
andMac Low (2000), Mac Low and Klessen (2004), Bate (2009), and Bate (2012), Federrath
(2015) have demonstrated that the turbulent motions within the cloud are an essential
part of its evolution. These motions produce a filamentary structure and then localised
overdensities which can collapse and form stars (Elmegreen 1993a).
In the preceding two chapters (chapters IV and V) we explored how the gravita-
tional collapse of magnetised molecular cloud cores is aﬀected by changing the geometry
and strength of the initial magnetic field. However, all of the calculations presented in
those two chapters used cloud cores which, although rotating, had completely laminar
velocity fields. These chapters continued a long series of work in this field including
Tomisaka (2002), Matsumoto and Tomisaka (2004), D. J. Price and Bate (2007), Machida,
Inutsuka, andMatsumoto (2008), Ciardi andHennebelle (2010), and Bate, Tricco, andD. J.
Price (2014). More recently, although not discussed in this thesis, attention has turned to
including non–ideal M.H.D. eﬀects (Pandey and Wardle 2008, Wurster, D. J. Price, and
Ayliﬀe 2014, Wurster, D. J. Price, and Bate 2016, Tsukamoto et al. 2015a).
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Burkert and Bodenheimer (2000) proposed that the observed line–widths of molec-
ular cloud cores could be caused by turbulent motion following a power law (i.e. where
the wavenumber of the turbulence, k, follows P ¹kº / kn) with n 2 » 3; 4¼). This tur-
bulence could originate on the larger scales of the molecular cloud itself, following the
same power law. In this chapter, we present the results of a series of calculations involv-
ing turbulent cores with this same turbulent power spectrum. We show that the initial
velocity field of a molecular cloud core has as important an impact as the initial magnetic
field strength — both of which are seeded by the overall molecular cloud. In addition
we show that the initial angular momentum of the cloud is closely linked to the nature
of any protostellar outflows (along with the magnetic field strength and geometry, as we
observed in chapters IV and V).
Wepresent the results of an ensembleof seventeen smoothedparticle radiationmag-
netohydrodynamical (S.P.R.M.H.D.) calculations and three smoothed particle magneto-
hydrodynamics (S.P.M.H.D.) calculation of the collapse of a one solar mass molecular
cloud core. Each core studied has a diﬀerent set of initial conditions, ranging from being
almost laminar to transonic cores, and covering diﬀerent initial angular momenta. We
also take the opportunity to compare the use of an approximate barotropic equation of
state with a flux–limited diﬀusion (F.L.D.) radiative transfer (R.T.) scheme.
As in the preceding chapters we use the numerical scheme set out in chapter II.
However, in most of the calculations in this chapter we also incorporate the R.T. scheme
in section II.3 to provide an S.P.R.M.H.D. with self–gravity scheme. In section VI.2 we
discuss the initial conditions used for the ensemble of calculations, including how the
turbulence velocity field is generated. In section VI.3 we compare the results from calcu-
lations using the barotropic equation of state with the F.L.D. R.T. scheme. Following this,
in sections VI.4 to VI.6 we discuss the common early phase of the collapse, the eﬀect of
increasing turbulence and the eﬀect of increasing angular momentum on the subsequent
evolution of the core, respectively. We then compare these results both to observations
and existing theoretical work in section VI.7.
VI.2 Initial Conditions
We again adopt similar initial conditions to chapters IV and V. However, we now set the
initial velocity field so it contains both a turbulent and rotational component, and also use
the flux–limited diﬀusion (F.L.D.) radiative transfer (R.T.) scheme detailed in section II.4
along with a radiative equation of state.
In the previous chapters we started each calculation with a velocity field so that
the core was in solid body rotation with an initial rotation rate of 
0  1:77  10 13 rad 
s 1. In this chapter we combine a turbulent velocity field with this solid body rotation.
Although turbulence will necessarily add some angular momentum, by super–imposing
the two fields we are able to more directly consider the influence of linear and angular on
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the formation of the subsequent protostar.
As before, the surrounding medium has an initial velocity of zero throughout. The
initial velocity profile of the core is produced by combining a turbulent component, v iturb,
and a solid–body rotation component, v irot, i.e.
v i  v iturb + v
i
rot. (VI.1)
Tomake comparisonswith other calculations simpler, weuse twodimensionless pa-
rameters, turb and rot representing the ratio of turbulent and rotational energy to gravita-
tional potential energy respectively, to set the velocity field. These parameters are defined
as
rot 
1
3
r3core;0
20
GMcore;0
, (VI.2)
where 
20 is the initial angular velocity of the core (as noted above this was set to 
0 
1:77  10 13 rad  s 1 in previous chapter), and
turb 
1
2
rcore;0v2turb
GMcore;0
. (VI.3)
vturb is the root–mean–square average velocity of the turbulence, since the velocity of any
individual particle will vary according the Gaussian normal distribution discussed below,
and is related to the Mach number,M , of the turbulence via
vturb M cs, (VI.4)
where cs is the sound speed of the fluid (which is initially spatially constant). For com-
pleteness, we also define the ratio of magnetic energy to gravitational potential energy
as
mag 
1
2
rcore;0B20
GM2core;0
. (VI.5)
From this, we can define the ratio of all non–thermal support to the gravitational self–
potential as
tot  mag + turb + rot. (VI.6)
We neglect the support provided by the fluid pressure since this is essentially negligible
until the final moments of the collapse when the density increases significantly.
The turbulent component, vturb, is provided by giving every particle in the core an
initial velocity at t  0 — the turbulence is not driven and therefore decays over time.
We impose turbulence in a similar manner to E. C. Ostriker, Stone, and Gammie (2001)
and Bate, Bonnell, and Bromm (2003). A uniform 1283 grid of velocities was generated
and the initial particle velocities were interpolated from this, multiplied by a co–eﬃcient
to produce the correct overall turbulent Mach number. The generated grid represents a
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divergence–free (i.e. our turbulence is not compressive, cf. Federrath et al. 2010) random
Gaussian fieldwith a power spectrumwhich follows P ¹kº / k 4, where k is thewavenum-
ber, consistent with Burkert and Bodenheimer (2000). The velocity dispersion, , of such
a distribution follows scaling law of Larson (1981), with  ¹rº / pr, where r is the dis-
tance. From this we obtain values of turb of 0:0013, 0:012, and 0:13 forM  110, 310, and
1 turbulence respectively.
We note that our initial conditions diﬀer from Matsumoto, Machida, and Inutsuka
(2017), who use a Bonnor–Ebert sphere and apply only an initially turbulent velocity field,
rather than a superposition of a turbulent and a rotational field.
We set the initial rotational component, v irot, so that rot  0:005 as before, or 0:01
or 0:02. These correspond to increasing the initial rotation rate by a factor of two and four
respectively, i.e. to 
  3:54  10 13 and 7:08  10 13. Notably, compared to the value
of turb, even the largest value of rot is only 150th. of the ‘critical value’. All three values
are still consistent with Goodman et al. (1993) (see, in particular, the distribution in figure
11 therein) albeit with slightly less angular momentum than proposed by Burkert and
Bodenheimer (2000).
Finally, we set the initial magnetic field using the dimensionless mass–to–flux ratio
as before (in this chapter we use #  0° throughout). We use   5, 10, and 20, which
correspond to mag  0:71, 0:18, 0:044. This provides a wide range of initial conditions,
ranging fromM  1, rot  0:02,   5 (a transonic, fast rotating and highly magnetised
core) where tot  0:86 toM  0, rot  0:005,   20 (a laminar, slower rotating weakly
magnetised core) where tot  0:0445. In this way we can probe the influence of the
velocity andmagnetic fields—and strongly andweakly bound cores—on the subsequent
formation of a protostar.
In addition to these initial conditions, we also use two diﬀering equations of state.
The first is the approximate barotropic equation of state, as used in chapters IV and V,
given by (cf.Machida, Inutsuka, and Matsumoto 2008)
P
 


 c2s
8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
   c;1
c;1


c;1
 7
5
c;1 <   c;2
c;1

c;2
c;1
 7
5


c;2
 11
10
 > c;2.
(VI.7)
As before, the critical densities are set to c;1  10 14 g  cm 3 and c;2  10 10 g  cm 3.
The physical consequences of these choices are discussed in chapter V. When using this
equation of state we do not use a R.T. scheme (and accordingly use an S.P.M.H.D. with
self–gravity method as before).
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Alternately, we use the equation of state given by
P
 
; Tfl


Rg
mol
Tfl, (VI.8)
where the gas constant is given by Rg  8:3145  107 erg  K 1  mol 1, we use a mean
molecular weight of mol  2:38 and the fluid temperature Tfl  Cv, where Cv repre-
sents the isochoric specific heat capacity. The mean molecular weight and heat capacity
used represent a mixture of hydrogen and helium and incorporate the eﬀects of hydrogen
dissociation and the ionization of hydrogen and helium, but do not incorporate any con-
tribution from metals (see Black and Bodenheimer 1975). The fluid opacities, , (see sec-
tion II.3) are interpolated from the opacity tables of Alexander (1975) and Pollack, McKay,
and Christoﬀerson (1985) as detailed in Whitehouse and Bate (2006)
Sink particles (vide supra section II.5) are inserted once the critical density is ex-
ceeded and (subject to the following the caveat) the boundness checks are passed. In
an R.T. calculation these boundness checks are computational infeasible, consequently in
some calculationswe increase the critical density from the usual value of crit  110 10 g
cm 3 to 110 5 g cm 3 to prevent spurious fragmentation if the particle density is too low,
particularly in rapidly rotating cores. This is principally an issue where rot  1100, where
a larger high density region forms, as opposed to a very centrally condensed structure
and we use the higher critical density in any such calculation. Consequently, delaying
the insertion of the sink particle should be approximately equivalent to simply testing for
boundness, as is done in purely M.H.D. calculations. The accretion radius of the sink
particles is unchanged from that discussed in section II.5, where racc  1 au.
We use these initial conditions to run a representative sample of seventeen calcu-
lations, as detailed in table VI.i. These calculations span mass–to–flux ratios from   5
to 20, turbulent velocities fromM  0 (a laminar core) toM  1 (a transonic core), rota-
tional velocities from rot  0:005 to 0:02, and include both barotropic and F.L.D. R.T. for-
malisms. In this way, we sample awide area of the parameter space, from a tightly bound,
weakly magnetized, laminar core to an almost unbound, transonic, strongly magnetized,
and rapidly rotating core. Due to the increased resolution requirements introduced by the
turbulent initial conditions, we increase the number of S.P.H. particles used by a factor of
two: we use 3 million S.P.H. particles in the core, and consequently 1 12 million in the
container medium.
VI.3 Dependence of the Results on the Equation of State
All the molecular cloud cores considered in this chapter are sub–critical, and therefore
the self–gravity of the gas will cause the core to centrally collapse. As a characteristic
time, we use the free–fall time of a initially motionless (i.e. non–rotating and laminar,
rot  turb  0), non-magnetised (  1, mag  0), sphere, so that for a core with mass
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Table VI.i. Initial conditions for the calculations presented in this chapter.  is themass-to-flux ratio
(see ),
B i 0 is the corresponding initial magnetic field strength,M is the initial turbulent
Mach number, 
0 is the initial angular speed of the core; mag, turb and rot are the
ratios ofmagnetic, turbulent kinetic and rotational kinetic energy to gravitational energy
(equations VI.2, VI.3 andVI.5), and tot is the ratio of all non–thermal supporting energy
to the gravitational energy (equation VI.6). Note that calculations 05-M10-r001(R) and
05-M10-r002(R) use crit  10 5g  cm 3, and all other calculations use crit  10 10g 
cm 3 as the critical density for sink particle creation.
Calc. Name Eq. of State 
B i 0 mag M turb 
0 rot tot
» μG¼ »10 13rads 1¼
05–M00 F.L.D. R.T. 5 163 0.71 0 70 1.77 0.005 0.715
05–M01(M) Barotropic 5 163 0.71 0.1 0.0013 1.77 0.005 0.716
05–M01(R) F.L.D. R.T. 5 163 0.71 0.1 0.0013 1.77 0.005 0.716
05–M03(M) Barotropic 5 163 0.71 0.3 0.012 1.77 0.005 0.727
05–M03(R) F.L.D. R.T. 5 163 0.71 0.3 0.012 1.77 0.005 0.727
05–M10(M) Barotropic 5 163 0.71 1.0 0.13 1.77 0.005 0.845
05–M10(R) F.L.D. R.T. 5 163 0.71 1.0 0.13 1.77 0.005 0.845
05–M10–r001(R) F.L.D. R.T. 5 163 0.71 1.0 0.13 3.54 0.01 0.850
05–M10–r002(R) F.L.D. R.T. 5 163 0.71 1.0 0.13 7.08 0.02 0.860
10–M00 F.L.D. R.T. 10 81 0.18 0 0 1.77 0.005 0.185
10–M01 F.L.D. R.T. 10 81 0.18 0.1 0.0013 1.77 0.005 0.186
10–M03 F.L.D. R.T. 10 81 0.18 0.3 0.012 1.77 0.005 0.197
10–M10 F.L.D. R.T. 10 81 0.18 1.0 0.13 1.77 0.005 0.315
20–M00 F.L.D. R.T. 10 41 0.044 0 0 1.77 0.005 0.0445
20–M01 F.L.D. R.T. 20 41 0.044 0.1 0.0013 1.77 0.005 0.0503
20–M03 F.L.D. R.T. 20 41 0.044 0.3 0.012 1.77 0.005 0.0610
20–M10 F.L.D. R.T. 20 41 0.044 1.0 0.13 1.77 0.005 0.179
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Mcore  1M, tﬀ  24;400 a. This is in eﬀect a lower bound on how long the core will take
to collapse to ‘interesting’ densities, and any other initial conditions, for example a large
turb will act to delay this. Conversely, we would expect a core with tot  1 to unbind,
and the centre of one with a large, but less than unity, value to collapse but potentially
lose some of the outer regions.
Before considering the results using the radiative transfer scheme, we first consider
how this diﬀers from the earlier barotropic equation of state. Here we show six calcu-
lations where three sets of initial conditions have been solved using both the barotropic
‘M.H.D. ’ equation of state and the ‘R.M.H.D. ’ algorithm. The addition of R.T. natu-
rally causes heating of the fluid to occur unlike the fixed equation of state, as shown by
the relationship between the fluid density and temperature for the radiative equation of
state shown in figure VI.ii and the temporal evolution of the maximum fluid temperature
compared to the maximum density shown in figure VI.i. This in turn promotes the for-
mation of a larger pseudo–disc supported by the fluid pressure. As expected, the calcula-
tions proceeds essentially identicallywith the core centrally collapsing due to self–gravity,
until the fluid density has risen significantly from its initial value. Figure VI.iii demon-
strates howM.H.D. and R.M.H.D. calculations are virtually indistinguishable at this evo-
lutionary epoch. The M  110 and 310 calculations approach a maximum density of
 1  10 10 g  cm 3 at t  1:02 tﬀ whilst theM  1.0 calculation reaches a similar evolu-
tionary point at t  1:14 tﬀ. After this, somedivergence between theM.H.D. andR.M.H.D.
calculations can be seen. We also note that adding R.T. very slightly slows the collapse rate
down, for instance the sink particle is inserted in theM  110 calculations 0:01 tﬀ later.
The additional thermal support provided by radiative feedback operates in a comparable
way to how additional magnetic pressure opposes the gravitational collapse. This eﬀect
is echoed by the projections in figure VI.v, where the barotropic equation of state causes
the fluid to form more compact and denser structures compared to the R.T. scheme.
These results show that, even with very complicated initial conditions, the addi-
tion of radiation terms into calculations of collapsing cloud cores is important only at the
shortest length scales. Figure VI.iv shows density projections of two pseudo–discs, one
with R.T. and one with a barotropic equation of state. The addition of radiation promotes
stability by allowing a larger pseudo-disc, with greater pressure support to form. For the
remainder of this chapter we will consider the R.M.H.D. calculations only.
VI.4 The Initial Phase of the Collapse
Figure VI.vii shows the evolution of themaximumdensity for three turbulentMach num-
bers (M  110, 310, and 1) across three mass–to–flux ratios (  5, 10, 20), which corre-
spond to models 05–M01(R), 05–M03(R), 05–M10(R), 10–M01, 10–M03, 10–M10,
20–M01, 20–M03, and 20–M10 in table VI.i. We note that the density appears to
reach an approximate maximum because of the insertion of a sink particle at (in this case)
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Figure VI.i. Evolution of the maximum fluid density (orange lines) and maximum fluid temper-
ature (black line) for   5 with a M  1 initial turbulence field. The maximum
temperature is shown for the R.M.H.D. calculation only; the solid and dashed orange
lines correspond to the maximal densities for the R.M.H.D. and M.H.D. calculations
respectively. In the early phase of the calculation, when the maximum density in the
cloud core is   10 12gcm 3 the temperature of the core is eﬀectively isothermalwith
T  13:8K. At higher densities the fluid is heated and this energy is then transported
by the radiative transfer scheme through the fluid. That this results in a broader dis-
tribution of fluid material around the sink particle is indicated by the slightly elevated
maximum density for the M.H.D. calculation.
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Figure VI.ii. Fluid temperature, Tfl, as a function of fluid density, , for all S.P.H. particles within
the core for the 05–M01(R) calculation. At higher densities the R.T. scheme causes
an increase in the temperature of the fluid. Similarly, changes in the opacity , and
the influence of this on the heat capcity of the fluid mean that this change is not a
simple function of the density (e.g. the ‘knee’ in the temperature distribution between
  1  10 13 g  cm 3 and   1  10 12 g  cm 3).
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VI.iii.a. Maximum fluid density, max.
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VI.iii.b. Mean fluid density,
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Figure VI.iii. continued below
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Figure VI.iii. Evolution of maximum fluid density, max, (sub–figure VI.iii.a) mean fluid density,



, (sub–figureVI.iii.b) and themaximumcurrent density,
J imax, (sub–figureVI.iii.c)
forM  110, 310 and 1 turbulence calculations at   5with both the barotropic and
radiative–transfer equations of state. The black, orange and blue lines correspond to
theM  110, 310 and 1 calculations, with the solid lines corresponding to the radia-
tive equation of state and the dashed lines to the barotropic equation of state. The
evolution until  1:00 tﬀ is comparable for all four sub–sonic calculations, although
the addition of radiation and the increase in the Mach number to 310 each delay the
final collapse by  0:01 tﬀ. The two transonic calculations are also comparable un-
til the final stage of the collapse, although there is an increased fluid density (and
hence current density) in the early part of the calculation compared to the subsonic
calculations due to the formation of turbulent structures.
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Figure VI.iv. Column density projections in the z–direction for the   5, M  110 calculations.
The left panel shows the barotropic equation of state and the right panel the radiative-
transfer scheme. Amore extensive pseudo–disc with a radius of approximately 10 au
has been produced by the R.T. calculation compared to the much smaller and more
unstable disc on the left panel. The barotropic equation of state produces a higher
density and smaller pseudo–disc which is therefore more susceptible to gravitational
instabilities.
  10 10g  cm 3. Here we see that the degree of turbulent support has a vastly greater
influence on the collapse time of the core. Magnetic pressure support is extremely weak
until the core reaches the highest densities and consequently decreasing themass–to–flux
ratio from, for example, 10 to 5 has a much smaller impact. We observed in chapter V
and Lewis and Bate (2017) and earlier in chapter IV and Lewis, Bate, and D. J. Price (2015)
that the initial field strength and geometry has an eﬀect on the collapsing core, and we
again see this eﬀect here. There is (eﬀectively) no magnetic pressure support along the
field lines, and this is consequently the preferential direction for fluid to graviationally
collapse. Figure VI.vi shows the evolution of three   5 cores and three   20 cores
with max  10 11g  cm 3 where the characteristic ‘oblate spheroid’ shape proportional to
the initial field strength can be clearly seen whenM  0:3. We obtain a comparable range
of ellipticities (i.e. axis ratios) to the laminar cores presented in the previous chapter with
values of 0.6, 0.64, for   5,M  0:1 and 0:3 and 0.29, and 0.33 for   20 respectively,
compared to 0.66 and 0.24 for a laminar core. Although the transonicM  1 cores are
clearly somewhat oblate, it is not possible to demonstrate (due to the complex structure)
that the   20 core has a lower oblateness than for   5. In any event, in this transonic
regime the turbulent kinetic energy — and hence the filament-like structures produced
— has a much greater eﬀect on the initial collapse the magnetic field (cf. figure VI.vii).
Once the core reaches densities of  1  10 10 g  cm 3, the magnetic field becomes
a significant contributor to the subsequent evolution of the system. In addition, because
of the radiative transfer scheme, radiation eﬀects become important, as discussed earlier
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Figure VI.v. Column density projections in the y–direction for the   5 calculations with
M 2 »110; 310; 1¼ (left–hand, central, and right–hand columns) and the radiative and
barotropic equations of state (upper and lower rows, respectively). The barotropic
equation of state causes the fluid to form qualitatively higher density and more com-
pact structures, compared to the wider distribution when an R.T. scheme is used. This
eﬀect is most obvious when M  310, but is present for all velocity fields (cf. the
diﬀerences in the maximal and average densities in figure VI.iii).
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Figure VI.vi. Column density projections for all three turbulent calculations (left–to–right, M 2
»110; 310; 1¼) with   5 (upper–row),   10 (centre–row), and   20 (lower–row)
showing how increasing the mass–to–flux ratio (and consequently decreasing the ini-
tialmagnetic field) results in a less oblate core. This eﬀect is less pronounced at higher
turbulent Mach numbers where the structure of the core becomes dominated by the
turbulent velocity field.
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Figure VI.vii. Evolution of the maximum fluid density for M  110 (solid black line), M  310
(short–dashed orange line), andM  1 (long–dashed purple line) initial turbulent
velocity fields for an initial mass-to-flux ratio of   5 (upper–left panel), 10 (upper–
right panel), and 20 (lower panel). For all three values of , increasing the initial
turbulence velocity delays the collapse of the molecular cloud core by providing ad-
ditional energy to support the core against gravity. An eﬀective ‘maximum’ density
is provided by the insertion of a sink particle at   1  10 10 g  cm 3.
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(see, e.g., figure VI.i).
In summary, at highMachnumbers the turbulent velocity field dominates the initial
phase of the evolution. R.T. becomes important when the density exceeds  10 13 g 
cm 3. M.H.D. eﬀects in the initial phase are limited to changing the oblateness of the core,
more complicated magnetic eﬀects only occuring when the density is higher than about
10 11 g  cm 3. At lowerMach numbers, the turbulent velocity field instead acts to perturb
and disrupt the uniformity of the collapse. This highlights a small diﬃculty in using the
ideal free–fall time as a dimensionless temporal unit: the number of free–fall times at
which the core will reach an ‘interesting’ density will vary depending on the sources of
support against gravitational collapse present, for example aM  1 core will reach these
densities  15tﬀ later than a laminar core. However, this unit is still useful for providing
a dimensionless comparison between diﬀering mass and volume cores. Consequently, in
the following sectionswewill in general synchronize the calculations so that a comparable
evolutionary epoch is discussed, rather than a fixed tﬀ.
VI.5 Shaken: varying the initial Mach number
Figure VI.viii shows the eﬀect of increasing the initial turbulent velocity field for all three
mass–to–flux ratios. A clear pattern emerges: firstly as in our previous laminar work,
  20 calculations are unable to produce a bipolar outflow — which we see in sub–
figure VI.viii.c. Secondly, that increasing the Mach number disrupts the system and in-
hibits the formation of a jet, as seen in the lower rows of sub–figures VI.viii.a to VI.viii.c.
A rotating pseudo–disc is a necessary precursor to the formation of a bipolar jet (see e.g.
Ciardi and Hennebelle 2010; Joos, Hennebelle, and Ciardi 2012; Lewis, Bate, and D. J.
Price 2015; D. J. Price, Pringle, and King 2003) and an initially turbulent core acts to pre-
vent the formation of this disc. Figure VI.viii demonstrates this eﬀect: at M  110 the
  5 and 10 calculations clearly exhibit disc structures similar to, though less uniform,
those produced by laminar calculations, which are increasingly disrupted as the initial
turbulentMach number is increased. This eﬀect is also present (albeit without the bipolar
jets) for   20 (see also Joos, Hennebelle, and Ciardi 2012). Figure VI.ix compares the
radially averaged azimuthal velocity of the threeM  110 discs. We do not include more
turbulent cores on this figure because the highly disrupted nature of the discs results in an
impossibly confused graph. Additionally, the concept of a Keplerian velocity is diﬃcult
to definewhen the disc–structure is neither flat nor uniformly distributed around a proto-
star. These results are broadly comparable with the conclusions of Matsumoto, Machida,
and Inutsuka (2017).
We also observe that adding radiative transfer to our laminar calculations does not
markedly aﬀect the shape or velocity of the outflow produced compared to the barotropic
results obtained in Lewis and Bate (2017). This concurs with our observations in sec-
tion VI.3 (and also with Bate, Tricco, and D. J. Price 2014) that adding a radiative transfer
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VI.viii.a.   5
Figure VI.viii. continued below
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Figure VI.viii. continued below
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Figure VI.viii. Column density projections in the y–direction for twelve R.M.H.D. calculations
of a collapsing molecular cloud core, the time synchronization has been chosen
so that the   5 calculations are an equivalent time after the insertion of a
sink particle (which is coterminous with a maximum density being achieved).
Sub–figure VI.viii.a has an initial magnetic field strength given by   5, sub–
figure VI.viii.b has   10, and sub–figure VI.viii.c has   20. The initial turbulent
Mach number isM  0, andM  110 on the upper–row of each sub–figure, then
310 (sub–sonic cores), and 1 (transonic) on the lower–row. Bipolar outflows are only
obvious for   10 coupled with M  0:1 although the   5, M  0:3 calcula-
tion has a weak outflow. In addition, higher values ofM are correlated with a more
complex structure.
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VI.ix.a. M  110
Figure VI.ix. continued below
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VI.ix.b. M  310
Figure VI.ix. Radially averaged azimuthal velocity as a function of radius from the sink–particle for
the three   5, 10, and 20 calculations (black, orange and blue solid lines respectively)
compared to the Keplerian velocity at that radius (dashed lines). Sub–figure VI.ix.a
is forM  110 and sub–figure VI.ix.b is forM  310. The pseudo–discs become pro-
gressively further fromKeplerian as  decreases (i.e. as the field strength increases); in
addition, forweaker fields increasingM also results in amore sub–Keplerian rotation
profile.
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treatment is a small overall eﬀect, operating principally to produce a larger and warmer
disc.
This qualitatively explains thediﬀering evolution of the core as the initial turbulence
is increased. We now use the co–ordinate transformation given in equations V.1 and V.2
to transform the magnetic field into cylindrical co–ordinates. We can then obtain the
toroidal magnetic field component directly from the azimuthal component as
Btor  B (VI.9)
and the magnitue of the poloidal component usingBp  pB2r + B2z , (VI.10)
as done, e.g., by Parker (1955).
In chapter V and Lewis and Bate (2017) we concluded that the essential ingredients
for collimated outflows were a strong poloidal field to lift material out of the disc–plane
coupled with a strongly toroidal component to collimate the outflow. A solely torodial field
trapped fluid in the disc and a solely poloidal field would produce a bulk outflow (cf.
the ‘detachment’ seen for a   10 calculation in section V.5 when the poloidal compo-
nent overhauls the torodial one). In figure VI.x we show how this eﬀect is mirrored for
these calculations. Firstly, the sub–sonic   20 calculations have a strongly toroidal disc,
with no significant region where the poloidal field dominates. This can be seen in sub–
figure VI.x.c: here in the first panel the diﬀering morphology compared to the first panels
of sub–figures VI.x.a and VI.x.b is evident. Rather than a thin poloidal region centred on
the bipolar jet, a weakly toroidal region can be seen above and below the disc (between
the ‘lobes’ of the polodial region). WhenM  110 this poloidal region is further reduced
in size.
Conversely, the   5 and 10 calculations with an outflow have a poloidally dom-
inated region (exemplified by the thin poloidal structure extending approximately ver-
tically above and below the disc) which is then wound-up by the strongly toroidal disc
(exemplified by the toroidal inner region of the jet). Clearly, then, by disrupted the for-
mation of a pseudo–disc, turbulence is able to prevent angular momentum transport via
a bipolar outflow. Instead, in a qualitatively similar way to the   20 calculations, a bulk
poloidal region is formed around the pseudo–disc. However, unlike for a laminar core,
this does not lead to fragmentation. Whilst fragmentation can be suppressed in stronger
fields (  10) by magnetic braking, hitherto we found that all   20 discs were gravita-
tionally unstable and liable to fragment into binary or ternary systems. We note, however,
that the increased turbulent velocity field has the eﬀect of bothmaking the (pseudo–)discs
less massive and also placing less angular momentum in the disc. Both of these eﬀects
make the disc less vulnerable to fragmentation fromgravitational–rotational torques. This
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VI.x.a.   5
Figure VI.x. continued below
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VI.x.b.   10
Figure VI.x. continued below
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Figure VI.x. Tranverse sections, in an approximate z–x plane through the sink particle of the ratio
of the poloidal magnetic field component to the toroidal component for all twelve
calculations presented in figure VI.viii. The sections are presented in the same order
as in that figure, so that sub–figure VI.x.a, sub–figure VI.x.b, and sub–figure VI.x.c are
  5, 10, and 20 respectively and then the upper–row of each sub–figure isM  0
and 110 and the lower–rowM  310, and 1 respectively. Red indicates regions where
the poloidal field component (cf. equation VI.10) is dominant and conversely blue
indicates regions where the toroidal field (cf. equation VI.9) is dominant. Material is
removed from the region around the sink–particle by the poloidal field. This process,
however, is more eﬃcient and results in a collimated jet — in particular as seen in the
top–left panel — when the toroidal field is able to wind up the material as it is being
lifted away from a pseudo-disc.
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latter point is echoed by comparing the total rotational energy of the whole core, which
is reduced in the transonic cores compared to the sub–sonic ones as the turbulent motion
acts to prevent simple rotation around the z–axis. We note also that the ‘toroidal’ region is
a good tracer for the location of a pseudo–disc, albeit not the extent since this region will
extend out the the edge of the core. For example, the transonic,M  1, cores all develop
discs which are neither flat nor close to perpendicular to the rotation axis (or equivalently
perpendicular to the initial magnetic field axis).
From this, we conclude that highly turbulent initial conditions are—all other things
being equal— inimical to the formationof bipolar jets andwell definedpseudo–discs. This
has consequences for observations: an observation that a very young protostellar object
has a jet–like outflow (where rot  0:005) implies that the core was initially sub–sonic.
VI.6 Stirred: varying the initial angular momentum
In section VI.5 supra, we showed that increasing the initial turbulent velocity field of the
core into a transonic regime inhibits the formation of a (pseudo–)disc and therefore sup-
presses the formation of a bipolar outflow. Since disc structures are inherently connected
with the angular momentum in a collapsing core, we now take the   5 calculations
with aM  1 velocity field and increase the initial rotation rate. These are calculations
05–M10–r001 and 05–M10–r002 in table VI.i. 05–M10 has rot  0:005, so these two
calculations have double and quadruple the initial rotational energy (and hence the an-
gular momenta are
p
2 and double the initial values) respectively. figure VI.xi compares
these three calculations at a comparable evolutionary epoch. We find that 05–M10–r001
(the calculation with double the initial angular momentum) has a very weak outflow, cor-
responding to a confused disc–like structure; however, 05–M10–r002 produces a clear
disc and a corresponding bipolar outflow. Figure VI.xii clearly shows this, with a region
of fluid moving the outward from the sink particle, i.e. where vz > 0 for z > 0 (above the
plane of the disc) and vice versa.. We note that material undergoing a gravitational self
collapse invariably has vz  0 above the disc and vice versa. Unlike the sub–sonic cores
presented above and the laminar cores presented in chapter V, this outflow ismuch slower
(ca. jvz j  1km  s 1) and much less substantial. The latter eﬀect is shown by the reduced
column density contrast between the outflow material and the surrounding cloud core.
The nature of any disc structure is related to the initial rotation rate. At the lowest
initial rotation rate, i.e. calculation 05–M10(R), no disc forms. Conversely at the highest
rotation rate — calculation 05–M10–r0.02 — a clear pseudo–disc has formed. However,
this disc has a rotation speed slower than that seen in figure VI.ix for a sub–sonic core
(and which is therefore even slower than a laminar core, e.g. 05–M00). This is the cause
of the weaker outflow seen here. Nonetheless, this illustrates that whilst turbulent kinetic
energy can disrupt a core so much that it does not form a pseudo–disc, adding additional
rotational energy can act to re–form that disc structure. To quantify this eﬀect, we define a
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Figure VI.xi. Column density projections in the y–direction (sub–figure VI.xi.a) and z–direction
(sub–figure VI.xi.b) for three R.M.H.D. calculations of a collapsing molecular cloud
core, all with   5 and an initial Mach number ofM  1. The upper row is the same
calculation presented in section VI.5, shown here again as a comparison, which has
rot  0:005. The centre and lower rows then have rot  0:01 and 0:02, i.e. double and
quadruple, respectively. This increase in angular momentum results in the formation
of a pseudo–disc structure and, ultimately, an outflow.
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Figure VI.xii. Density–weighted average of the z–component of the velocity field for the three cal-
culations presented in figure VI.xi, i.e. where the upper panel, centre panel and lower
panel have rot  0:005, 0:01, and 0:02 respectively. The signature of an outflow, a re-
gion withmaterial moving the ‘wrongway’ is clearly visible in the right–hand panel,
as opposed to the highly disrupted calculations presented in the other two panels.
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Figure VI.xiii. Tranverse sections, in a z–x plane through the sink particle of the ratio of the poloidal
magnetic field component to the toroidal component for the three calculations pre-
sented in figure VI.xi. As in figure VI.x, red indicates regions where the poloidal
field component dominates compared to blue regions where the toroidal field is
dominant.
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new parameter,
ε 
turb
rot
 Eturb
Erot
, (VI.11)
such that ε > 1 implies turbulence is the dominant source of kinetic energy, conversely
ε < 1 implies rotation is, and ε  1 implies an approximate equality between the two
fields. A value of ε . 1 is a necessary pre–requisite for the formation of a pseudo–disc and
outflow. The 05–M10(R) calculation has ε  26  1 and correspondingly the pseudo–
disc was highly disrupted; conversely 05–M10–r002 had ε  1:06  1 and has formed
a disc with a weak outflow. The intermediary phase 05–M10–r001 has ε  1:6 which
corresponds, as expected, to a disrupted pseudo–disc. These values are compatible with
those obtained for lower Mach numbers, e.g. 05–M01 and 05–M03 have ε  0:26 < 1
and ε  2:4  1 respectively (identical values are necessarily obtained for 10–M01, etc.).
Comparing the outflow velocities between the earlier laminar cores, the sub–sonic
cores in section VI.5 and the transonic cores in this sectionwe find a steady decrease in the
outflow speed, jvz j, as the conditions become more complicated. For example, a laminar
core with a fully aligned magnetic field can produce an outflow with jvz j  8 km  s 1,
a sub–sonic core where ε  2:4 produces a slower and less collimated outflow, but the
transonic core with ε  1:06 only produces jvz j  0:5 km  s 1.
Figure VI.xiii shows the same poloidal–toroidal decomposition as in figure VI.x but
for the threeM  1 calculations discussed in this section. The change between no outflow
when ε  26 and a collimated jetwhen ε  1:06 is again shown in this analysis. There is also
the hint of aweak outflow in the highly distruptedpseudo–discwhen ε  1:6, however, the
lack of a disc structure to collimate this suppresses a jet structure from being formed. This
highlights how the formation of a disc is necessary to produce a jet–like outflow around
a first hydrostatic core.
VI.7 Discussion and Comparison to Observations
We observe that the ratio of the total magnetic, turbulent and rotational kinetic energies
to the gravitational self-potential in theM  1 cores is very close to unity. Consequently,
these cores are on the limit of boundedness andwould become unboundwith only a small
increase in the turbulent velocities. This is consistent with the observed average velocities
seen in cluster scale simulations, where cores (or comparable regions) undergoing a Jeans
collapse are often sub–sonic, notwithstanding the initial highly super–sonic velocities in
theprogenitor cloudKlessen,Heitsch, andMacLow (2000), and compatiblewith observed
star formation regions, e.g. in Ophiuchus Pattle et al. (2015).
A large value of ε in these highly turbulent (andweakly bound) cores is comparable
to the stronglymisalignedmagnetic field and rotation axes thatwe explored in chapters IV
and V. In those cases, values of the parameter #  60° produced highly disrupted discs
— with correspondingly slower rotation profiles — and this was fatal to the production
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of an outflow. The production of a bipolar jet from a first hydrostatic core is therefore
linked to both having a suitable field strength and geometry (turbulence can not make a
weaker field more able to produce the necessary poloidal components to form a jet) to
generate the outflow at all, combined with an environment conducive to the formation of
a sub–Keplerian pseudo–disc. This former requirement is satisfied by having   10 and
# < 60°, whilst the latter requires ε . 1 which implies either a suﬃcently weak turbulent
velocity field or a suﬃciently strong rotational velocity field.
Observations of potential first hydrostatic core outflows (e.g. Dunham et al. 2011)
report outflow speeds of around jvz j  5km  s 1. These are consistent with the observed
jvz j values seen for very weakly turbulent and laminar cores, where ε  1 but in these
configurations the total kinetic energy is actually relatively low. Outflows are produced
with much higher initial kinetic energies, i.e. whenM  1, provided that ε & 1. However,
the outflowproduced in this scenario— transonic turbulence coupledwith additional an-
gular momentum— is much slower. This has an important implication for observations,
viz. that faster outflows are the result of less ‘dynamic’ initial conditions. Conversely it
also indicates that a slower outflow speed implies either a reduction in angularmomentum
(although not discussed in this chapter this conclusion follows from the discussion about
the formation mechanism of the jet) or a reduction in ε. This allows a limited degree of
re–winding of the evolution of very young protostellar objects to predict the conditions
in the Jeans unstable core from which they formed. The size of the first hydrostatic core
provides a limit on the maximum outflow and jet velocity (see D. J. Price, Pringle, and
King 2003). Therefore, simply trying to increase ε to obtain faster jets is not possible, and
objects such as MMS-6/OMC-3 found by Takahashi and Ho (2012) or the Herbig–Haro object
HH 1165 found by Riaz et al. (2017) are more evolved than the first core phase.
Wenoted earlier that our results are broadly comparablewithMatsumoto,Machida,
and Inutsuka (2017). For example, in the initial phase of the collapse we obtain a similar
link between oblateness and field strength, and disruption of the collapsing core by higher
Mach numbers (see also Matsumoto and Hanawa 2011). However, Matsumoto, Machida,
and Inutsuka (2017) use significantly stronger magnetic fields (1:12    2:81). The core
mass used there was also higher than our work (Mcore  2:51M as opposed to 1M) so
this implies a much stronger magnetic field is present. We obtain a similar reduction in
the radius of the pseudo–disc as  is reduced as in that paper, however, because we also
probe much weaker field strengths —   20—we also find that we also find that once
magnetic eﬀects are reduced further the disc size again decreases due to reduced angular
momentum transport (see sectionsV.5 andV.6). The diﬀerence inmagnetic field strengths
also explains the lack of any magnetic pressure induced ‘cavity’ in our calculations. We
also note that our calculations include a radiative transfer scheme and beginwith uniform
density, not Bonnor–Ebert, spheres.
We find a strong, but not perfect, alignment between our pseudo–discs and the out-
flowproduced. This is likely due to thewaywe super–impose a random turbulent velocity
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and a solid body rotation profile together. This guarantees that the angular momentum
vector of the system will be very closely aligned to the z–axis (which is also the magnetic
field axis). In comparison, an approach whereby the random seed used to generate the
turbulence is used to produce angularmomentumwill result in amore complicated angu-
lar momentum vector. Consequently, in such a systemmisalignements between the discs
and outflows are more likely to occur. However, our approach has the advantage that it is
possible to separate linear and rotational eﬀects more easily. Keeping the rotational com-
ponent of the velocity field separate would also allow the eﬀect of varying # to be more
readily explored. We note, however, that the partially asymmetrical appearance of the
outflowwhenM  1 and ε  1 is compatible with the complex structure of HH 1165 (Riaz
et al. 2017), and in particular the asymmetrical nature of the outflow seen in that system.
This indicates that the combination of rotational eﬀects — to create a disc and outflows—
and turbulence is necessary to explain the complex structures seen in protostars.
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CHAPTER VII
Helical Outflows and Binaries from
Rapidly Rotating Centrally
Condensed Cores
Into what dangers would you lead me, Cassius,
That you would have me seek into myself
For that which is not in me?
Marcus Junius Brutus ‘the Younger’
Men at some time are masters of their fates:
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,
But in ourselves, that we are underlings.
Gaius Cassius Longinus
Scene ii, Act i, Julius Cæsar
William Shakespeare (1599)
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VII.1 Initial Conditions
We again use the radiative magnetohydrodynamic scheme used in chapter VI and set out
in chapter II. However, we switch from using an initial uniform density distribution to
using a Bonnor–Ebert (Bonnor 1956; Ebert 1955) sphere as our initial density profile. This
has two principal advantages. Firstly that this is a more realistic initial configuration for
a molecular cloud core. Secondly, it allows a greater degree of angular momentum to be
introduced into the core before eﬀects such as ‘ring fragmentation’ occur. We discuss how
the initial density profile is set up in sub–section VII.1.1 and the application of a rotational
velocity field in sub–section VII.1.2. Otherwise we use the same initial conditions are
before, e.g. the initial magnetic field is defined via the mass–to–flux ratio,  and the angle
between the field and rotation axes, #. This chapter uses   5 and #  0° throughout.
Since the purpose of the work in this chapter is to compare the eﬀect of changing the
angular momentum in the core, we set the critical density for sink particle insertion to
crit  10 5 g  cm 3 for the reasons identified in section VI.2. We find that when we
increase the initial angular momentum of the core that even a strong   5 magnetic
field will not prevent fragmentation and the formation of a binary system. This provides
a route to binary formation in strong field configurations (cf. the formation of binaries
when   20 only in chapter V).
VII.1.1 The Bonnor–Ebert Sphere
A Bonnor–Ebert sphere is a density profile derived from two observations. The first of
these is the inner boundary condition that
 ¹r  0º  max, (VII.1)
@r

r0  0. (VII.2)
This is simply a statement that the central density of the density distribution,  ¹rº is finite
and continuous—the former is true in all fluids, and the latter is a reasonable statement for
a molecular cloud core. The second observation is that a centrally condensed region of a
molecular cloud (i.e. a cloud core) should be in pressure equilibriumwith the surrounding
cloud at the boundary. This criterion was present in our earlier uniform density profiles,
and is a reasonable statement given the fluid forms a continuum between the containing
cloud and the core. This outer boundary condition can be expressed in a number of ways,
one being that1 the
P ¹r  rcoreº  Pext  c2s ;extext. (VII.3)
1. assuming the equation of state for an ideal gas is used
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Alternatively, one could imagine this as simply the radius at which the pressure of the
sphere becomes equal to the containermedium. The solution to the Lane–Emden (Emden
1907; Lane 1870) equation which satisfies these boundary conditions is the Bonnor–Ebert
sphere. The Lane–Emden equation is the diﬀerential equation given by
1
2
@

2@ ¹º

 exp »  ¹º¼ , (VII.4)
where  ¹rº  rr0 is a dimensionless ‘radius’ expressed in terms of a characteristic radius,
r0 . This is given by
r0 
csp
4G0
. (VII.5)
We then set the density profile according to a polytrope–like equation of the form
 ¹rº  0 exp »  ¹º¼ , (VII.6)
The function ¹º is defined to have the boundary conditions( see, e.g., Banerjee, Pudritz,
and Holmes 2004)
 ¹  0º  0, (VII.7)
@ ¹  0º  0. (VII.8)
From this, it follows that the 0 in equation VII.6 represents the central density ( i.e. the
density where r  0 and consequently   0 ). This then leads to the observation that
the mass contained within r   is given by
M ¹r  º  c
3p
4G30
Ϛ, (VII.9)
where the dimensionless ‘mass’ is given by (McLaughlin and Pudritz 1996)
Ϛ  2@ ¹rº . (VII.10)
The second boundary condition (equation VII.8) combined with this equation for the
mass implies that a sphere where the adimensional radius,   0 , will correspondly have
zero mass.
An equilibrium is obtainedwhen   6:451 (Bonnor 1956), i.e. for the density profile
obtained for
 ¹rº  0 exp » ¹  6:451º¼ (VII.11)
will have suﬃcent pressure support to prevent a gravitational collapse2.
2. this again assumes an ideal gas equation of state, and also assumes no other processes of mass transfer,
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We wish to obtain initial density profiles that, although centrally condensed, will
inevitably collapse due to the Jeans (1902) instability. Consequently throughout this chap-
ter we use   7:45, i.e. 15100th. higher than the ‘critical value’. By exceeding the critical
value to such an extent, we ensure that support from magnetic or thermal pressure will
not act to hold the core against a gravitational collapse. In the previous chapterswe used a
uniform sphere with a 30:1 density contrast between the core and the container medium.
In this chapter, we again begin by setting 1 12 million S.P.H. particles3 into an uniform
sphere with a radius of rcore  4  1016 cm. This means than the initial density of the
container medium is   1  10 19 g  cm 3 and the initial density throughout the core is
  310 18 g  cm 3. We the re–arrange the S.P.H. particles so that the sphere is centrally
condensed (i.e. we reduce the particle separation as r ! 0) following an   7:45 Bonnor–
Ebert density profile. This increases the central density to   5:510 17 gcm 3, as shown
in figure VII.i. We note here that this shifting of the particle does not introduce random
noise into the particle lattice, and is not therefore a source of the kinds of error discussed
in sub–section III.1.2. As before the edge of the core is placed in pressure equilibrium
with the container medium, satisfying the boundary condition given by equation VII.3.
The core has a uniform temperature of Tfl  13:8K throughout. Consequently, because
of the equation of state used (vide equation VI.8 supra), the pressure ranges from approx-
imately4 1:5  10 9 barye at the interface between the core and the container medium to
2:6  10 8 barye at the centre of the core.
VII.1.2 Angular Momentum
A centrally condensed sphere can be given a higher initial rotation rate (
0) before ‘ring
fragmentation’ occurs (see, e.g., Bate 2011; Larson 1972; Norman and Wilson 1978). Con-
sequently, we perform calculations with a range of initial rotation rates. As in previous
chapters, we measure the initial rotation speed by way of the dimensionless number rot.
In chapters IV andVwe used rot  0:005, corresponding to
0  1:7710 13 rad s 1. Al-
though in two calculations in chapterVIwealso explored rot  0:01 and 0:02 (correspond-
ing to
0  3:5410 13 and 7:0810 13 rads 1) in this chapterwego further, andalsobegin
with initial rotation speeds up to sixteen times that used in chapters IV andV. In a uniform
sphere thiswould result in catastrophic fragmentation of the core due to the accumulation
of a large amount of angular momentum in the centre as t ! tﬀ. However, if we compare
the initial angular momentum for a uniform sphere compared to a Bonnor–Ebert sphere
e.g. gravity–driven ambipolar–diﬀusion, are present and neither are additional support mechanisms, e.g.
magnetic pressure or a non–zero velocity field, are present
3. the calculations presented here do no use a turbulent velocity field as in chapter VI so we revert to using
the same numerical resolution as in chapters IV and V
4. the barye is the centimetre–gramme–second unit of pressure, equivalent to 1dyn  cm 2  1 μbar 
0:7501 μmHg
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Figure VII.i. Plot of fluid density, , as a function of radius, r, for a Bonnor–Ebert sphere density
profile with   7:45 placed in pressure equilibrium within a container mediumwith
a 30:1 density contrast between the medium and the sphere edge.
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at each initial rotation rate we find that the total momentum is reduced in the Bonnor–
Ebert configuration. For example, for an initial rotation rate of 
0  1:77  10 13 rad  s 1
produces an initial total angular momentum of jL0 j  2:25  1053 dyn  cm  s for a uni-
form sphere and jL0 j  1:51  1053 dyn  cm  s for the Bonnor–Ebert density distribution.
Although this is apparently a small reduction, it is actually a reduction of  13, and it is
important to bear in mind that the majority of the mass in the system is not contained in
the most centrally condensed region.
Consequently, in this chapter we use initial solid body rotation profiles correspond-
ing to rot 2 »0:005; 0:02; 0:04; 0:08¼, corresponding to 
0 2 »1:77; 7:08; 14:16; 28:32¼ 
10 13 rad  s 1 and jL0 j 2 »1:51; 6:06; 12:11; 24:24¼  1053 dyn  cm  s. An alternative way
of comparing rotation rates is to consider the quantity 
tﬀ, and for this we obtain val-
ues of 
tﬀ 2 »0:136; 0:545; 1:09; 2:18¼; this means we are probing the regime identified by
Banerjee, Pudritz, andHolmes (2004) where binaries are not formed (
tﬀ  0:1), a regime
where they are (
tﬀ  0:2) and configurations much more rapidly rotating than this. Al-
though this well exceeds the limit (
tﬀ ' 0:3) for ring–mode fragmentation observed by
Matsumoto and Hanawa (2003), the incorporation of a reasonably strong,   5, mag-
netic field in these calculations mitigates against this by transporting angular momentum
by magnetic braking and an outflow.
VII.2 Outflows
A Bonnor–Ebert sphere appears to collapse more rapidly than the free–fall time obtained
from its mean density would suggest (and compared to a uniform sphere with that den-
sity). This is actually an artefact of its centrally condensed nature: in eﬀect the core is par-
tially pre–collapsed. Consequently, the central density reaches ‘interesting’ values more
rapidly than a uniform sphere, as we show in figure VII.ii. The initial process of the col-
lapse occurs comparably to the uniform spheres presented in previous chapters, albeit
markedly quicker. As before, once the core reaches an ‘interesting’ density, a pseudo–
disc forms and this then drives an outflow. Changing the initial rotation rate does have
an eﬀect similar to increasing the mass–to–flux ratio, however, as faster rotating cores be-
comemore ellipsoidal. In a similar way to figure VI.vi, we show this eﬀect in figure VII.iii,
where higher values of rot clearly cause flatter and larger density profiles. This is caused
by a combination of the centripetal accelerations in the faster rotating cores coupled with
the lack of any magnetic pressure parallel to the z–axis (which is the magnetic field axis).
This eﬀect is significantly more marked for rot  0:04 and (in particular) 0:08, but a slight
increase in eccentricity can be seen between rot  0:005 and 0:02. This change in overall
mass distribution does not aﬀect how much fluid ultimately ends up within the centre of
the collapsed core (although the increased rotation rate does slow the collapse rate down).
Once the core has collapsed so that the maximum density exceeds   1  10 10 g 
cm 3 a dense pseudo–disc forms. This disc is then able to produce a bipolar outflow
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Figure VII.ii. Graph of maximum fluid density, max against time, t, for rot  0:005 (black line),
0:02 (orange), 0:04 (blue), and 0:08 (yellow). Higher rotation rates clearly cause a
slower collapse, although even at rot  0:08 the centrally condensed Bonnor–Ebert
spheres collapse to high densities in less than a free–fall time. The critical density for
sink insertion is 10 5 g  cm 3 which provides a maximum density. Unlike for lower
critical densities, this appears not to be reached due to the rapid nature of the second
collapse phase. The ‘double bumps’ seen for higher values of rot are caused by a pair
of second collapses happening as a binary system is formed.
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Figure VII.iii. Column density projections in y–direction for four   5 calculations with rot 2
»0:005; 0:02; 0:04; 0:08¼ showing the increase in ellipsoidality as rot increases. A com-
binationof centripetal forces and the absenceofmagnetic pressureparallel to thefield
axis (i.e. in the z–direction) result in a flattened and wider profile for higher rotation
rates.
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Figure VII.iv. Column density projections in y–direction for four   5 calculations with rot 2
»0:005; 0:02; 0:04; 0:08¼ (columns, left–to–right) at five equally spaced time–steps. The
first row is 1100 tﬀ before the insertion of the first sink particle, the second row and
subsequent rows are then steps of 1100 tﬀ later. All four calculations produce an out-
flownotwithstanding the fragmentation into binaries for rot  0:02, and the velocity
of this outflow increases as the rotation rate increases, however, at higher values of
rot the opening angle of the outflow increases and it becomes more diﬀuse.
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Figure VII.v. S.P.H. particle velocities in the z–direction for all particles with both z > 0 au and
vz > 0km  s 1 (i.e. the upper half of the outflow) at the same dynamical time as
the bottom row of figure VII.iv. The upper–row shows rot  0:005 and 0:02, both of
which do not fragment and produce a bipolar jet outflow, which increases in velocity
as the rotation rate increases. In contrast, the lower–row shows rot  0:04 and 0:08
which do form binary systems, and exhibit slower outflow velocities than the non–
fragmenting cores.
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due to the combination of the disc winding up a toroidal magnetic field and then this
azimuthal field being lifted out of the disc by a strong poloidal field (see the discussion in
section V.5 on outflow and jet formation). As indicated in in figure VII.iv, the velocities
of these outflows are proportional to rot when a bipolar outflow and no binary system is
produced. This is consistent with our observations in the previous chapter, in particular
section VI.6, that quantity of angular momentum contained in the core is directly related
to the velocity of the outflow. Unlike the turbulent cores presented in section VI.6 supra,
the cores here are laminar and this produces a comparably faster outflow lack of disc
disruptionby turbulence. However, the outflowvelocities obtainedhere— jvz j  1kms 1
for rot  0:02 as shown on the top row of figure VII.v — are in general significantly
slower than those obtained from uniform spheres. This is unsurprising, however, if we
consider the fact that these Bonnor–Ebert density profiles contain less angularmomentum
for a given rotation rate than a comparable uniform density core. Interestingly, jvz j 
1km  s 1 is comparable to the result obtained in section VI.6 when ε > 1. This may
imply that when usingmore realistic initial conditions than a laminar uniform sphere, the
maximum outflow speed from a first hydrostatic core is somewhat lower than the more
idealised analysis presented in chapters IV and V would suggest. When rot > 0:02 the
core fragments, and as this supresses the formation of a bipolar outflow. Consequently,
as seen on the bottom row of figure VII.v the outflow velocities are reduced. We observe
below that increasing rot in a binary system causes an increased binary separation. The
outflowvelocity for a binary system is reduced as the binary separation is increased: rot 
0:04 has an outflow with a velocity of jvz j  0:5km  s 1 but this falls to jvz j  0:3km  s 1
for rot  0:08.
VII.3 Binaries
Figure VII.vi shows the change in columndensity for each calculation as a function of time
from just before the first sink particle is inserted until 125 tﬀ after. We find that rotation
rates corresponding to rot  0:02 are resistant to fragmentation, and conversely the faster
rotators are susceptible to fragmentation. Weobserved in sectionV.6 that at highmass–to–
flux ratios (in that section,   20) an excess of angularmomentum in the core could cause
fragmentation and the formation of a close binary or ternary system. Here we find that
simply adding additional angular momentum to a lower mass–to–flux ratio calculation
(  5) can also cause fragmentation. Importantly, unlike in the preceding chapter, this
fragmentation is not at the expense of an outflow, cf. figure VII.iv supra. In chapter V, the
cause of the fragmentation was the lack of any outflow to transport angular momentum
away from the protostar and pseudo–disc; here we find instead that the outflow produced
from the pseudo–disc around a first hydrostatic core can be of insuﬃcent magnitude to
remove ‘enough’ angular momentum in some situations.
Figure VII.vii follows the evolution of the two calculations which have fragmented
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Figure VII.vi. Column density projections in z–direction for four   5 calculations with rot 2
»0:005; 0:02; 0:04; 0:08¼ (columns, left–to–right) at five equally spaced time–steps, sim-
ilar to figure VII.iv. As before the first row is 1100 tﬀ before the insertion of the first
sink, and then each subsequent row is 1100 tﬀ more evolved. rot  0:02 form unary
systems,whilst the two fastest rotation speedshave fragmented intomultiple systems
(although the second sink particle has not yet been inserted).
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VII.vii.a. rot  0:04
Figure VII.vii. continued below
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Figure VII.vii. Column density projections in the z–directions for the   5, rot  0:04 (sub–
figure VII.vii.a) and rot  0:08 (sub–figure VII.vii.b) calculations. These projections
begin at the same dynamical time that figure VII.vi ends, i.e. 125 tﬀ after the first sink
particle is inserted and continued for a further 225 tﬀ. Both calculations produce
stable binary systems with the separation between the binaries increasing in the
faster rotating calculation.
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for a further 225 tﬀ after figure VII.vi. Both calculations form clear and stable binary sys-
tems with each protostar being embedded in an individual pseudo–disc. An interest-
ing evolutionary eﬀect is seen in sub–figure VII.vii.a. We saw in the final panels of the
rot  0:08 calculation in figure VII.vi that this calculation had fragmented into three dense
regions, however, the smaller of these regions ultimately merges with the first sink parti-
cle, in contrast to a similar evolutionary process in section V.6 where a ternary systemwas
formed (following a comparable evolutionary path to that described in Tobin et al. (2016)).
A clue to the diﬀerent nature of this calculation is seen at t  1:17 tﬀ in figure VII.vi, where
this calculationhas actually fragmented symmetrically into four dense regions. Two larger
regions closer to the barycentre and then two smaller ones formed further out. The first of
these rapidly merges with an inner dense region, which then forms a sink particle. This
nowmoremassive protostar and disc combination then gravitationally attracts the second
outer dense region and merges with it. The fragmentation seen for rot  0:04 is simpler
although even then, initially at t  0:71 tﬀ three dense regions are formed. Importantly,
the fragmentation seen here is — to the limits of our numerical method — rotationally
symmetrical, as expected given the lack of any rotational anisotropies in the initial den-
sity profile. This may well be similar to the ‘satellite’ fragmentation mode and similar
eﬀects seen in Matsumoto and Hanawa (2003) when 0:1 . 
tﬀ . 0:3 albeit at a much
faster initial rotation speed; additional stability against more dramatic fragmentation be-
ing provided by transporting angular momentum away in the helical outflow. That the
rot  0:02 calculations, which have
tﬀ  0:5, do not even form a bar instability, let alone
a binary system, echoes this analysis. We also note that unlike Banerjee, Pudritz, and
Holmes (2004), when a binary does form this happens from the pseudo–disc transform-
ing directly into a bar–mode rather than proceeding via a ring–mode instability, which
again is likely the result of enhanced angular momentum transport. Although Banerjee
and Pudritz (2006) in an M.H.D. calculation found that the ring–mode remained even for

tﬀ  0:4, we note that the calculations presented there used both a comparably weaker
field5 of 3:4 μ G  jB0 j  14 μ G and also included ambipolar diﬀusion eﬀects which will
act to reduce this field further. We observed in chapter V that weak magnetic fields can
allow fragmentation even at low rotation speeds. The calculation in this chapter have an
initial magnetic field strength of jB0 j  163 μ Gwhich is significantly higher, and explains
this variance.
In figure VII.viii we show the radially averaged tangential velocity as a function
of radius compared to the Keplerian velocity at the same radii for each calculation. For
simplicity, the results for the two fragmenting calculations are only shown for the first
sink particle. From this we notice two things, firstly that the rot  0:005 calculation is
clearly sub–Keplerian (in amanner comparable to the results obtained in earlier chapters).
5. the initial mass of the core was also Mcore  2:1M so the eﬀective mass–to–flux ratio would be even
higher than this weaker field would initially suggest
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Figure VII.viii. Radially averaged tangential velocity, v, as a function of radius, r, for rot  0:005
(solid black line), 0:02 (solid orange line), 0:04 (solid blue line) and 0:08 (solid yel-
low line) compared to the corresponding Keplerian velocities (dashed lines). These
velocities were calculated 1100 tﬀ after a sink particle is inserted in each calculation.
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However, all three of the remaining calculations become Keplerian. . From this we can
infer two things: firstly, as expected increasing the initial rotation rate significantly still
results in a disc limited by the Keplerian velocity (faster rotation speeds will not be bound
into a disc structure). Secondly, and more interestingly, it indicates that fragmentation is
not necessarily related to being in Keplerian rotation or not nor is it related to absolute
velocity of the pseudo–disc. Instead it is more closely related — like the outflow — to
the quantity of angular momentum available in the system. This analysis is echoed by
comparing the rotation speed at somewhat higher radii. Between radii of 10 auand 30 au
the two fragmenting calculations— rot  0:04 and 0:08—have rotation profilesmarkedly
closer to the Keplerian velocity at those larger radii than other calculations.
Figure VII.ix shows the change in separation between the two sink particles (which
represent protostars) over time. Although both calculations exhibit some variation in the
separation, the faster rotating rot  0:08 calculation has a consistently higher separation
between the two sinkparticles compared to the rot  0:04. This also shows that the system
is essentially stable and that the two sink particles — and hence protostars — are unlikely
to merge.
VII.3.1 Outflows from Binaries
Formation of two stable binary systems, both with outflows, allows an analysis of the na-
ture of first hydrostatic core outflows in binary as opposed to unary systems. The same
magnetohydrodynamical phenomena are present notwithstanding these systems are bi-
naries rather than single systems. However, the motion of a pair of protostars around a
common barycentre produces a unique scenario. Figure VII.x shows the z–direction ve-
locity for the rot  0:08 calculation. Anunusual approach to showing the velocity is taken
to show how the outflow is formed. We only consider the fluid velocity for S.P.H. parti-
cles above z  0, i.e. above the orbital plane of the protostellar system. This is necessary
because the outflow is symmetrical and otherwise positive average z–components of the
velocity would be oﬀset by negative average velocities below the plane, hiding or obscur-
ing the outflow. We find that a helical outflow is produced, as shown by the blue regions
in figure VII.x. Two hydrodynamic pseudo–discs rotating around a common barycentre
would naturally lose some material due to centrifugal eﬀects. This material, however,
would only have velocities in the x–y plane6 and consequently would not have an appre-
ciable z–component of its velocity. That the motion see in figure VII.x does have a velocity
out of the orbital plane indicates that these outflows are magnetically driven and are trav-
eling, like outflows from unary systems, parallel to the magnetic field and rotation axis.
This magnetic origin is confirmed by looking at the density weighted average of the
6. technically the orbital plane of the system,which is bydefinition the x–y plane due to our initial conditions
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Figure VII.ix. Plot of sinkparticle separation, i.e.
r is;1   r is;2where r is;1 represents the position vector
to the first sink particle, etc., against time since the second sink particle was inserted,
t, for the rot  0:04 (black line) and rot  0:08 (orange line). Although both calcula-
tions exhibit some variation in the separation over time, both sink particles are stable
and are not spiralling in or being ejected.
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Figure VII.x. Density weighted average of the z–velocity of the fluid, hvzi, for all S.P.H. particles
with z > 0 projected in the z–direction. Red indicates regions where fluid is traveling
towards the plane of the protostellar system, conversely blue indicates fluid moving
away from that plane. Two ‘helical’ outflow structures can be seen, emenating from
each pseudo–disc
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Figure VII.xi. Densityweighted average of themagnitude of the current density,

J i , for all S.P.H.
particles with z > 0 projected in the z–direction for   5, rot  0:08. A region with
an elevated current density is produced in both pseudo–discs and in an arm structure
corresponding to the initial part of the outflow seen in figure VII.x, demonstrating
the magnetic origin, and the origin within the pseudo–disc, of these structures
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magnitude of the current density7 (cf. sub–section IV.3.1, although in that sub–section
we used a cross–section as opposed to an average here, necessary to incorporate the z–
dimensional eﬀects of the helical outflow) shown in figure VII.xi. There is a clear cor-
relation between an elevated current density, i.e. a elevated motion of charges, and the
helical outflow seen in the velocity plot in figure VII.x, showing the magnetised nature of
these outflows. Figure VII.xi also shows how these outflows are magnetically linked to
the pseudo–discs, which also demonstrate an elevated current density compared to the
surrounding fluid. The larger scale regions of the outflow do not, however, show an el-
evated current density, which indicates that — as expected — once these structures are
magnetically produced they are no longer driven by magnetohydrodynamical eﬀects.
VII.4 Comparison of Sink Particle Size
The insertion of a sink particle into these calculations essentially punches a hole with a
diameter of 2 au into each pseudo–disc. Since the discs themselves have diameters only
an order–of–magnitude larger, we re–ran the rot  0:08 calculation from 1100 tﬀ before
a sink particle is inserted, but with the accretion radius of the new sink particle set to
rcrit  110 au as opposed to 1 au. Figure VII.xii shows a representative sample for this pair
of calculations . In terms of the evolution of the pseudo–discs, no qualitative diﬀerences
can be observed. This implies that physical processes8 occuring at sub–astronomical unit
scales has a limited impact on the wider disc. The variation that is seen is likely caused by
gravitational potential energy being liberated as radiation in the region 110 au  r  1 au
which will change the temperature of the fluid, and hence the structure slightly. This
analysis is confirmedby comparing the shape of the outflowproduced from the rot  0:08
calculation in figure VII.xiii.
Wewould not necessarily expect this result to be as consistent in a non–fragmenting
system, since there the maximum jet velocity must be related to the maximum Keplerian
velocity, i.e. the minimum radius, obtainable. However, we note that decreasing the crit-
ical radius from rcrit  5 au (as used in D. J. Price, Tricco, and Bate 2012) to 1 au only
increased the jet velocity by a maximum of 3km  s 1. These calculations were performed
using uniform spheres, not centrally condensed density profiles, and we observe above
that the latter set of initial conditions produce markedly slower outflows in any event.
There is limited benefit in exploring the use of sink particles smaller than 110 au unless
the size is set suﬃcently small to capture the whole second core phase (see Larson 1969).
These small cores have already been observed to produce significantly faster outflows
(Bate, Tricco, and D. J. Price 2014) than first hydrostatic cores, and it appears that any ra-
dius larger than this which still contains most of the first core is suﬃcent if the additional
7. J i  i jkr jBk
8. at least insofar as radiation idealmagnetohydrodynamics is concerned
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Figure VII.xii. Column density projections in the z–direction for the rot  0:08 comparing our
usual sink particle radius, rcrit  1 au (left column) and rcrit  110 au (right column).
Wenote that fewqualitativediﬀerences are observedbetween the twoaccretion radii,
and those that are present are likely eﬀects of the gravity tree rather than additional
physical processes from within r < 1 au.
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computational expense of following the collapse that far is not desired.
Consequently, we conclude that— at least for the initial conditionswe use through-
out this thesis — a sink particle size of 1 au is qualitatively converged.
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Figure VII.xiii. Density weighted average of the z–component of the velocity, hvzi, for all S.P.H.
particles with z > 0, projected in the z–direction for the rot  0:08 comparing our
usual sink particle radius, rcrit  1 au (left column) and rcrit  110 au (right column).
The outflows produced are qualitatively similar with both sink radii.
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Summary and Conclusion
Leb’ wohl, du kühnes,
herrliches Kind!
Du meines Herzens
heiligster Stolz!
Leb’ wohl! Leb’ wohl! Leb’ wohl!
Flammende Glut
umglühe den Fels;
mit zehrenden Schrecken
scheuch’ es den Zagen;
der Feige fliehe
Brünnhildes Fels! —
Denn einer nur freie die Braut,
der freier als ich, der Gott!
Dritte Szene, Dritte Aufzug, Die Walküre,
Erster Tag des Bühnenfestspiels: Der Ring des Nibelungen,
Richard Wagner (1856)
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VIII.1 The formation of first hydrostatic cores
Clearly, the wide diversity of initial conditions for a molecular cloud core produce a com-
parably wide range of evolutionary outcomes. In the preceding four chapters we consid-
ered a range of these configurations. Changes in the initialmagnetic (sub–sections VIII.1.1
and VIII.1.2 infra), velocity (sub–section VIII.1.3 infra), or density (sub–section VIII.1.4 in-
fra) fields can change the resulting protostar markedly. These eﬀects can range from pro-
ducing a strong collimated outflow to none at all and between forming a solitary protostar
or a binary or ternary system.
Observations of molecular cloud cores provide a wide range of possible initial con-
ditions. Similarly, observations of Y.S.Os. demonstrate that the star formation process can
produce a extensive variety of objects. Our exploration of the parameter space shows that
the configuration of a molecular cloud core prior to the collapse beginning can produce a
variety of outcomes, and this may explain some of the variation in protostars and Y.S.Os.
observed. Although we have only followed the collapse to the length scales of the first
hydrostatic core phase1, which is a comparatively early evolutionary point, many of the
variations seen are significant and would be expected to impact the subsequent evolution
of the protostar.a
VIII.1.1 Magnetic field: geometry
We began in chapter IV by first considering how the geometry of the initial magnetic field
influences the collapse and ultimately the final protostar. We found that the shape of the
molecular cloud core mid–collapse is influenced by the inclination of the field with the
respect to the rotation axis, denoted by #. Amagnetic field that is alignedwith the rotation
axis produces a core which is oblate and with the semi–major axis perpendicular to the
axes. However, when themagnetic field is perpendicular to the rotation axis a prolate core
is formed. At intermediary inclination angles the core is triaxial, but in all cases the semi–
major axis remains perpendicular to the magnetic field. This also aﬀects the psuedo–disc
which forms late in the collapse: this forms perpendicular to the magnetic field axis on
all but the shortest length scales.
Since any outflow that is produced is a result ofmotion in the pseudo–disc, a change
in the orientation of this disc changes the nature of the outflowproduced. We find that the
outflow velocity is reduced as # is increased, ranging from jvz j ' 8km  s 1 when #  0°
to eﬀectively no outflow when the field is completely misaligned, i.e. when #  90°. In
addition, only initial fields where # < 45° produce a bipolar collimated jet. As well as
providing an observational constraint — it is unlikely that any observed first hydrostatic
core outflow originates from amolecular core where # & 45° — this also has implications
1. although some calculations do continue beyond the timescale onwhich a first hydrostatic core is expected
to exist.
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for angular momentum transport. Magnetic braking in cores with a field strength high
enough to produce an outflow appears to be capable of prevent fragmentation even when
no jet is produced. However, a jet is a very eﬃcent mode of angular momentum trans-
port (cf. Lynden–Bell 1996) and therefore a highly misaligned system will progress to the
second collapse phase with a very diﬀerent angular momentum configuration than the
aligned situation.
VIII.1.2 Magnetic field: magnitude
In chapter V, we then considered how changing the initial magnetic field strength influ-
enced this evolution. We found that contrary to what may have been initially suspected,
the velocity of the jet actually increasedwhen the initial field was weakened from   5 to
  10. This increase in velocity was accompanied by an increase in the size and rotation
speed of the pseudo–disc surrounding the protostar. The cause of the larger disc is a re-
duction in magnetic braking as a method of angular momentum transport. This allows
both a larger disc and a faster rotating one but unlike hydrodynamic discs the combination
of somemagnetic braking is suﬃcent to prevent fragmentation (since no fragmentation is
observed when   10 and #  45° at which point the jets are suppressed). As the maxi-
mumoutflowvelocity is closely linked to the rotation speed of the disc (D. J. Price, Pringle,
and King 2003) this necessarily produces a faster outflow.
This is an important result as it eﬀectively places an upper limit on the velocity of a
first hydrostatic core outflow. Any observations of an outflow faster than jvz j ' 10km s 1
are likely to bemore evolved objects that the first core phase. Since ‘fast’ outflow velocities
only occur when the field and rotation axes are closely aligned, and there is observational
evidence that misalignement is not uncommon, this upper limit may itself be quite high.
In the regime between #  0° and 45° the jets become progressively slower.
However, we found that by reducing the field still further, to   20, prevented the
formation of an outflow at all. As a result, the now essentially Keplerian disc becomes
unstable to fragmentation and the formation of binary or ternary systems. This is caused
by the combination of no angular momentum transport by a jet combined with reduced
transport from magnetic braking. Changes in the inclination angle, #, do not change
this. Consequently, one route to the formation of binary and multiple star systems may
be a weak initial magnetic field (but not so weak as to cause prolific fragmentation) but
not changed field geometries alone. This fragmentation mode occurs at a reasonably low
initial rotation rate (rot  0:005) and does not form systems with extreme multiplicity
in the way that a gravitationally unstable hydrodynamic disc does. We note, however,
that including radiative transfer but not magnetic fields can also reduce fragmentation in
pseudo–discs.
A poloidal–toroidal decomposition of the magnetic field structure gives an insight
into these very diﬀerent morphologies. We find that the key combination required to
drive the collimated jet outflow mode is a poloidal magnetic field to lift material out of
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theplane of the pseudo–disc coupledwith a strong toroidal field to collimate the jet. When
the magnetic field is weaker, i.e. in the   20 calculations, the poloidal field is insuﬃcent
andaweak ‘bulk’ outflow is produced. A torodiallydominateddisc remains, however, but
without the poloidal field tomovematerial this can not drive a jet. Misaligned calculations
haveweaker (or for themostmisaligned no) collimated outflowdue to the reduced impact
of the torodial field caused by the shape of the pseudo–disc not being perpendicular to
the rotation axis.
VIII.1.3 Velocity Field
We then returned to an aligned magnetic field configuration, but explored the impact of
changing the velocity field in the core in chapter VI. In the preceding paragraphs, we used
a laminar core with only a solid–body rotation profile as a source of kinetic energy. Here,
we applied a Gaussian divergence–free turbulent velocity field to the core. Cores with an
initial turbulent Mach number ofM  1 (i.e. transonic cores) at at the limit of boundness.
In addition, cores with this degree of turbulence are too disrupted to form a pseudo–disc
and hence an outflow (they are, however, resistant to fragmentation). Sub–sonic cores are
somewhat disrupted, with outflows produced withM  110 for both   5 and   10.
AtM  310 only a   5 core produces an outflow and this has a reduced velocity. This
again implies that the upper limit identified in the preceding sub–section may only apply
to idealised initial conditions.
If we add additional angular momentum to aM  1 transonic core we can produce
anoutflowagain. The important parameter is the ratio between the initial turbulent kinetic
and rotational kinetic energies, ε. When ε & 1 a pseudo–disc can be formed and hence and
outflow and vice versa. From this, we find that a core with   5,M  1 and rot  0:02
does produce a bipolar outflow. This outflow is comparably slow— jvz j  1km s 1—and
somewhat asymmetrical. We therefore note that in more realistic initial conditions first
hydrostatic core outflows may be much slower than idealised configurations would tend
to imply. In addition, angular momentum transport by an outflow is closely linked to the
balance between linear and angular momentum in the core when it begins collapsing.
A disrupted psuedo–disc results in a suppressed outflow. This occurs at all field
strengths for transonic turbulence and at all but the weakest (i.e. closest to laminar) sub–
sonic turbulence for strongerfield strengths. This eﬀect is again seen in the ratio of poloidal
and toroidal field components. The disrupted pseudo–discs without a collimated outflow
have a qualitively similar appearance to amisaligned laminar calculation. However, when
ε & 1, the pseudo–disc produced by the additional angularmomentumcontains a strongly
toroidal field. This can generate a collimated outflow in a calculation that with a lower
amount of angular momentum would not.
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VIII.1.4 Density Field
Finally, we switch in chapter VII from a uniform density distribution to a Bonnor–Ebert
sphere profile. This allows significantlymore angularmomentum to be included in a core
before eﬀects such as ring fragmentation occur. From this, we observe as expected that
when rot  0:02 (in a laminar core with   5, #  0°) the outflow velocity increases
with increasing rot. For rot  0:04 the core fragments into a binary pair which acts to
substantially reduce the outflow velocity. The outflow velocity in any case in a collapsed
Bonnor–Ebert sphere is much lower than for an uniform sphere, with jvz j  1km  s 1 for
rot  0:02.
The binary systems produced in this configuration do transport angular momen-
tum by an outflow. This, however, takes the form of an helical structure with one arm
emanating from each of the psuedo–discs in the binary pair. Additionally, the velocity of
this helical outflow is less than jvz j ' 0:5km  s 1. We have followed these binary systems
for many orbits and they are stable and unlikely to merge. In addition to binary forma-
tion by a weak magnetic field, this provides a route to binary formation in a stronger field
configuration — provided suﬃcent angular momentum can be provided.
Echoing the earlier observation that idealised initial conditions may produce ex-
cessively high outflow velocities, we find a similar eﬀect when switching from a uniform
sphere to a Bonnor–Ebert sphere. Clearly the binaries discussed above produce slower
outflows. However, at lower rotation rates the outflow produced is still slower than for a
comparable uniform sphere calculation. For example, when rot  0:005 (which is compa-
rablewith the calculations in chapter IV) the outflowvelocity, jvz j  1km s 1, is markedly
reduced. A Bonnor–Ebert density profile, being a centrally condensed distribution, is a
better approximation of a ‘real’ molecular cloud core. This implies that even for aligned,
laminar configurations the maximum outflow velocity may be much lower than earlier
work would indicate.
VIII.2 Towardsa stable smoothedparticlemagnetohydrodynamics
We have analysed the troublesome nature of implementing magnetohydrodynamics in a
discrete Lagrangian particle scheme. The principal overall conclusion is that disorder in
the particle lattice as a source of error is more problematic than the inherent truncation
error caused by floating point operations. In particular, test problems may not expose
this error since, by design, they do not create the combination of a disordered lattice, a
complex and comparably strong magnetic field, and strong density gradients. However,
real scientific problems— in particular the collapse of a molecular cloud core— do create
all three circumstances.
These circumstances leave quandary: the equations of smoothed particle magneto-
hydrodynamics derived from the Lagrangian are inherently perfectly conservative. How-
ever, they are unstable when the plasma β is less than unity. When this happens the fluid
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pressure is insuﬃcent to suppress the spurious force parallel to the magnetic field lines
caused by (eﬀectively) errors inmaintainingriB i  0. However, we show that any attempt
to correct this is problematic. Firstly, because itmoves S.P.M.H.D. away from aLagrangian
formulation and therefore is inherently non–conservative. However, in addition we show
that the successful Børve, Omang, and Trulsen (2001) source term correction scheme is
broadly equivalent to removing the first order error from the anisotropic S.P.M.H.D. mo-
mentum equation. This prevents particles annealing into a ‘low energy’ state (vide D. J.
Price 2012) and consequently causes inexorable deteroration in momentum conservation.
The fundamental issue is that a conservative or a correct formulation of M.H.D. in S.P.H.
is possible with the current state–of–the–art.
As an aside, we also discuss the impact of diﬀerent choices of average in the kernel
function in S.P.H.. Although we use an S.P.H. formalism — setting the smoothing length
and fluid density self–consistently—which does not use an average like this, many S.P.H.
schemes still do. However, hitherto discussion of this point has been quite limited. We
show that any reasonable choice of average produces converged results in a test problem
designed to cause issues with gradients in  (and hence h). This is a particularly challeng-
ing numerical calculation so this demonstrates the robustness of each choice of average.
VIII.3 Final Notes
This thesis makes extensive use of the NumPy (van der Walt, Colbert, and Varoquaux 2011)
and Matplotlib (J. D. Hunter 2007) Python modules2. All rendered figures were produced
using the splash programme3 (D. J. Price 2007, 2011b).
Most calculations were performed on the University of Exeter Supercomputer4, a
‘Distributed Research utilising Advanced Computing’ (Di.R.A.C.) Facility jointly funded
by the Science and Technology Facilities Council (S.T.F.C.), the Large Facilities Capital
Fund of Department for Business, Energy, and Industrial Strategy (B.E.I.S.) and the Uni-
versity of Exeter.
Some calculations used the Di.R.A.C. Complexity system5, operated by the Univer-
sity of Leicester I.T. Services, which formspart of the S.T.F.C.Di.R.A.C.H.P.C. Facility. This
equipment is fundedby theB.E.I.S.NationalE.–Infrastructure capital grantno. ST/K000373/1
and S.T.F.C. Di.R.A.C. Operations grant no. ST/K0003259/1.
A small number of calculations used the Isca supercomputer6, funded and operated
2. see http://www.numpy.org/ and https://matplotlib.org/
3. see http://users.monash.edu.au/~dprice/splash/
4. further details can be found at https://wiki.astro.ex.ac.uk/bin/view/Zen/WebHome
5. see http://www2.le.ac.uk/offices/itservices/ithelp/services/hpc/dirac and https://www.dirac.ac.uk/
6. further details can be found at http://www.exeter.ac.uk/research/hpc/about/
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by the University of Exeter.
Like almost every astronomical publication, this thesis makes use of the biblio-
graphic services of N.A.S.A.’s Astrophysics Data System7 (Eichhorn 1994).
7. http://adswww.harvard.edu/
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Further Work
Sed Cæsar in omnia præceps,
nil actum credens, cum quid superesset agendum.
Liber ii, Pharsalia seu De Bello Civili,
Marcus Annæus Lucanus (ca. A.D. 61)
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IX.1 Non–Ideal magnetohydrodynamics
Throughout this thesis we have assumed that the ideal magnetohydrodynamics approx-
imation (that the flux is ‘frozen in’ to the fluid) holds. Eliminating this assumption, i.e.
moving to a non–ideal M.H.D. scheme (see sub–section I.3.2) provides the most obvious
avenue for further work. Masson et al. (2016), Wurster, D. J. Price, and Ayliﬀe (2014), and
Wurster, D. J. Price, and Bate (2016) have already considered this for certain cases. How-
ever, these have been generally limited to laminar velocity profiles and do not always
include radiation. The NICIL library (Wurster 2016a,b) has already been implemented
in both the sphNG and Phantom codes, so running a comparable suite of calculations to
those presented in chapter VI is possible. However, the time–stepping required to fully
evolve all three non–idealM.H.D. phenomena is considerably shorter than for ideaM.H.D.
which causes marked increases in run times. This eﬀect, whilst reducing the through-
put of calculations, seems to be tractable for laminar cores, however, the additional den-
sity anisotropies and the consequently larger region of the calculation requiring a shorter
time–step in a turbulent fluid may challenge this.
Non–ideal M.H.D. eﬀects, particularly eﬀects which provide for magnetic diﬀusion
such as Ohmic resistivity and ambipolar diﬀusion will act to reduce the field strength.
Firstly, this would allow mass–to–flux ratios of  < 5 to be explored more readily. For
example, it would be possible to approach the ‘average’ value of   2  3 found by
Crutcher (1999). Secondly, we found in chapter V that each field strength considered
produced a diﬀerent outflow morphology. Incorporating dissipative M.H.D. eﬀects may
move strongerfields towardsweakerfields, e.g. itmayact todecrease thedegree of angular
momentum transport by magnetic braking when   5 producing a faster outflow, or
it may decrease the minimum value of  required to cause fragmentation into a binary
system.
In addition, Tsukamoto et al. (2015a), Wurster, D. J. Price, and Bate (2016) and Bai
and Stone (2017) have found that the non–dissipative Hall eﬀect can significantly change
themorphology of the discs around protostars. Given that we have shown that the nature
of a protostellar outflow has strong dependence on disc structure it would be instructive
to consider how the Hall eﬀect changes this. Due to the way the Hall eﬀect can transform
the magnetic field it will be particularly interesting to consider the impact of this M.H.D.
phenomenon on the disordered magnetic field in a turbulent calculation.
IX.2 The Density Field
In chapterVIIwe showed that a centrally condensedBonnor–Ebert density profile changes
the velocity of an outflow at lower angular momenta, whilst at higher momenta binary
systems are formed. This should be extended to cover the same range of field geometries
— 0°  #  90° — and field strengths — 5    20 — explored in chapters IV and V.
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Importantly itwouldallowacomparisonbetween thebinary formationmodewhen  20
in a uniform density sphere and that seen for stronger fields in a rapidly rotating Bonnor–
Ebert sphere to bemade. This will provide further insights intowhether binary formation
is possible before or during the first hydrostatic core phase. In a similar vein, the turbulent
calculations in chapter VI can be extended to Bonnor–Ebert spheres. Inter alia, this may
allowsuper–sonic turbulence to be studiedwithout unbinding the coredue to the centrally
condensed nature of a Bonnor–Ebert sphere. Similarly, the non–ideal M.H.D. schemes
discussed in the previous paragraph can be applied to the same
IX.3 A Distance Ladder?
Turning to larger scales, throughout this thesis we have chosen initial conditions loosely
based on observations but which are always approximately uniform and simplified. A
more nuanced approach would be to perform a calculation of the evolution of a com-
plete molecular cloud and then use this to set the initial conditions. Out of computational
necessity a molecular cloud calculation will have a significantly reduced mass resolution
compared to our calculations in this thesis. However, if Jeans unstable regions can be iden-
tified, these can be used to set the initial conditions for a calculation like that performed
in this work. Most simply, this could be done by just measuring the ‘average’ values of the
magnetic, velocity, and density fields in the Jeans unstable region and then setting up an
idealisedmolecular core based on these. In eﬀect, we could use the results of a calculation
like Bate (2009) to select regions of the parameter space to explore.
A more advanced method would be to ‘zoom’ in on regions of the molecular cloud
(see, albeit at a larger scale, e.g., Rey-Raposo et al. 2017; Rey-Raposo, Dobbs, and Duarte-
Cabral 2015) and then by using an S.P.H. particle splitting scheme create a higher mass
resolution calculation. This allows complex and asymmetrical field structures (in all three
of the magnetic, velocity and density fields) to be used as initial conditions and may pro-
vide a more realistic starting point. Either approach will also indicate if there are regions
of our idealised parameter space which are unrealistic or which do not occur in simulated
molecular clouds. In principle this process could be extended further in both directions:
our first hydrostatic cores could be used to seed calculations of more evolved protostars
andmolecular cloud calculations couldbederived fromgalactic scale simulation. In eﬀect,
this would the computational astronomy analogue to the cosmological ‘distance ladder’.
Ceterum censeo magnetismum esse delendam
With apologies to Cato the Elder et al.
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Translations of the Epigraphs
Chapter I — The Introduction
‘Omnium rerum principia parva sunt.’ (Marcus Tullius Cicero) —
‘Everything has a small beginning.’
‘Poca favilla gran fiamma seconda.’ (Dante Aligheri) —
‘A great flame follows a small spark.’
Chapter II—TheSmoothedParticleRadiationMagnetohydrodynamicsMethod
‘Omnis ars naturæ imitatio est.’ (Seneca the Younger) —
‘All art is but an imitation of nature.’
Chapter III—Pushing theLimits ofSmoothedParticleMagnetohydrodynamics
‘καὶ σὲ γέρον τὸ piρὶν μὲν ἀκούομεν ὄλβιον εἶναι.’ (Homer) —
‘Old sir, we are told that once you prospered.’
Chapter IV — The Evolution of Protostellar Cores with Misaligned Magnetic
Fields and Rotation axes
‘Qu’est-ce que la tolérance? C’est l’apanage de l’humanité. Nous sommes tous pétris de fai-
blesses et d’erreurs ; pardonnons-nous réciproquement nos sottises, c’est la première loi de la
nature.’ (Voltaire) —
‘What is tolerance? It is the consequence of humanity. We are all formed of frailty and
error; let us pardon reciprocally each other’s folly — that is the first law of nature.’
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Chapter V — The Dependence of Protostar Evolution on the Magnitude and
Geometry of the Initial Magnetic Field
‘Du mußt steigen oder sinken.
Du mußt herrschen und gewinnen,
Oder dienen und verlieren,
Leiden oder triumphieren,
Amboß oder Hammer sein.’ (Johann Wolfgang von Goethe) —
You must either ascend or sink.
You must either conquer and rule,
Or serve and lose,
suﬀer or triumph,
the anvil or the hammer be.
Chapter VIII — Summary and Conclusion
‘Leb' wohl, du kühnes,
herrliches Kind!
Du meines Herzens
heiligster Stolz!
Leb’ wohl! Leb’ wohl! Leb’ wohl!
Flammende Glut
umglühe den Fels;
mit zehrenden Schrecken
scheuch' es den Zagen;
der Feige fliehe
Brünnhildes Fels! —
Denn einer nur freie die Braut,
der freier als ich, der Gott!’
(Richard Wagner) —
‘Farewell, you bold,
wonderful child!
You, my heart's
holiest pride.
Farewell, farewell, farewell!
A blaze of flame
shall burn round the rock;
with devouring terror
let it scare the fainthearted;
let cowards run away
from Brünnhilde’s rock!
For only one shall win the bride,
one freer than I, the God!’
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Chapter IX — Further Work
‘Sed Cæsar in omnia præceps,
nil actum credens, cum quid superesset agendum.’ (Marcus Annæus Lucanus) —
‘But Caesar, headlong in all his designs,
thought nothing done while anything remained to do.’
Post–Script to Chapter IX
‘Ceterum censeo magnetismum esse delendam.’ (following Cato the Elder) —
‘Moreover I declare that magnetisum must be destroyed.’
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Using Smoothed Particle Radiation
Magnetohydrodynamics to Explore
How Protostars are Formed
There is no easy route from the Earth to the Stars
Benjamin T. Lewis
